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VII 

INTRODUCTION 

Context and Background 

he historical intertwining of Turkish and Arab civilizations presents a 

fascinating study of cultural symbiosis, marked by centuries of shared 

experiences, intellectual exchange, and linguistic interpenetration. This 

enduring relationship, underpinned by the unifying force of Islam and the 

geographic contiguity of their lands, has fostered a rich tapestry of mutual 

influence that is manifested not only in the lexicon of the Turkish and Arabic 

languages but also in the realms of science, philosophy, and the arts. The 

assimilation of numerous Arabic terms into the Turkish vocabulary stands as a 

testament to the deep-seated intercultural dialogue that has transcended mere 

linguistic borrowing to encompass a wide array of cultural and intellectual 

traditions. Conversely, the Arabic dialects have been enriched by the 

incorporation of Turkish-origin words, highlighting a reciprocal linguistic 

exchange that mirrors the broader cultural synthesis between these two 

peoples.1 Furthermore, the transmission of disciplines such as rhetoric from 

Arabs to Turks underscores a significant intellectual exchange that has 

implications beyond the mere acquisition of knowledge. The Turks‘ 

engagement with Arab scholarship in rhetoric and their subsequent endeavors 

to adapt these rhetorical arts to the Turkish linguistic and cultural context 

illustrate a deliberate process of intellectual and cultural adaptation and 

innovation.2 This process not only reflects the Turks‘ reverence for Arab 

intellectual traditions but also their ambition to cultivate a distinct Turkish 

scholarly and literary identity that could accommodate and reflect the 

complexities of their own cultural and social milieu. This profound 

interconnectedness between the Turkish and Arab worlds, grounded in the 

principles of Islamic brotherhood and geographical closeness, has developed 

into a complex network of intellectual enrichment and cultural exchange. 

Throughout history, despite their distinct ethnic and linguistic origins, Turks 

and Arabs have engaged in a dynamic process of mutual influence that has 

significantly shaped their intellectual landscapes, contributing to the 

development of a shared heritage that spans a wide spectrum of human 

endeavor. 

                                                            
1  Bedrettin Aytaç, Arap Lehçelerindeki Türkçe Kelimeler (İstanbul: Türk Dünyası 

Araştırmaları Vakfı, 1994), 1-159. 
2  Derya Adalar Subaşı. ―Arap ve Türk Belâgatında Me‗ânî İlmine Genel Bir Bakış‖, 

The Journal of International Social Research 7/34 (2014), 9. 

T 
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The intricate relationship between Arab and Turkish cultures, rich in 

historical depth and cultural exchange, provides a fascinating backdrop for the 

study of literary expressions of admiration and respect. This interconnection, 

forged over centuries of political alliances, religious affiliations, and social 

exchanges, has cultivated a unique landscape where art and literature flourish as 

mediums of cross-cultural dialogue. The context and background of this 

dynamic interaction are essential in understanding the significance of Arabic 

panegyrics dedicated to Turkish leaders, a literary tradition that not only 

celebrates individual achievements but also symbolizes the enduring bond 

between these two great civilizations. Historically, the Ottoman Empire served 

as a bridge between the Arab and Turkish worlds, expanding its influence from 

the heart of Anatolia to encompass vast regions of the Arab-speaking world. 

This empire, at its zenith, was a melting pot of cultures, languages, and religions, 

with Istanbul as its capital—a city that epitomized the convergence of East and 

West. Within this cosmopolitan empire, Arabic and Turkish scholars, poets, and 

artists interacted within the imperial courts and urban cultural centers, leading to 

a rich tapestry of cultural and intellectual exchange.3 

The Arabic panegyric, or madīḥ, is a poetic form with deep roots in the 

pre-Islamic and Islamic Arab literary tradition, often used to praise the virtues 

of individuals, including leaders and patrons.4 When Arab poets began 

composing panegyrics for Turkish leaders, these works transcended mere 

flattery to become complex engagements with the themes of leadership, virtue, 

and the communal values of the Islamic world. These panegyrics not only 

reflected the poets‘ personal admiration for their subjects but also commented 

on the political and social order, weaving together the ideals of Arab culture 

with the realities of Ottoman rule. The backdrop against which these 

panegyrics were composed was one of significant historical events, including 

wars, political upheavals, and periods of cultural renaissance. Each poem, 

therefore, not only serves as a tribute but also as a historical document, 

reflecting the circumstances of its time and offering insights into the ways in 

which Arab poets viewed their Turkish rulers. This interplay between poetry 

and history, culture and politics, provides a rich vein of inquiry for scholars 

seeking to understand the complexities of Arab-Turkish relations. In this 

context, ―Arabic Panegyrics for Turkish Leaders: A Study of Cross-Cultural 

                                                            
3  See Abdullah Kızılcık, ―Osmanlı Dönemi Âlim ve Şairlerinden Abdülkerimzâde 

Mehmed Efendi ve Kasîde-i Mîmiyyesi‖, Şarkiyat Mecmuası 11 (2007), 60. 
4  Sirāj al-Dīn Muḥammad, al-Madīḥ fī al-Shi‘r al-‘Arabī (Beirut: Dār al-Rātib al-

Jāmi‗iyya, n.d.), 6-17. 
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Praise‖ sets out to explore this unique literary phenomenon, aiming to shed 

light on the ways in which these panegyrics articulate a shared cultural 

heritage and mutual respect. By examining these poems within their historical 

and cultural contexts, the study endeavors to unveil the intricate layers of 

meaning that make Arabic panegyrics a vital part of the cultural dialogue 

between Arabs and Turks. This exploration not only contributes to our 

understanding of Arabic literature and Ottoman history but also highlights the 

broader significance of literary works as bridges between cultures, past and 

present. 

Despite the rich tapestry of historical interactions and the profound 

cultural exchanges between the Arab and Turkish worlds, there exists a notable 

gap in scholarly research, particularly among Arab researchers, concerning the 

eulogies written for Turkish leaders. This oversight is surprising given the 

depth and breadth of the Arab-Turkish historical relationship, and the 

significant role that eulogistic poetry has played in expressing admiration, 

conveying political allegiance, and fostering a shared cultural identity. The 

relative scarcity of studies focusing on this specific literary phenomenon 

suggests a need for a more thorough investigation into how these poetic 

expressions mirror the complex interplay of cultural, political, and religious 

dynamics between Arabs and Turks. Despite this gap, there are exceptional 

works that have ventured into this less explored territory, offering invaluable 

insights into the nuances of Arabic panegyric poetry dedicated to Turkish 

figures. These pioneering studies not only illuminate the artistic and rhetorical 

strategies employed by Arab poets but also highlight the socio-historical 

contexts that shaped the creation and reception of these eulogies. As such, 

these works stand as critical reference points for any comprehensive 

exploration of the subject, providing a foundation upon which further research 

can build to deepen our understanding of the Arab-Turkish cultural 

interchange through the lens of eulogistic poetry. 

While the field of Arab scholarship has often overlooked the study of 

eulogies written for Turkish leaders, there are notable exceptions that have 

shed light on this unique aspect of literary and cultural interaction. Na‗īm 

Yāfī‘s work, Ṣūra al-Turkī fī al-shi‘r al-‘Arabī al-ḥadīth, published in 1995, 

stands as a pioneering exploration of the Turkish image in modern Arab 

poetry, offering a comprehensive analysis of how Turkish figures are portrayed 

in Arab verse.5 Similarly, Ibrāhīm al-Dāqūqī‘s Ṣūra al-Atrāk ladā al-‘Arab, 

                                                            
5  Na‗īm Yāfī, Ṣūra al-Turkī fī al-shi‘r al-‘Arabī al-ḥadīth ([Latakia]: Dār al-Ḥiwār 

li‘l-Nashr wa al-Tawzī‗, 1995), 1-239. 
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released in 2001, delves into the representation of Turks in Arab 

consciousness, tracing historical perceptions and their poetic expressions.6 

Abdelkarim Amin Mohamed Soliman‘s article, ―Rithā‘ al-Khilāfa al-

‗Uthmāniyya fī al-Shi‗r al-Miṣrī  al-Ḥadīth‖, published in 2019, specifically 

focuses on eulogies for the Ottoman Caliphate in modern Egyptian poetry, 

highlighting the nuanced responses to the Ottoman legacy in Arab nationalist 

discourse.7 Lastly, Rāniyā ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd Muḥammad ‗Alī Zaydān‘s master‘s 

thesis, al-Āthār al-Turkiyya fī shi‘r Aḥmad Shawqī wa Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm, also 

from 2019, examines the Turkish influences in the poetry of Aḥmad Shawqī 

and Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm, offering insights into how these poets integrated Turkish 

themes and figures into their work.8 These scholarly contributions, each in 

their unique way, illuminate the depth and richness of the Arab poetic 

engagement with Turkish subjects, counteracting the broader trend of neglect 

in Arab scholarship regarding this significant literary intersection. 

In the realm of Western scholarship, studies exploring the rich 

interplay between Arab poets and Turkish leaders through the medium of 

panegyric poetry are remarkably sparse. Notable works in Western languages 

that delve into related themes include Turki Mugheid‘s German study, Sultan 

Abdulhamid II. im Spiegel der arabischen Dichtung, which explores the 

literary and political landscape of the late Ottoman period,9 and Yeshoshua 

Frenkel‘s The Turkic Peoples in Medieval Arabic Writings, offering insights 

into the depiction of Turkic peoples within medieval Arabic literature.10 

Additionally, my own article, ―Arab Poets‘ Panegyric Odes to Ottoman 

Sovereigns‖, published in Eskiyeni, contributes to this limited yet vital body of 

work by examining Arabic panegyric poetry dedicated to Ottoman rulers.11 

Considering the limited research available in Western languages on this 

complex aspect of cultural and literary exchange, my book, Arabic Panegyrics 

                                                            
6  Ibrāhīm al-Dāqūqī, Ṣūra al-Atrāk ladā al-‘Arab (Beirut: Markaz Dirāsāt al-Waḥda 

al-‗Arabiyya, 2001), 1-424. 
7  Abdelkarim Amin Mohamed Soliman, ―Rithā‘ al-Khilāfa al-‗Uthmāniyya fī al-Shi‗r 

al-Miṣrī  al-Ḥadīth‖, Bayburt Üniversitesi İlahiyat Fakültesi Dergisi 10 (2019), 33-62. 
8  Rāniyā ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd Muḥammad ‗Alī Zaydān, al-Āthār al-Turkiyya fī shi‘r 

Aḥmad Shawqī wa Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm (Konya: Necmettin Erbakan Üniversitesi, Sosyal 

Bilimler Enstitüsü, Master‘s Thesis, 1440/2019), 1-162. 
9  Turki Mugheid, Sultan Abdulhamid II. im Spiegel der arabischen Dichtung: Eine 

Studie zu Literatur und Politik in der Spätperiode des Osmanischen Reiches (Berlin: 

Klaus Schwarz Verlag, 1987), 1-383. 
10  Yeshoshua Frenkel, The Turkic Peoples in Medieval Arabic Writings (New York: 

Routledge Taylor & Francis Group, 2015), 1-143.  
11  Esat Ayyıldız, ―Arab Poets‘ Panegyric Odes to Ottoman Sovereigns‖, Eskiyeni 50 

(September 2023), 859-876. 
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for Turkish Leaders: A Study of Cross-Cultural Praise, aims to modestly 

contribute to the scholarly conversation in this field. 

In the realm of Turkish scholarship, there exists a collection of studies 

that meticulously examine the nuanced dynamics of Arab-Turkish relations 

from the perspectives of both cultures. These works contribute significantly to 

our understanding of the historical and literary intersections between these two 

civilizations, exploring the myriad ways in which Arabs and Turks have 

influenced and perceived each other over centuries.12 Within the realm of 

Turkish academic contributions, there are several noteworthy studies that delve 

into the intricate relationship between Arab poets and Turkish figures, 

articulated through eulogies and poetic tributes. Hüseyin Yazıcı‘s ―Mısırlı Bir 

Arap Şairi Ahmed Şevki ve Şiirlerinde Sultan II. Abdulhamid‖ provides a 

profound examination of Aḥmad Shawqī‘s poetry dedicated to Sultan ‗Abd al-

Ḥamīd II, revealing the layers of political and personal nuance within these 

odes.13 Şükran Fazlıoğlu, in her work ―Mekkeli Şair İbnu‘l-Uleyf‘in Sultan II. 

Bayezid‘e Yazdığı Kasîde‖, explores the ode composed by Ibn al-‗Ulayf (d. 

926/1520) for Sultan Bāyazīd II, offering insights into the cross-cultural 

reverence expressed through poetry.14 Additionally, Fazlıoğlu‘s Arap 

Romanında Türkler broadens the examination to the portrayal of Turks in 

Arabic novels, providing a broader cultural perspective.15 Şerafeddin 

Yaltkaya‘s (d. 1947) ―Türklerle İlgili Arapça Şiirler‖ further broadens the 

scope by surveying Arabic poems related to Turks, highlighting a rich tradition 

of poetic engagement.16 Ahmet Yıldız‘s study, ―Hafız İbrahim‘in Şiirlerinde 

Türk İmajı‖, focuses on Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s portrayal of Turks, emphasizing the 

significance of such representations in understanding Arab-Turkish cultural 

intersections.17 Ahmet Farman Saeed al-Chalaby‘s ―Ma‘ruf er-Rusafi‘nin 

Mustafa Kemal Atatürk Hakkında Yazdığı Şiire Bir Bakış‖ looks at Ma‗rūf al-

                                                            
12  See Bedrettin Aytaç. ―İki Tarafın Görüş Açılarından Arap-Türk Münâsebetleri, 

Editörler: Ekmeleddin İhsanoğlu - Muhammed Safiyuddin Abu‘l-Izz. İstanbul 

1993. [Book Review]‖, Belleten 61 (1997), 165-170. 
13  Hüseyin Yazıcı, ―Mısırlı Bir Arap Şairi Ahmed Şevki ve Şiirlerinde Sultan II. 

Abdulhamid‖, İlmî Araştırmalar 4 (1997), 179-192. 
14  Şükran Fazlıoğlu, ―Mekkeli Şair İbnu‘l-Uleyf‘in Sultan II. Bayezid‘e Yazdığı 

Kasîde‖, Divan: Disiplinlerarası Çalışmalar Dergisi 11 (December 2001), 163-81. 
15  Şükran Fazlıoğlu, Arap Romanında Türkler (İstanbul: Küre Yayınları, 2nd Edition, 

2015), 1-316. 
16  Şerafeddin Yaltkaya, ―Türklerle İlgili Arapça Şiirler‖, Simplifying pub. Musa 

Yıldız, Nüsha 7/21 (2006), 7-29. 
17  Ahmet Yıldız, ―Hafız İbrahim‘in Şiirlerinde Türk İmajı‖, Türk İslam Medeniyeti 

Akademik Araştırmalar Dergisi 13/25 (2018), 195-212. 
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Ruṣāfī‘s poem about Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, reflecting on the modern 

implications of Arab poetic tribute.18 Yakup Göçemen‘s analysis in ―Mısırlı 

Neo-Klasik Şair Veliyyüddin Yeken‘in Eserlerinde Sultan II. Abdülhamid‖19 

and Ömer Faruk Karakuş‘s ―Hâfız İbrahim‘in Şiirlerinde Sultan II. 

Abdülhamid‖20 both scrutinize the poetic reflections on Sultan ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd 

II, illustrating the depth of admiration and critique embedded within these 

verses. Kenan Demirayak‘s Arap Edebiyatı Tarihi: Osmanlı Dönemi (Mısır ve 

Bilâdu’ş-Şam Bölgesi) is a crucial text that provides insight into the eulogistic 

practices in Arabic literature during the Ottoman era, especially in regions like 

Egypt and Bilād al-Shām. By offering examples of eulogies, this work helps 

illuminate the rich tradition of poetic homage within this historical and 

geographical context.21 

İbrahim Ethem Polat‘s ―Arap Edebiyatı Üzerinden Türk Tarihine Bir 

Bakış‖ explores the intricate interplay between Turkish history and Arabic 

literature, revealing the deep cultural connections between these two realms.22 

Similarly, Ahmet Kazım Ürün‘s works, ―Ahmet Şevki‘nin Şiirlerinde Boğaziçi 

ve Marmara‖23 and ―Ahmet Şevki‘nin Şiirlerinde Osmanlı Devleti‖,24 delve 

into Aḥmad Shawqī‘s poetic depictions of the Bosphorus, Marmara, and the 

Ottoman State, highlighting the poet‘s engagement with themes of geography, 

history, and identity. 

Recent academic endeavors in Turkish institutions have further 

enriched the study of Arab poetry‘s engagement with Turkish history and 

leadership. Imad Khayata‘s master‘s thesis, Emiru’ş-Şuarâ Ahmed Şevkî’nin 

                                                            
18  Ahmet Farman Saeed al-Chalaby, ―Ma‘ruf er-Rusafi‘nin Mustafa Kemal Atatürk 

Hakkında Yazdığı Şiire Bir Bakış‖, RumeliDE Dil ve Edebiyat Araştırmaları 

Dergisi Ö5 (2019), 176-186. 
19  Yakup Göçemen, ―Mısırlı Neo-Klasik Şair Veliyyüddin Yeken‘in Eserlerinde 

Sultan II. Abdülhamid‖, Dokuz Eylül Üniversitesi İlahiyat Fakültesi Dergisi 51 

(June 2020), 215-248. 
20  Ömer Faruk Karakuş, ―Hâfız İbrahim‘in Şiirlerinde Sultan II. Abdülhamid‖, 

Atatürk Üniversitesi Edebiyat Fakültesi Dergisi 67 (December 2021), 19-32. 
21  Demirayak, Kenan. Arap Edebiyatı Tarihi: Osmanlı Dönemi (Mısır ve Bilâdu’ş-

Şam Bölgesi) (Kayseri: Fenomen Yayınları, 2015), 1-530. 
22  İbrahim Ethem Polat, ―Arap Edebiyatı Üzerinden Türk Tarihine Bir Bakış‖, 38. 

Uluslararası Asya ve Kuzey Afrika Çalışmaları Kongresi, ed. Zeki Dilek et al. 

(Ankara: Atatürk Kültür, Dil ve Tarih Yüksek Kurumu Yayınları, 2009), 317-332.  
23  Ahmet Kazım Ürün, ―Ahmet Şevki‘nin Şiirlerinde Boğaziçi ve Marmara‖, 

Uluslararası X. Üsküdar Sempozyumu, ed. Coşkun Yılmaz (İstanbul: Üsküdar 

Belediyesi, 2019), 2/309-320. 
24  Ahmet Kazım Ürün, ―Ahmet Şevki‘nin Şiirlerinde Osmanlı Devleti‖, Uluslararası 

Kuruluşunun 700. Yıl Dönümünde Bütün Yönleriyle Osmanlı Devleti Kongresi, ed. 

Alâaddin Akgöz et al. (Konya: Selçuk Üniversitesi Basımevi, 2000), 639. 
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Osmanlı Devletine Bakışı, at Atatürk University, offers a deep dive into 

Aḥmad Shawqī‘s perspectives on the Ottoman Empire, providing invaluable 

insights into the nuanced views held by one of the eminent poets of his time.25 

Sümeyye Revşen Okumuş, through her thesis Mısırlı Neo-Klasik Şairlerin 

Şiirlerinde II. Abdulhamid Han İmajı at Hitit University, examines the 

depiction of Sultan ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd II in the works of neo-classical Egyptian 

poets, shedding light on the complex portrayal of Ottoman leadership.26 Ömer 

Faruk Karakuş‘s work, Hâfız İbrahim’in Şiirlerinde Osmanlı İzleri, also at 

Atatürk University, explores the Ottoman traces in Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s poetry, 

illustrating the lasting impact of Ottoman themes on Arab poetic expression.27 

Abdulkadir Mehmetoğlu‘s thesis Büyük Selçuklular İçin Söylenmiş Arapça 

Şiirler from Ankara University ventures into the Arabic poetry dedicated to the 

Great Seljuks, uncovering the historical connections and cultural reverence 

between Arab poets and Turkish rulers in earlier periods.28 Lastly, Adnan Hajı 

Mohamad‘s study, XIX. ve XX. Yüzyıl Suriye Arap Şiirinde Türkler, at 

Çukurova University, focuses on the representation of Turks in 19th and 20th-

century Syrian Arabic poetry, highlighting the evolving perspectives within the 

context of changing political landscapes.29 These theses collectively contribute 

to a broader understanding of the rich tapestry of interactions between Arab 

poetic traditions and Turkish historical figures, offering fresh perspectives on 

the shared cultural and historical narratives that have shaped these exchanges. 

What sets my book apart from previous works in the field is its 

concentrated focus on the art of eulogy within Arabic literature, specifically 

targeting a wide array of figures rather than concentrating on a single 

individual. This broader approach allows for an exploration of eulogies 

dedicated to numerous personalities, offering a panoramic view of how these 

poetic tributes function across different contexts and time periods. Unlike other 

studies that may selectively analyze excerpts or specific elements of eulogies, 

my work undertakes a comprehensive examination and translation of entire 

                                                            
25  Imad Khayata, Emiru’ş-Şuarâ Ahmed Şevkî’nin Osmanlı Devletine Bakışı (Erzurum: 

Atatürk Üniversitesi, Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü, Master‘s Thesis, 2022), 1-111. 
26  Sümeyye Revşen Okumuş, Mısırlı Neo-Klasik Şairlerin Şiirlerinde II. Abdulhamid 

Han İmajı (Çorum: Hitit Üniversitesi, Lisans Üstü Eğitim Enstitüsü, Master‘s 

Thesis, 2022), 1-137. 
27  Ömer Faruk Karakuş, Hâfız İbrahim’in Şiirlerinde Osmanlı İzleri (Erzurum: 

Atatürk Üniversitesi, Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü, Master‘s Thesis, 2019), 1-79. 
28  Abdulkadir Mehmetoğlu, Büyük Selçuklular İçin Söylenmiş Arapça Şiirler, (Ankara: 

Ankara Üniversitesi, Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü, Master‘s Thesis, 2023), 1-73. 
29  Adnan Hajı Mohamad, XIX. ve XX. Yüzyıl Suriye Arap Şiirinde Türkler (Adana: 

Çukurova Üniversitesi Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü, Master‘s Thesis, 2018), 1-80. 
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praise poems, ensuring that no couplet is overlooked. This meticulous attention 

to the complete works enriches the analysis, preserving the integrity of the 

poems and providing a fuller understanding of the eulogistic tradition in its 

entirety. By delving exclusively into the genre of eulogy, the book highlights 

the unique qualities of this form of poetic expression, uncovering the intricate 

layers of admiration, cultural exchange, and historical significance embedded 

within these verses. 

Scope of the Book 

This book ambitiously sets out to traverse the rich landscape of Arabic 

panegyric poetry, focusing particularly on compositions that celebrate Turkish 

leaders across an extensive historical continuum. This exploration delves into 

the poetic expressions of admiration that have served not only as a testament to 

individual leadership qualities but also as bridges between the Arab and 

Turkish cultures. The study is rooted in a deep literary analysis that examines 

the nuanced artistry of the poets, the themes that pervade this genre, and the 

stylistic elements that characterize these tributes, showcasing the sophistication 

and depth of the panegyric tradition. The scope of this work extends beyond 

mere literary critique to incorporate a broader examination of the cultural and 

historical contexts within which these poems were crafted. It explores the role 

of panegyric poetry in reflecting and shaping the cultural identities and 

heritage of both Arabs and Turks, offering insights into how these works 

contribute to a shared cultural dialogue. This analysis is interwoven with an 

exploration of the historical significance of the panegyrics, considering the 

socio-political climates, contemporary events, and figures of leadership that 

inspired these compositions. Such a historical lens provides a richer 

understanding of the poets‘ motivations, the subjects of their praise, and the 

broader historical narratives into which these poems are inscribed. Central to 

the study is the examination of cross-cultural dynamics that emerge from these 

literary exchanges. The book illuminates how Arabic panegyrics dedicated to 

Turkish leaders transcend simple articulations of admiration, evolving into 

complex sites of cultural interaction. These poetic works reveal mutual respect 

and shared values, highlighting the interconnectedness of Arab and Turkish 

histories and cultures.  

This article zeroes in on the tradition of eulogies within both the post-

classical and modern periods, a deliberate focus driven by the observation that 

the relationship between Turks and Arabs reached its zenith during these 

distinct epochs. The post-classical period, marked by the rise and consolidation 
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of the Ottoman Empire, witnessed the intertwining of Arab and Turkish 

spheres through conquests, administration, and cultural exchanges, laying the 

groundwork for a profound mutual influence that would shape the political, 

social, and cultural landscapes of both peoples. This era provided fertile 

ground for the flourishing of eulogistic poetry, as Arab poets found themselves 

under the patronage of Turkish rulers, inspiring works that not only celebrated 

individual achievements but also subtly navigated the complex dynamics of 

power, allegiance, and cultural identity. Transitioning into the modern period, 

the relationship evolved against the backdrop of the empire‘s decline, the 

emergence of national states, and the intellectual currents of modernism and 

nationalism. These changes transformed the nature of eulogistic poetry, with 

poets engaging with themes of sovereignty, reform, and identity in ways that 

reflected the shifting paradigms of Arab-Turkish relations. By examining 

eulogies from these periods, the book aims to shed light on the enduring and 

evolving nature of Arab admiration for Turkish leadership, exploring how 

these literary expressions of praise and reverence mirrored the highs and lows 

of a relationship that has significantly impacted the history and development of 

the region. Through this focused exploration, the book seeks to provide insight 

into the ways in which eulogies served as a mirror to the complex and dynamic 

interactions between these two cultures, offering a unique lens through which 

to view the peaks of their historical relationship. 

Methodology 

The methodology underpinning this exploration into the eulogies of 

the post-classical and modern periods is meticulously designed to offer a 

comprehensive understanding of the nuanced relationship between Arab poets 

and Turkish leaders. This research adopts a multi-dimensional approach, 

combining qualitative analysis with historical contextualization to delve into 

the depths of poetic eulogies as a reflective medium of cultural and political 

ties between Arabs and Turks. At the heart of this methodology is an extensive 

literary analysis, wherein selected eulogies are examined for thematic content, 

stylistic features, and linguistic nuances. This involves a close reading of the 

texts to uncover the layers of meaning embedded within the poetry, with 

particular attention paid to how the poets articulate their reverence for Turkish 

leaders. By analyzing the eulogies through this lens, the study aims to reveal 

the complexity of the poets‘ perspectives, the poetic strategies employed to 

convey admiration, and the underlying sentiments that these literary works 

encapsulate. Complementing the literary analysis is a rigorous historical 
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contextualization of the eulogies. Recognizing that literature does not exist in a 

vacuum, the research situates each poem within its specific socio-political and 

cultural context. This entails a detailed examination of the historical 

circumstances surrounding the creation of the eulogies, including the political 

climate, the nature of Arab-Turkish relations at the time, and the role of the 

poet within society. Such contextualization is crucial for understanding the 

motivations behind the eulogies, the selection of themes, and the intended 

message or impact of the poetry. 

Furthermore, the study employs a comparative approach to explore the 

evolution of eulogistic poetry across the post-classical and modern periods. By 

comparing and contrasting eulogies from different epochs, the research seeks 

to trace the development of this literary form and to identify shifts in the 

portrayal of Turkish leaders. This comparative analysis highlights changes in 

poetic conventions, shifts in cultural attitudes, and the impact of historical 

events on the practice of composing eulogies. Integral to the methodology is a 

commitment to scholarly rigor and ethical consideration. Primary sources, 

including original texts of eulogies, are carefully analyzed, with all translations 

and interpretations undertaken with a keen awareness of the potential for bias 

and the importance of accuracy. Secondary sources, comprising historical 

accounts, literary critiques, and theoretical frameworks, are meticulously 

selected and reviewed to support the analysis and to ensure a well-rounded 

exploration of the subject matter. In sum, the methodology of this research is 

characterized by its interdisciplinary approach, blending literary analysis with 

historical inquiry and comparative study. It is through this methodological 

framework that the research endeavors to provide a nuanced understanding of 

the role of eulogies in expressing cross-cultural praise and in reflecting the rich 

tapestry of Arab-Turkish relations across the post-classical and modern 

periods. 

Overview of Chapters  

This book is structured into two primary chapters, each meticulously 

crafted to explore the depth and breadth of Arabic eulogistic poetry dedicated 

to Turkish leaders across distinct historical periods. The delineation of chapters 

is purposefully designed to provide readers with a comprehensive journey 

through the evolution of this literary form, highlighting its significance in the 

context of Arab-Turkish cultural exchanges. The first chapter, titled ―Post-

Classical Panegyrics‖, delves into the eulogies composed during the post-

classical era, a time characterized by the burgeoning influence of the Ottoman 
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Empire and its intricate relationships with the Arab world. This chapter aims to 

unpack the complex dynamics of admiration, political alliance, and cultural 

interplay that informed the creation of these poems. Through a careful analysis 

of selected eulogies, this section explores how Arab poets navigated the socio-

political landscapes of their time, employing their craft to articulate respect 

and reverence for Turkish leaders. The focus on the post-classical period sheds 

light on the foundational elements of the Arab-Turkish cultural nexus, 

examining how these early interactions set the stage for enduring literary and 

cultural connections. 

Transitioning to more recent history, the second chapter, ―Modern 

Panegyrics‖, shifts the focus to the eulogies composed in the modern period. 

This era, marked by significant political, social, and cultural transformations 

within the Ottoman Empire and the eventual emergence of the Turkish 

Republic, provided new contexts and motivations for poetic praise. This 

chapter critically examines how changes in the political landscape, including 

the rise of nationalism and modernity, influenced the themes, styles, and 

purposes of eulogistic poetry. By analyzing poems dedicated to figures like 

Sultan Mehmed V Rashād and Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, the section highlights 

the evolution of panegyric poetry in response to the shifting paradigms of 

leadership and identity in the Turkish context. Together, these chapters offer a 

holistic view of Arabic panegyric poetry for Turkish leaders, tracing its 

trajectory from the post-classical to the modern era. Through this overview, the 

book not only celebrates the rich tradition of cross-cultural praise but also 

critically engages with the ways in which this literary form has mirrored, and 

at times shaped, the complex web of relations between Arab and Turkish 

cultures. The thematic organization of the chapters ensures that readers gain a 

nuanced understanding of both the continuities and divergences in the practice 

and significance of panegyric poetry across different historical moments, 

providing insights into the enduring legacy of Arab-Turkish intercultural 

appreciation and dialogue. 



 



1 

C H A P T E R  1  

POST-CLASSICAL PANEGYRICS 

1.1. A Panegyric Poem Composed for Sinān Pāshā by Quṭb al-Dīn al-

Nahrawālī al-Makkī 

n the wake of Sinān Pāshā‘s (d. 1004/1596) triumphant campaign in 

Yemen, Quṭb al-Dīn al-Nahrawālī al-Makkī (d. 990/1582), a distinguished 

poet of his time, composed a panegyric that transcends mere words of 

praise to encapsulate the grandeur and strategic brilliance of the Ottoman 

Grand Vizier. This composition is not merely an ode but a richly woven 

tapestry that immortalizes Sinān Pāshā‘s accomplishments, casting his military 

successes and governance in a light that aligns with the highest ideals of 

leadership and Islamic virtue. Through eloquent verses, al-Makkī delves into 

the essence of Sinān Pāshā‘s character, portraying him as a beacon of Islam‘s 

glory, whose endeavors in expanding the empire were deeply interwoven with 

the fabric of faith and divine aspiration. The poem serves as a historical 

document, capturing the zeitgeist of an era where conquests were seen not just 

as territorial expansions but as endeavors of spiritual significance, furthering 

the reach of Islam and its principles. al-Makkī‘s work is imbued with profound 

respect and admiration for Sinān Pāshā, reflecting the collective sentiment of 

his contemporaries towards a figure who epitomized the zenith of Ottoman 

power and piety. As we approach this poem, we are invited to traverse the 

realms of history and poetry, to explore the multifaceted dimensions of Sinān 

Pāshā‘s legacy, as seen through the eyes of one of his era‘s most eloquent 

witnesses: 

ككك  و  حلم  ككك و 1" ِّضَ  وكككط حل  و كككسم َِ ككك م ظكَكك   مُ َْ  . لكَككاَ حلم

كككككَ  و َ حلم كَكككك م     لم و م حوم كككككلَا ككككك و عَلكَككككص عو   حلناصم

   
ككككككككك وَ  و  و حَ لككككككككك َ م 2 مِ  كَكككككككك م م حلم  . كَكككككككككنحَ  لكككككككككعام

  " كم و كككككيم حلم لَمعكَكككك   ولكَككككص  كككككَ  و حلكككككن و َُ  لكَككككْم حلم و

   

―1. All praise to you, my master, in secrecy and openly, for the dignity 

of Islam, its conquest, and victory. 

2. So let the conquest of lands be when high aspirations aim for the 

honor of mention (of Allah).‖
30

 

                                                            
30  Aḥmad b. Muḥammad al-Khafājī, Rayḥāna al-alibbā wa zahra al-ḥayāt al-dunyā, 

Critical ed. ‗Abd al-Fattāḥ Muḥammad al-Ḥulw (s.l.: ‗Īsā al-Bābī al-Ḥalabī, 

1386/1966), 1/411-412. 

I 
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In the opening verses of Quṭb al-Dīn al-Makkī‘s panegyric 

dedicated to the Ottoman Grand Vizier Sinān Pāshā, the poem intricately 

weaves a tapestry of divine adulation and the profound intertwining of faith 

with the valorous endeavors of leadership and conquest. The initial verse, 

offering praises to Allah both in secrecy and openly, establishes the 

foundational premise that the successes and glories of Islam—its dignity, 

conquests, and victories—are ultimately attributable to divine providence. 

This expression of gratitude and acknowledgment serves not only as an 

invocation of Allah‘s greatness but also as a recognition of the ultimate 

source of all triumphs and achievements within the Islamic tradition. 

Moving into the subsequent verse, the poet articulates a vision wherein the 

conquest of lands is envisioned as an act of high aspirations striving for the 

honor of Allah‘s mention. This sentiment reflects a deeply rooted Islamic 

principle that the expansion of Muslim territories and the victories over 

other lands are not mere acts of territorial gain but sacred endeavors aimed 

at spreading the word of Allah and enhancing His glory. Through this lens, 

military campaigns and the exertions of rulers like Sinān Pāshā are elevated 

to acts of religious significance, with their ultimate success being attributed 

to their intention to honor Allah.  

Such an opening sets a reverent tone for the entire panegyric, 

positioning the narrative within a framework where divine will and favor 

are seen as integral to the accomplishments of Islamic leaders. The 

emphasis on the spiritual dimensions of conquest and governance serves as 

a reminder of the inseparable link between faith and statecraft in the 

Islamic worldview. It casts Sinān Pāshā‘s military and political feats not 

merely as personal or nationalistic achievements but as contributions to the 

greater glory of Islam under the auspices of divine guidance and blessing. 

This sophisticated interplay between divine praise and the valorization of 

human endeavor in the realms of leadership and conquest exemplifies the 

rich cultural and religious context from which the poet draws. It establishes 

a narrative that transcends the specifics of historical events to touch upon 

universal themes of faith, duty, and the pursuit of honor in the service of a 

higher spiritual calling. Through these verses, Quṭb al-Dīn al-Makkī crafts 

a delicate balance between the acknowledgment of Allah‘s supreme role in 

the affairs of men and the valorous contributions of individuals like Sinān 

Pāshā to the Islamic cause, framing their earthly successes within the grand 

tapestry of divine will and providence. 
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Quṭb al-Dīn al-Makkī continues his poem with the following lines: 

َِ ككككككك 3" ع  كَ كَكككككك    و ككككككك   وكككككككط كَسم َِ  . جنكككككككس ف ي

ككككك و    صم وِ هككككك   و لن وعكككككئ ِكككككِ َ ككككك  و     آ  م

   
َ مَكككككككك  و كككككككككئا َ َ ككككككككنم َ   4  . ت ككككككككَ  ِككككككككِ حضم

ككككك و  حلككككك ه و    َِ م كككككَس علكككككص  ْ ظ م وِ   صَكككك ي

   
نكككككككككك 5 لوعاو َِ  . ع كككككككككك ك م لككككككككككلَ  و حللَِكككككككككك  و 

  لع ككككذو هككككنح حل صكككك   وككككط حل كَككك  و  حل ْكككك و   

   
و   ل نَككككككك . 6 نوع كككككككط  َْ وِ حلم ظ اَمَ حلككككككك  و كككككككص حَكككككككسم َُ  حَ

مُ و    مَ ا ككككككذو حلَ كككككك مُ ككككككط َ حلم    وككككككعوو حلُسحاو

   
 .  حكككككككككعِ  تككككككككك جم   م  ككككككككك و ح م كككككككككئا ج  و  ككككككككك 7

  " ككك و وِ حضم مصكككص  لككك ا علكككص حلم َ م  ِكككِ حلكككعُ

   

―3. Soldiers pitched their tents from the Kawkabān mountain (near 

Sana‘a) to the last of them by the Nile on the shores of Egypt. 

4. Drawing every hero like a young lion with its sword, seizing control 

over the course of time. 

5. The armies of our king, the sultan of the era, our Caliph in this age, 

on land and sea. 

6. He protected the domain of the true faith with his spear, white 

swords, and polished dark ones. 

7. And when he heard that a side of the farthest Yemen had faltered, 

he insisted on subjugation.‖31 

 

In this segment of Quṭb al-Dīn al-Makkī‘s panegyric, the poet vividly 

chronicles the martial prowess and expansive reach of the Ottoman forces 

under the leadership of the Grand Vizier Sinān Pāshā, seamlessly blending 

historical military exploits with a rich tapestry of symbolic imagery. The 

depiction of soldiers pitching their tents from the Kawkabān mountain near 

Sana‘a to the shores of the Nile in Egypt not only maps the geographical span 

of the Ottoman military campaigns but also serves as a metaphor for the 

unification of disparate lands under the banner of Islam. This imagery 

emphasizes the Ottoman Empire‘s role as a custodian of the Islamic world, 

showcasing its capability to bridge regions with diverse cultural and 

geographic landscapes in the service of a singular religious and imperial 

vision. The comparison of Ottoman warriors to young lions wielding swords 

captures the valor, strength, and youthful vigor of the Sultan‘s soldiers, 

portraying them as indomitable forces of nature. This analogy further 

reinforces the theme of heroism that pervades Islamic military ethos, where 

martial prowess is celebrated not only for its effectiveness in battle but also for 

its embodiment of noble qualities such as bravery, honor, and a relentless 

pursuit of justice. 

By lauding the Ottoman Sultan as the ―king of the era‖ and ―our 

Caliph in this age‖, Quṭb al-Dīn al-Makkī confers upon the Sultan an elevated 

position that transcends his worldly role, attributing to him a spiritual and 

                                                            
31  al-Khafājī, Rayḥāna al-alibbā wa zahra al-ḥayāt al-dunyā, 1/411-412. 
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historical magnitude that resonates with the Islamic paradigm of leadership. 

This acknowledgment accentuates the Sultan‘s intertwined roles as both the 

political sovereign and the religious steward of the Islamic community, tasked 

with the defense and dissemination of the faith across diverse terrains and seas. 

Such an accolade illuminates the Sultan‘s overarching command over the 

Ottoman Empire‘s military endeavors, which spanned both naval and 

terrestrial strategies, underlining the empire‘s dynamic approach to 

safeguarding the Islamic ummah against all threats. In al-Makkī‘s verses, the 

depiction of the Sultan arming the domain of the true faith with a variety of 

weapons—ranging from spears to white and dark polished swords—embodies 

the Ottoman Empire‘s comprehensive strategy for protection and conquest. 

This array of arms signifies not only the readiness to undertake combat to 

shield the faith but also symbolizes the duality of the Sultan‘s guidance and 

protection that blankets his realm and the broader Islamic faith. Through this 

portrayal, al-Makkī not only commends the military feats of the Ottoman 

leadership but also crafts an enduring image of the Sultan as the guardian of 

Islam, weaving a narrative that celebrates the Ottoman Empire‘s commitment 

to upholding the unity and sanctity of the Islamic world under the Sultan‘s 

vigilant watch. 

The narrative closes with an account of how the Sultan, upon learning 

about instability in distant Yemen, immediately took measures to restore order. 

This swift action by Sinān Pāshā, aiming to reassert control, showcases not 

only a steadfast dedication to the empire‘s cohesion but also illuminates the 

complexities of managing an empire as vast and varied as the Ottoman. His 

readiness to act decisively in the face of dissent reveals a leadership style 

characterized by both determination and a deep-seated commitment to the 

principles of Islamic governance. Through this, the Sultan emerges as a 

guardian of peace and unity, embodying the resolve and vigilance required to 

navigate the challenges of ruling over diverse territories, thereby ensuring the 

empire‘s prosperity and the flourishing of its people under the banner of Islam. 

Through these verses, Quṭb al-Dīn al-Makkī not only commemorates the 

military achievements of Sinān Pāshā but also paints a broader picture of the 

Ottoman Empire‘s role as a guardian of Islam. The poet adeptly intertwines the 

martial with the spiritual, crafting a narrative that celebrates the Sultan‘s 

successes on the battlefield while simultaneously venerating his contributions 

to the Islamic faith. This intricate portrayal serves as a powerful testament to 

the enduring legacy of Ottoman leadership, characterized by its dedication to 

the expansion, protection, and unification of the Islamic world. 
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The verses of Quṭb al-Dīn al-Makkī‘s poem proceed as follows: 

كككككك 8"  ِ  َ مِ كككككك  عََ  ع   وُ كككككك  َ   .  لكككككك   ل كككككك  جع  

ئو َ حلمككككسَعم و     ظكَككك مج    كككك َ  حضيلو  وككككط حل اكككك م

   
ككككككك  و ع ظنمككككككك9ْ ط حل  و  . لككككككك ش  لككككككك    ككككككك كو

ظذ  حل م مككككككككك و    َ  و مُ ككككككككك ِككككككككك  و حل ا كككككككككسح م حل  و   و

   
ككككككك  و    وككككككك م ي ظككككككك11ْ ظككككككك ف عَشكككككككعيم حل ا  . َ او

ككككككككلَ  ككككككككط آ      كككككككك و ظم   و كككككككك  ِككككككككِ حل وام  جعس  

   
ج11 ككككك و كككككن  ف علَظكككككلَم حلم ككككك ميو ظسلككككك م عصم  . لو

ض   ككككككْ ت كككككك و مِ   لككككككيم تكَكككككَ جم  ككككككط ِصككككككَ   حا 

   
كككككاو تم اكككككف12 لم مِ  .َ هَكككككئم تَُكككككف حضعككككك حبم  كككككط 

ككككككككككك َ   ككككككككككك لُام و    َُ   ت  كككككككككككنمج ِكككككككككككِ آ و عم

   
كككككككك  م حل ككككككككع م  حل نكككككككك 13  .   كَكككككككص لام  حولم

ككككككككَ   َِعكككككككك و حلُكككككككك ِنعِ   ككككككككط    " لو كككككككك و   اَم

   

―8. He led to it a massive army, pulverizing the earth‘s expanse in 

plain and rugged terrain. 

9. At the lion‘s den, bristling with arms, where long Samharite spears 

and clubs reside. 

11. A minister of great importance, with penetrating insight, he 

prepares armies of thought in an instant. 

11. Sinān, of esteemed stature, the Joseph of his era, have you not seen 

his decrees executed in Egypt? 

12. Would the enemies hope to take the realm of Tubba and seize it 

from the House of ‗Uthmān by deceit? 

13. God, Islam, the sword, and the spear refuse, and so does the secret 

of the Commander of the Faithful, Abū Bakr.‖32 

 

In this segment of Quṭb al-Dīn al-Makkī‘s poem dedicated to the 

illustrious Sinān Pāshā, the poet intricately weaves a narrative that not only 

glorifies the military and strategic acumen of the Ottoman Grand Vizier but 

also underscores his intellectual prowess and his pivotal role in the Islamic 

governance and jurisprudence of his time. Through a blend of martial 

imagery and allusions to Islamic history and theology, al-Makkī crafts a 

multifaceted portrait of Sinān Pāshā, elevating him as a figure of profound 

importance and divine favor in the Ottoman empire‘s grandeur. The poet 

begins with a vivid depiction of Sinān Pāshā‘s military campaigns, 

characterized by the might of a massive army that leaves a mark on both the 

plains and rugged terrains it crosses. This imagery of earth-shattering force 

not only highlights the physical might of the Ottoman forces under Sinān 

Pāshā‘s command but also metaphorically represents the transformative 

impact of his leadership across the geographical and political landscapes of 

the empire. Moving into a more symbolic domain, the reference to a lion‘s 

                                                            
32  al-Khafājī, Rayḥāna al-alibbā wa zahra al-ḥayāt al-dunyā, 1/411-412. 
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den bristling with arms, where long Samharite spears and clubs reside, 

evokes the valor and readiness of the forces, prepared to defend and expand 

their realm. The lion, a symbol of courage and nobility, here, is not just any 

warrior but a guardian of the Islamic faith, equipped with the tools of both 

literal and metaphorical warfare. This not only reflects the martial prowess of 

Sinān Pāshā‘s forces but also their steadfast commitment to the protection of 

the Islamic state. 

The poem then shifts to highlight Sinān Pāshā‘s intellectual 

contributions, likening him to a minister of great importance whose insights 

prepare ―armies of thought‖. This comparison between the battlegrounds and 

the intellectual arenas suggests that Sinān Pāshā‘s strategies were not 

confined to physical warfare but extended into the realms of governance, 

jurisprudence, and policy-making, where his wisdom and foresight were 

equally formidable. Sinān Pāshā is further likened to Joseph of his era, an 

allusion that imbues his character with a sense of divine favor and prophetic 

wisdom. Just as Joseph navigated his way through trials to emerge as a key 

figure in Egypt, Sinān Pāshā‘s policies and decrees are shown to have a 

profound and lasting impact on Egypt, showcasing his pivotal role in the 

administration and well-being of the territories under his influence. The 

subsequent lines pose a rhetorical question about the futility of enemies‘ 

hopes to deceitfully take over the realm of Tubba from the House of 

‗Uthmān, emphasizing the divine protection and the inherent strength of the 

Ottoman empire against such machinations. This segment not only reaffirms 

the inviolability of the Ottoman realm under God‘s watch but also subtly 

references the historical and spiritual lineage of Islamic leadership, tracing 

back to the time of the Prophet Muhammad and his companions, specifically 

Abū Bakr, the first Caliph. In invoking the refusal of God, Islam, the sword, 

and the spear, along with the secret of Abū Bakr, al-Makkī encapsulates the 

spiritual, legal, and martial foundations upon which Sinān Pāshā‘s leadership 

stands. This not only cements Sinān Pāshā‘s legacy as a defender of the faith 

and the empire but also as a leader whose actions are in harmony with the 

divine will and the principles of Islamic governance. Through this lyrical 

exploration, Quṭb al-Dīn al-Makkī offers not just an homage to Sinān Pāshā‘s 

military and political feats but also an insightful commentary on the essence 

of Islamic leadership. By intertwining historical references, Islamic theology, 

and the metaphorical depiction of military campaigns, al-Makkī crafts a 

narrative that celebrates Sinān Pāshā as a figure whose contributions to the 

Ottoman empire are as vast and deep as the territories he helped to safeguard 

and enrich. 
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1.2. A Panegyric Poem Composed for Sultan Murād IV by Tāj al-

Dīn al-Mālikī 

Throughout the tenure of Sultan Suleiman the Magnificent‘s rule, 

Ottoman forces achieved a significant milestone by seizing Baghdad in 1534. 

The city remained a cornerstone of Ottoman rule for an extended period of 

approximately ninety years. Yet, the year 1624 marked a pivotal moment when 

the Safavids temporarily seized control of Baghdad, thereby delivering a 

substantial blow to the Ottoman Empire‘s administrative structure. The 

occupation of Baghdad—a critical center for political and religious affairs—

and its adjacent territories by the Safavids represented a noteworthy 

diminution of Ottoman power. This shift was not merely indicative of the 

diminishing Ottoman influence in Iraq; it also heralded potential vulnerabilities 

to their dominion over strategic regions such as Syria, Egypt, the Basra locale, 

and the Arabian Peninsula. Additionally, this situation denoted a significant 

compromise in the control over vital trade conduits through Basra. In response 

to this exigency, the Ottoman Empire initiated three significant military 

expeditions over the ensuing fourteen years, aiming to recapture Baghdad. 

Notably, it was only during the culminating campaign, under the direct 

leadership of Sultan Murād IV, that the Ottomans managed to reassert their 

control over the city. This triumphant reconquest effectively reinstated 

Ottoman sovereignty over the region. The subsequent ratification of the Treaty 

of Qasr-e Shirin in 1639 by the Safavids formally acknowledged Ottoman 

jurisdiction over the contested territory, thereby reinstating the status quo 

ante.33 

Following the tumultuous period of conflict and the eventual 

reconquest of Baghdad by Sultan Murād IV, a remarkable sense of 

accomplishment and resurgence enveloped the Ottoman Empire. This era, 

characterized by strategic victories and the restoration of territories, was a 

testament to the resilience and military ingenuity of the Ottoman 

leadership. In recognition of Sultan Murād IV‘s decisive role in reclaiming 

Baghdad, Tāj al-Dīn al-Mālikī (d. 1066/1655), a figure deeply versed in the 

legal and religious scholarship of the time,34 felt compelled to articulate his 

admiration and respect through a carefully crafted panegyric. This poem, 

                                                            
33  Özer Küpeli, ―Irak-ı Arap‘ta Osmanlı-Safevi Mücadelesi (XVI-XVII. Yüzyıllar)‖, 

History Studies: International Journal of History Ortadoğu Özel Sayısı (2010), 231-

244. 
34  Carl Brockelmann, Geschichte der arabischen Litteratur (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1938), 

2/511. 
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steeped in the rich tradition of Islamic literary forms, was not merely an 

ode to a victorious leader; it was a profound reflection on the significance 

of Murād IV‘s triumph over the Safavids. By vividly depicting the Sultan‘s 

conquest and its implications for the Ottoman Empire, al-Mālikī‘s verses 

served to immortalize the strategic and symbolic victory that reinforced 

Ottoman sovereignty and showcased the indomitable spirit of its people and 

their leader.35 

One of the intriguing aspects of the poem, comprised of five verses, is 

the poet‘s subtle incorporation of the conquest‘s date within the final two lines 

through the use of Abjad numerology. This sophisticated technique, where 

letters are assigned numerical values, allows for a deeper layer of meaning to 

be embedded within the poem. By intertwining historical events with literary 

expression, the poet not only celebrates the triumphant moment but also 

immortalizes it in a manner that requires discernment and insight to fully 

appreciate. This blending of history with the art of poetry through numerical 

encoding showcases the intellectual depth and cultural richness of the period, 

offering readers a multifaceted perspective on the significance of the Ottoman 

conquest of Baghdad: 

ككككككككككككككككككك ح ف َ كككككككككككككككككككلََح1" مِ  . َ لوع كَككككككككككككككككككذم لاو 

كككككككككككككككككككك حَ َ  َ يَم حَهَكككككككككككككككككككك      لَم كَكككككككككككككككككككذَ  َ م

   
َِ  حَ لَككككككككككككككككَ هَ  جَعم مكككككككككككككككككْم 2 كككككككككككككككك َ نم  . َ عو

َ هَككككككككككككككككككك    ككككككككككككككككككك ئَو  عَم لَم ككككككككككككككككككك جَا لو م    م

   
ككككككككككككك 3 اُ ككككككككككككك  لَ  ْ ككككككككككككك جم   وع ككككككككككككك ََ  حل ا  . َ  لَم

مِ كَممككككككككككككككَ مو  َ مَ هَكككككككككككككك    كككككككككككككك وِ   م م وككككككككككككككَ  

   
 . هَككككككككنحَ ح م وصَكككككككك يم حلم كَكككككككسم و  وعَ كككككككك   كَككككككك و م 4

َ حهَككككككككككككك    كم لكَكككككككككككك م  و وُ   وعكككككككككككككئَ لَ كَكككككككككككك م  مجم

   
كككككككككككككَ ح    وَ ككككككككككككك 5 مِ كككككككككككككئَ  اِ  و م كككككككككككككَ حَ  .  لََ َ م

ككككككككككككك   كَكككككككككككك م    َ ي و   ككككككككككككك هَ " مِ   َ كَككككككككككككَ  حل ا

   

―1. Murād, the Caliph of Allah, waged war on the fortress of Baghdad 

and laid it low. 

2. When his army besieged it, its highest points crumbled to the 

ground. 

3. And the Shah became as if slaughtered upon being informed of the 

multitude of his slain. 

4. These are the brief words concerning it, and if it is said that the 

recounting of its memory has been abbreviated… 

5. …Then let it be known that mentioning ‗He slaughtered the Shah‘ 

through historical record suffices to expound upon Murād‘s actions there.‖ 

 

                                                            
35  See Muḥammad Amīn ibn Faḍl Allāh al-Muḥibbī, al-Khulāṣa al-athar fī a‘yān al-

qarn al-ḥādī ‘ashar, Critical ed. Muṣtafā Wahbī (Egypt: al-Maṭba‗a al-Wahbiyya, 

h. 1284), 4/339. 
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Tāj al-Dīn al-Mālikī‘s poem dedicated to Sultan Murād IV‘s campaign 

against Baghdad is a compelling fusion of historical recount and poetic 

expression, encapsulating the essence of the event with both reverence and a 

sense of immediacy. The narrative unfolds with a portrayal of Murād IV as not 

merely a ruler but as ―the Caliph of Allah‖, a title that imbues his military 

endeavor with a divine sanction. This framing not only elevates the status of 

the Sultan but also positions the conquest within a larger cosmic order, 

suggesting that his actions were in alignment with divine will. The poem then 

moves to describe the siege of Baghdad, focusing on the physical 

transformation of the city as a metaphor for its conquest. The imagery of the 

city‘s ―highest points crumbled to the ground‖ serves as a potent symbol of the 

Ottoman victory, implying that the mightiest defenses of Baghdad were 

rendered powerless against Murād IV‘s forces. This description, while brief, 

conveys the intensity of the battle and the eventual capitulation of the city, 

highlighting the prowess of the Ottoman military. 

The depiction of the Shah as having been effectively slaughtered 

upon receiving news of his forces‘ extensive losses starkly amplifies the 

narrative‘s intensity. This imagery does not merely present the Shah as a 

vanquished foe but rather illustrates him as having endured a metaphorical 

annihilation in the wake of his army‘s obliteration. This evokes a vivid 

picture of the Shah‘s transition from a reigning sovereign to a figure 

emblematic of defeat, dramatically highlighting the comprehensive nature 

of the loss and the inevitable dominion of Murād IV‘s victory. The poem 

subsequently contemplates its own conciseness and the possibility that its 

recounting may be perceived as truncated. This introspective commentary 

prompts readers to reflect on the challenge of encapsulating the vast 

expanse of historical events within the limited scope of poetic expression. 

It serves as a reminder of the selective essence of historical remembrance 

and the deliberate choices poets confront in determining what to emphasize 

or overlook. 

The poet‘s contemplation of the poem‘s brevity being compensated 

through the use of Abjad numerology introduces a fascinating layer to the 

analysis of the text. This method, wherein each letter of the Arabic alphabet is 

assigned a numerical value, allows for a complex interplay between the literal 

and symbolic meanings within the poem. The decision to embed the date of the 

conquest within the poem using Abjad numerology is not merely a testament 

to the poet‘s ingenuity but also speaks to a deeper tradition of encoding 

significant historical or mystical information within literary works. This 

technique enriches the poem by adding an additional dimension of 
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interpretation, inviting readers to engage with the text beyond its surface 

meaning. It suggests that the apparent conciseness of the poem is not a 

limitation but rather a deliberate choice that hides layers of meaning within its 

structure. This use of numerology can be seen as a way to embed a temporal 

signature within the poem, thereby immortalizing the event in a manner that 

transcends conventional historical documentation. Furthermore, this approach 

reflects the broader intellectual and cultural milieu in which the poet was 

writing, where literary works were often infused with layers of meaning that 

could be unlocked through various forms of esoteric knowledge. It underscores 

the poet‘s role not just as a chronicler of events but as a conduit for conveying 

deeper truths and connections between the seen and unseen worlds.36 

1.3. A Panegyric Poem Composed for Sultan Murād IV by Aḥmad 

b. Zayn al-‘Ābidīn al-Bakrī 

In the rich tapestry of Arabic literature, the poetic contributions of 

Aḥmad b. Zayn al-‗Ābidīn b. Muḥammad ‗Alī al-Bakrī (d. 1048/1638) stand 

as a testament to the cultural and political zenith of the Empire.37 Regrettably, 

the comprehensive body of al-Bakrī‘s literary output has not been bequeathed 

intact to the modern scholarly community, a loss that underscores the 

ephemeral nature of cultural artifacts and the vicissitudes of historical 

preservation. Despite this, through the meticulous efforts of historians and 

scholars, a selection of his verse has been salvaged from the ravages of time, 

offering us invaluable glimpses into the ideological and aesthetic 

underpinnings of the period. Among the remnants of al-Bakrī‘s work is a 

poignant piece that lauds the virtues and accomplishments of Sultan Murād IV, 

a ruler renowned for his formidable leadership and military prowess. This 

fragment not only illuminates the reverence with which Murād IV was held in 

his time but also exemplifies the broader tradition of panegyric poetry in 

Ottoman and Arab literary cultures. Through this lens, al-Bakrī‘s composition 

serves not only as a celebration of a singular figure but as a conduit through 

which the values, aspirations, and the very ethos of an era are communicated. 

                                                            
36  For a comprehensive analysis of the utilization of chronogrammatic poetry, or the 

integration of dates within poetic compositions, within the realm of Arabic 

literature during the Ottoman era, please consult: Kenan Demirayak, ―Osmanlı 

Dönemi Arap Edebiyatında Tarih Düşürme Şiirleri ya da Şiirle Tarih Düşürme‖, 

Şarkiyat Mecmuası 25 (2014), 87-124. 
37  See Nabīl Abū al-Qāsim, A‘lām ‘ulamā’ Miṣr wa nujūmihā ḥattā 1985 m. (Cairo: 

Maktaba al-Mashāriq li‘l-Nashr wa al-Tawzī‗, 2018), 91. 
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The following excerpt from al-Bakrī‘s oeuvre encapsulates this sentiment, 

delineated as follows: 

كككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككيم 1" ككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككك َ  لَ م َُ  . آ م عممم

َُ كَككككككككككككككككككككك     لكَكككككككككككككككككككككذف  ولكَكككككككككككككككككككككص حلم   َ م

   
ككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككيم 2 ككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككَ  لام  و و اُ  . عَ

كككككككككككككككككككككك وَ      كمككككككككككككككككككككككئ   َ مَكككككككككككككككككككككك يو حلم

   
سَم  3 مَ  . َ حَ كَكككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككك هميم لَككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككك

َِ حلم و كَككككككككككككككككككككك     كككككككككككككككككككككك   كَكككككككككككككككككككككعم  ُ   حَئو

   
كككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككيم 4 ككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككك  لام  و و َْ َِ  َ . 

نكَكككككككككككككككككككك      كمكككككككككككككككككككككئ   يَم كَكككككككككككككككككككك  و حلم و

   
5  ُ  . كَككككككككككككككككككككيم  اََحلمككككككككككككككككككككسح اَككككككككككككككككككككعم َ

و حَكككككككككككككك     كككككككككككككك   َْ مِ لَكككككككككككككك وعئو حلم  عَكككككككككككككك

   
ككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككاَ َ 6  . َ  َ كَككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككك  م ح عَ م

وِ حعم و كَكككككككككك     ككككككككككك مِ حم م  حلككككككككككك ا موو عَككككككككككك

   
مِ لَككككككككككككككككككككككلَ   7  . َ لكَككككككككككككككككككككك ف عَكككككككككككككككككككككك

ككككككككككككككككككك     َ  حل ا    لَكككككككككككككككككككلاَمسح  مككككككككككككككككككك م

   
ككككككككككككككككككككككك ف 8 َِ جو ككككككككككككككككككككككك  تكَككككككككككككككككككككككسَلاص  َِ  . 

ُكككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككس  وِّا َ لَككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككك  َ"   نم م  وِ

   

―1. The House of ‗Uthmān possesses a dominion extending to the 

hereafter. 

2. God has built up all the regions of the lands through them. 

3. And He has granted them enduring authority among His servants. 

4. And through them, Allah has erased all masters of obstinacy. 

5. How many a lion they have removed from the path of truth who 

strayed, 

6. And they eradicated the army that rejected the beauty of belief.  

7. Successors upon predecessors, they have followed the paths of 

guidance. 

8. No noble among them has assumed leadership without achieving 

prominence.‖38 

 

The poem by Aḥmad al-Bakrī is a profound homage to the Ottoman 

dynasty, presenting an intricate tapestry of divine sanction, territorial 

sovereignty, and the moral and spiritual underpinnings of their rule. 

Through its verses, the poem transcends mere political conquest, 

embedding the Ottoman legacy within a cosmic framework that envisages 

their dominion as an extension into the afterlife. This notion of a divinely 

ordained empire not only glorifies the temporal achievements of the 

Ottomans but also imbues their reign with eternal significance, positioning 

them as agents of God‘s will on earth. The assertion that God has 

constructed all the lands through the Ottomans serves as a testament to 

their role as architects of civilization. This line encapsulates the 

transformative impact of Ottoman administration and culture across the 

                                                            
38  Muḥammad Sayyid al-Kīlānī, al-Adab al-Miṣrī fī ẓilāl al-hukm al-‘Uthmānī (Cairo 

- Tripoli – London: Dār al-Farjānī, n.d.), 121-122. 
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regions they governed, suggesting that their rule was instrumental in the 

physical and societal rebuilding of territories. Such a portrayal elevates 

their governance from mere rulership to a divine mission of civilizational 

development. The grant of enduring authority among God‘s servants 

further amplifies the divinely favored status of the Ottoman rulers, 

positioning them as custodians of justice and leaders of the faithful. This is 

not leadership in the political sense alone but a spiritual and moral 

leadership that guides the populace towards righteousness, underscoring the 

Ottomans‘ role as both worldly sovereigns and spiritual exemplars. The 

erasure of all masters of obstinacy by Allah through the Ottomans 

symbolizes the removal of tyranny and the establishment of a divinely 

endorsed order. It speaks to the elimination of opposition not just to the 

Ottoman rule but to the divine order itself, framing the Ottomans as 

instruments of divine justice. The metaphorical lions removed from the 

path of truth highlights the Ottomans‘ role in defending the faith and 

ensuring the primacy of truth and righteousness. This verse speaks to the 

military and moral victories of the Ottomans, who corrected deviation and 

maintained the integrity of the Islamic faith. 

The eradication of the army that rejected the beauty of belief 

emphasizes the Ottomans‘ commitment to protecting the orthodoxy of belief 

and their active role in combating heresy and unbelief. It underlines the 

military and ideological struggles that were central to Ottoman identity and 

their conception of rulership. The succession of noble leaders, each 

achieving prominence, underscores a legacy of competent and illustrious 

governance. This continuity of exemplary leadership not only ensures 

stability and prosperity but also perpetuates the dynasty‘s divine favor and 

its ordained mission to guide and govern. In summary, Aḥmad al-Bakrī‘s 

poem is not merely a celebration of Ottoman political supremacy but a 

richly layered narrative that intertwines the temporal with the spiritual, the 

terrestrial with the celestial. It encapsulates the Ottoman dynasty‘s self-

perception and the idealized vision of their empire as a divinely sanctioned 

realm, where leadership transcends mere authority to embody spiritual 

guidance, moral rectitude, and an enduring legacy that reaches into the 

afterlife. Through this poetic narrative, al-Bakrī contributes to the 

hagiography of the Ottoman dynasty, immortalizing their rule in the annals 

of Islamic history as an exemplar of divine favor and righteous governance. 
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1.4. A Panegyric Poem Composed for Sultan Ibrāhīm by Manjak 

Bāshā 

Before delving into the verses of Manjak Bāshā‘s (d. 1080/1669) 

poem, it is essential to appreciate the historical and cultural context from 

which this rich tapestry of imagery and narrative emerges. The poem stands as 

a testament to the grandeur and profound influence of Sultan Ibrāhīm (d. 

1058/1648), encapsulating a multifaceted portrayal that interweaves themes of 

power, benevolence, and wisdom. Through Manjak Bāshā‘s masterful use of 

language and metaphor, readers are invited into a realm where the Sultan‘s 

might and magnanimity transcend the bounds of mere mortal rulers, elevating 

him to a status akin to that of legendary heroes and divine figures. The poem 

serves not only as an homage to Sultan Ibrāhīm‘s extraordinary reign but also 

as a reflection on the ideals of leadership and governance, casting the Sultan as 

an emblem of the perfect ruler whose legacy is immortalized in the annals of 

history. As we approach the poem, it is with an understanding that these verses 

are more than mere words; they are a bridge to the past, offering insights into 

the values, aspirations, and the very essence of the era that Sultan Ibrāhīm 

epitomized: 

ككككككك 1"  ُ نكَكككككك  و تسََهَ َُ كككككككفم  و لم َُ ككككككك م  َ م  . لكَككككككسم كمنم

كككككككك    َِ  لََ كككككككك لَم م َ عم كَكككككككاَ  َ م ظكَكككككككلَ يَ تاَََ 

   
كككككككككك م  جََ  َ م تمككككككككككنَ ا  َ و اَ كككككككككك 2  . حَ َ كككككككككك  لم

لمكككككككككس لكَكككككككك ضَا َ  و م  ملكككككككككع َ م عَلم َُككككككككك    مْ  تَ

   
ككككككسَ ام  . 3 َِ ككككككط حل و كككككك  م  جَ لو كككككك م   كَككككك هم م م  ََ  م

ننَكككككككككككك   َ تََ حَُكككككككككككك    َْ ككككككككككككاَ تَ نم وِ   لَم كَككككككككككك جم 

   
جم 4  . عَكككككككككككن و م  مكككككككككككسح ض  و لاكككككككككككنض تَ م ككككككككككك يم

ككككككك "   َُ ككككككك م َ  و ا كككككككع    تََ كم نم و َِ ككككككك م   لكَككككككسم كمنم

   
 

―1. If I were to fancy dreams, I would have asked your phantom to 

visit me generously. 

2. Far be it from your aloofness to be blamed, for to me, it tastes 

sweet, even if it were bitter as gall. 

3. So abandon me, for your neglect is to me an affectionate glance, a 

sign of your compassion and mercy. 

4. Punish my heart with whatever you choose; if I were to be 

forgotten, I would accept.‖39 

 

The opening lines of Manjak Bāshā‘s poem present a nuanced 

exploration of longing, devotion, and the paradoxical comfort found in the 

beloved‘s absence. The poet articulates a deep yearning for connection, even if 

                                                            
39  Manjak Bāshā, Dīwān Manjak Bāshā, Critical ed. Muḥammad Bāsil ‗Uyūn al-Sūd 

(Damascus: Manshūrāt al-Hay‘a al-‗Āmma al-Sūriyya li‘l-Kitāb, 2009), 46-48. 
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only through the ethereal presence of a ―phantom‖ (ṭayf) in dreams, suggesting 

a desire for closeness that transcends the physical realm. This longing is not 

passive but active, indicating a conscious choice to seek out the presence of the 

beloved, even in an intangible form. Building upon the intricate exploration of 

longing and devotion that marks the initial verses of Manjak Bāshā‘s poem, it 

is pivotal to recognize the invocation of the ―phantom‖ within a broader 

cultural and literary context. This reference to an ethereal apparition is not 

merely a poetic device but is deeply rooted in the literary traditions of the pre-

Islamic (Jāhilī) period. In Jāhilī poetry, the phantom or the apparition often 

symbolized the unattainable or lost beloved, serving as a bridge between the 

tangible realm of the living and the intangible memories of the past. This motif 

was a way for poets to communicate the enduring presence of love and loss, 

encapsulating the profound sense of longing for what has passed beyond the 

physical reach. By integrating this tradition into his work, Manjak Bāshā taps 

into a rich vein of Arab poetic heritage, enriching his contemporary expression 

of longing with the weight of historical precedent. The use of the phantom not 

only signifies a yearning that defies the bounds of reality but also aligns the 

poet with a lineage of poets who have similarly sought to articulate the depths 

of their emotional experiences through the engagement with the unseen. This 

intertextual reference serves to deepen the emotional resonance of the poem, 

placing Manjak Bāshā‘s personal longing within a continuum of literary 

exploration that spans centuries, thus offering readers a lens through which to 

appreciate the enduring nature of love and the creative ways in which it has 

been expressed. 

The subsequent lines delve into the complexities of love and absence, 

where the beloved‘s aloofness is not only excused but embraced. The poet 

reframes the pain of neglect as a form of endearment, illustrating a profound 

emotional depth where even the bitterness of separation is savored as if it were 

sweet. This paradoxical pleasure derived from pain underscores the intensity of 

the poet‘s devotion, where every action of the beloved, even indifference, is 

interpreted as a sign of special attention. The plea for abandonment and the 

acceptance of punishment further illuminate the poet‘s complex relationship 

with love. By equating neglect with an ―affectionate glance‖ and seeing mercy 

in the prospect of being forgotten, the poet embraces a masochistic acceptance 

of suffering as an integral component of their devotion. This willingness to 

endure pain as a testament to love highlights a theme of sacrificial love, where 

the lover‘s identity and well-being are willingly compromised for the sake of 

maintaining a connection, no matter how tenuous, with the beloved. Through 

these lines, Manjak Bāshā weaves a tapestry of longing, devotion, and the 
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embracing of suffering that challenges conventional perceptions of love. The 

poet‘s embrace of the beloved‘s aloofness, the seeking of presence in absence, 

and the paradoxical sweetness found in bitterness all serve to illustrate a 

deeply spiritual and transcendent understanding of love. 

Manjak Bāshā‘s poem continues with the following lines: 

لكَككككك م 5" ْ و مِ  و م كككككك يو َ  م وككككككاَ كم  . لكَكككككسم لكَكككككيم تاَمكككككك

   ِ كككككككْم حلككككككك  و مِ حلم لََحلكَككككككذو لَككككككك اه  َ جم  عَكككككككعم

   
َْ م 6 كككككككك متيَف لكَكككككككسم لَكككككككك  َ َِ جَ  كككككككك و ض لو َ م عكككككككك و  . عو

كككككككككككك    ض لَ َ لَاُ مم َ كككككككككككك  و و َ كككككككككككك ا َُ وْ حل   وعكككككككككككك

   
لط7 كككككككذو عككككككك  و َِ  َُ ككككككك ونوط كَككككككك َ  حلم  . هَككككككك  و حلم

يم عَلكككككككككككككككككطا    ككككككككككككككككك َ  َ و  ُ مِ ََ  و ظمكَككككككككككككككككْم   حَ و

   
مِ 8 كككككك وِ َْ عككككككَ  ظاَكككككك  م  َ  لككككككطَ حلم  .  كَككككك و حَ  كََكككككك م

كككككككاَ حل َُككككككك    نم وِ َُ ط  ككككككك َِ م  َ   كككككككط ظم َ  وكككككككئم 

   
لط9 َ كككككككك م  وككككككككط هَككككككككسحجم عَككككككككسح و  .  و  وككككككككط ضَعَم

ِككككككككككككك    وْ حللسَا وْ َ  ََ  َ  وعككككككككككككك  َ ككككككككككككك َ     وككككككككككككك

   
وْ 11 كككككك مِ َ جم و كككككك وِ وْ  كككككك شو مْ لمككككككس   ولَ  . لَككككككَ َ  حل ا

ككككككك    مِ  ككككككك  و ض  َ م ظاَم مُ كككككككن    َ كَككككككص عَككككككك  حم م

   
ككككككككسَم  11 ككككككككَ جم  وككككككككط َ لم وِ م هَ م نوككككككككط  ملَكككككككك   .  عَم

َ ِككككككككك "   مْ َِ مملكككككككككط  َ م ظَ ح كككككككككط  وُ   اََ كَككككككككص لو

   

―5. If it weren‘t for the dust of your gaze, the face of tar would have 

smeared the gazelle‘s eye. 

6. My celebration in your absence is a mourning; should joy touch my 

heart, it would surely grieve. 

7. Bring me the cup of blame, my reproacher, and recite her tale to me 

in song. 

8. When you mention my beloved, from my ecstasy, my ears would 

nearly kiss your mouth. 

9. Indeed, in her love, I passionately adore my censors and cherish 

being blamed. 

10. The messenger‘s glance stole such beauty from her face that it 

refused to be concealed from my eyes. 

11. Let me keep company with her absence in solitude; for someone 

like me, it is enough to be seen as forbidden.‖40 

 

In this segment of Manjak Bāshā‘s poem, the poet delves deeper into 

the emotional landscape of love, longing, and the paradoxical nature of human 

emotions, particularly in the context of absence and presence, blame and 

adoration. The imagery and motifs employed throughout these lines evoke a 

complex tapestry of feelings that capture the essence of longing and the 

transformative power of love. The poet begins with a powerful metaphor that 

contrasts the beloved‘s gaze with the smearing of tar over a gazelle‘s eye, a 

vivid image that evokes the purity and clarity that love brings to the poet‘s life. 
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This metaphor not only highlights the illuminating presence of the beloved but 

also suggests that without this light, the world would be as obscured and 

unwelcoming as a gazelle‘s eye smeared with tar. It speaks to the 

transformative power of the beloved‘s gaze, capable of turning desolation into 

beauty, and darkness into light. As the poem progresses, the poet articulates 

the profound sense of melancholy that accompanies love‘s absence, where 

celebrations become mourning, and joy inevitably leads to grief. This 

oxymoronic expression of emotions underscores the depth of the poet‘s 

connection to the beloved, where the very essence of happiness is inextricably 

linked with the pain of separation. It is a testament to the all-consuming nature 

of love that can turn the heart‘s emotions inside out, making joy and sorrow 

two sides of the same coin. 

The request for the ―cup of blame‖ and the desire to hear the beloved‘s 

tale in song introduces the theme of masochistic devotion, where the poet finds 

pleasure in the pain inflicted by love‘s critics and the beloved‘s neglect. This 

desire to embrace blame and to revel in the narratives of love, even when they 

are steeped in pain, highlights the poet‘s deep yearning for any connection to 

the beloved, even if it is through the medium of blame and reproach. The 

ecstasy experienced upon the mere mention of the beloved, to the extent that 

the poet‘s ears would ―nearly kiss‖ the mouth of the speaker, illustrates the 

physical and emotional intensity of the poet‘s love. Adoration for the censors 

and cherishing blame further delve into the complexities of love, where the 

poet finds beauty in the obstacles and criticisms faced because of his devotion. 

It suggests a love so profound that even the barriers thrown in its path become 

objects of affection, for they too, in their way, connect the poet to the beloved. 

The segment closes with an evocation of the forbidden, where the poet 

acknowledges his status as an outsider, unworthy or unable to fully claim the 

beloved‘s presence. Yet, in this admission, there is a sense of contentment, for 

even in solitude and separation, the poet finds a connection to the beloved. 

This acceptance of solitude as a companion in love‘s absence speaks to the 

resilience of the lover, who finds solace in the very pain of separation. 

The poem by Manjak Bāshā proceeds with these verses: 

ككككككككك   َ م  كَكككككككك ح12َ" اُ تَمكككككككككَ حجو لَ َِ حضم ككككككككك وِ  .  كَكككككككك ميف 

ُككككككك     تكَكككككَ جَ حلم مكككككك م يَ تمكككككككَ ش لو عَمنوككككككاَ  َ م م

   
كككككككككككذ  13 َِ مِ حَ شمكككككككككككْم حلم م مكككككككككككسَ   ككككككككككك ط لسََححو  . تَ م

ِككككككككك    َْ ا مِ نمَ ككككككككك  َِّ ظكَككككككككلََح م  وِ سم  مْ ككككككككك  حلصا

   
م 14 تمْ ككككككككككْم لََ ككككككككككاَسم َُ ككككككككككامس  ملم  . لكَكككككككككسم  وككككككككككَ   َ م

   َُ مِ لَككككك ككككك َِ كككككُص  لعكككككاو هَكككككنحَ حلككككك اهم و  لَم َُ  لو

   
15 َِ كككككككك وِ ككككككككاف  لو َِ  .   ِ كككككككك  و جَكككككككك ا َ لَكككككككك يو َُ ظ و  حوم

كككككلوُ "   مِ م ككككك ََ   ككككك م  لَم و حَ اكككككص حلمام م   َْ   وككككك لم

   

―12. A moon among the Turks, when he appeared, left the other moons 

to be merely stars to your eyes. 
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13. His glances pour intellects a wine, from which sobriety remains 

forever banned. 

14. If I were to complain of her tyranny all night, I would lodge my 

complaint to the king of this era, the most high. 

15. A king who unsheathed a sword of faith with truth, until disbelief 

became submissive.‖41 

 

In this segment of Manjak Bāshā‘s poem, the narrative transitions 

from a deeply personal and intimate exploration of love and longing to a 

broader, more universal contemplation of power, faith, and the impact of 

leadership. This passage, rich with metaphors and symbolic imagery, not 

only continues to navigate the emotional terrain established in earlier lines 

but also introduces a reflection on societal and existential themes, framed 

within the poet‘s lyrical and evocative style. In the opening lines of this 

section, the poet crafts a striking metaphor that elevates Sultan Ibrāhīm to a 

celestial prominence, depicting him as ―a moon among the Turks‖. This 

portrayal positions the Sultan not merely as a figure of authority but as one 

of unparalleled magnificence and influence, whose very presence outshines 

all others, diminishing the once perceived brilliance of surrounding 

luminaries to the status of mere stars. Such a metaphor not only highlights 

the Sultan‘s exceptional charisma and commanding presence but also 

underscores the profound impact he exerts on those within his realm. The 

celestial imagery conveys the Sultan‘s unique ability to inspire and guide, 

likened to the moon‘s gravitational pull, suggesting that his leadership and 

virtues draw people toward him, shaping their perceptions and experiences 

with the weight of his character and moral integrity. Through this 

comparison, the poet not only acknowledges the Sultan‘s sovereign status but 

also celebrates his transformative impact on the cultural and spiritual 

landscape, positioning him as a beacon of guidance and a source of light in 

the darkness, whose influence extends far beyond the mere exercise of 

power. 

The tradition of likening monarchs to celestial entities like the sun 

and moon, while demarcating other leaders as mere stars, is a literary custom 

with deep roots extending into the pre-Islamic era. This practice serves not 

merely as a metaphorical device but as a symbolic representation of the 

hierarchical and spiritual significance attributed to rulers within the societal 
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and cosmic order. Such comparisons can be traced back to the works of 

eminent poets like al-Nābigha al-Dhubyānī (d. 604 [?]), among others, who 

utilized celestial imagery to convey the unparalleled magnificence, influence, 

and guiding light of esteemed leaders, thereby elevating them above their 

contemporaries.42 This poetic tradition underscores the enduring power of 

celestial symbolism in articulating the transcendent qualities of leadership 

and authority, reflecting a cultural and historical continuity in the way 

significant figures are revered and memorialized within the tapestry of 

Arabic literature. 

In the verses under discussion, Manjak Bāshā subtly evokes a scene 

reminiscent of the opulent and generous hospitality for which leaders were 

renowned, a scene that could very well include Sultan Ibrāhīm gesturing to his 

servants with a mere glance, prompting them to serve wine to his guests. This 

act of serving wine, as suggested in the poem, transcends the mere physicality 

of drinking to embody a rich tapestry of cultural and historical significance. 

This echoes the opulence of wine feasts celebrated in literature since the pre-

Islamic era.  Such gatherings, often depicted in the genre of khamriyyāt, or 

wine poetry, serve as a rich tapestry against which the generosity and 

benevolence of kings are highlighted. These feasts, more than just occasions 

for indulgence, were intricate displays of power, wealth, and the social bonds 

that tied a leader to his subjects and allies. The reference to intoxication, where 

―sobriety remains forever banned‖, underscores the abundance and 

extravagance of these gatherings, symbolizing a realm where the ordinary 

constraints of life are momentarily lifted, allowing for a deeper, albeit 

transient, connection between host and guest. This narrative strand within the 

poem does more than celebrate the material generosity of the Sultan; it 

articulates a tradition of intellectual and spiritual abundance, linking Sultan 

Ibrāhīm‘s court with the legendary assemblies of the past, where poetry, 

politics, and wine intertwined to create moments of transcendent unity and 

shared human experience. The invocation of these wine feasts thus situates 

Sultan Ibrāhīm within a lineage of rulers whose magnanimity knew no bounds, 

whose courts were centers not only of political power but of cultural and 

intellectual flourishing. Furthermore, the contemplation in verse 14, ―If I were 

to complain of her tyranny all night, I would lodge my complaint to the king of 

this era, the most high‖, embeds this narrative of intellectual hospitality within 

a broader context of justice and moral authority. 

                                                            
42  al-Nābigha al-Dhubyānī, Diwān al-Nābigha al-Dhubyānī, Critical ed. Muḥammad 

Abū al-Faḍl Ibrāhīm (Cairo: Dār al-Ma‗ārif, n.d.), 28. 
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Manjak Bāshā extends his poem with the lines below: 

َِ م 16" َِ حلا وكككككط لكَككككسم لَككككك  َ كككككلََ حلَ ككككك م  .  كَكككك م جَ ا

ككككككككككذ  لو ََ كككككككككك اِ    َْ مُ ككككككككككسَش  و ظَمَ كككككككككك و لَ  يَام

   
ككككككككككَ  17 َ   كَكككككككككذ  . َ تلََ ا َِ َ ككككككككككيَ  كككككككككك م حلم و مْ  حلم َ

ككككككككككككك    كككككككككككككْم  شََنا مكككككككككككككْم كو ظككككككككككككك م جََ ناُ نم  وِ

   
وْ 18 ككككككك سَمَ  َ ملو مَ ككككككك   م لَككككككك مَ َُ  . لكَككككككسم َ ككككككك هَ َ حلم

لمَ كككككككككك س و تَ كَككككككككك اِ    ككككككككككلم و آ ََ  لو   وككككككككككط لم

   
وْ 19 َِ  وككككككك كككككككئَ اَ كككككككَ َ  كَككككككك َ   َ م  . حلَم كَكككككك م م  َ م

ككككككككككككك    ظَاككككككككككككك  م  َ م ظَ اََلاُ   َ و كَكككككككككككك م لكَككككككككككككْم حضم

   
كككككك و    21 مِ م كككككك مْ    كككككك و لم  . ظكَكككككنيَم حلكككككك جََص  و لم و م

لوُككككككككك    شم مِ هككككككككك  و لكَككككككككعم    يم و  َ حلصَككككككككك مَ   و وم

   
جو 21 ككككككككك و كككككككككعم آلَككككككككك  م حل َ  كككككككككط عَ م  . لكَككككككككيم تَ م

ع كَككككككككككذ   َ م تم مَ ُككككككككككك    ككككككككككك َ ئو و  و َِ حل ا   كَككككككككككعم

   
مككككككك يم عَلكَككككككص حلم مككككككك حَمو لَكككككككْ ئو    22 مُ  . عَ كَكككككك َ حلم

   َِّ ككككك "لكَككككسم َِ نمَ ككككك   َ وِ كككككُ   عككككك  لََ ككككك صَ حل ا َْ  حلم

   

―16. He equipped ships that, if they were to merely brush against 

Raḍwā with the slightest touch, would cause it to collapse. 

17. And the deep sea blazed in awe, such that Crete itself believed it to 

be the inferno of Hell. 

18. If the banished (Satan) had observed the onslaught of his (Sultan 

Ibrāhīm‘s) might in the backbone of Adam, he would have hastened to 

prostrate. 

19. Before his reign, justice was silent; under his rule, the times 

allowed it to voice itself. 

20. He turns the darkness into a bright morning, and the morning into a 

terror-filled night. 

21. The lions of the wilderness did not overstep his era, among the 

anemones, for fear of being blamed. 

22. He gathered clouds over the foes; had it not been for dignity, the 

sky would have rained blood from them.‖43 

 

In this portion of Manjak Bāshā‘s poem, the narrative shifts towards a 

grand portrayal of Sultan Ibrāhīm‘s formidable power, divine justice, and 

transformative leadership, weaving a complex tableau of his reign‘s impact on 

both the natural and supernatural realms. Through vivid and hyperbolic 

imagery, the poet crafts a mythic depiction of the Sultan that transcends the 

bounds of mere historical recounting, elevating him to a figure of cosmic 

significance. The poet begins with a dramatic evocation of the Sultan‘s 

military prowess, suggesting that even the most minimal contact with his fleet 

would bring the mighty Mount Raḍwā to collapse. This hyperbole not only 

emphasizes the Sultan‘s overwhelming force but also his command over 

nature, suggesting an authority so vast that it unnerves the very foundations of 
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the earth. This theme of overpowering dominance is further explored through 

the imagery of the deep sea ablaze in awe, to the extent that the island of Crete 

mistakes it for Hell‘s inferno. Such vivid depictions serve to underscore the 

awe-inspiring and fear-inducing presence of Sultan Ibrāhīm‘s rule, portraying 

him as a ruler whose very existence challenges and reshapes the natural order.  

The narrative then delves into the supernatural, suggesting that even 

Satan, had he witnessed Sultan Ibrāhīm‘s might from the dawn of humanity, 

would have felt compelled to prostrate in acknowledgment of his power. This 

assertion not only signifies the Sultan‘s unmatched authority but also cleverly 

inverts the traditional Islamic narrative of Satan‘s refusal to bow to Adam, 

indicating a power so divine that it reconciles the irreconcilable, bending even 

the will of the ultimate rebel. Transitioning from the supernatural to the realm 

of societal governance, the poet reflects on the transformative impact of Sultan 

Ibrāhīm‘s reign on the concept of justice. The claim that ―before his reign, 

justice was silent‖ and that it found its voice under his rule portrays the Sultan 

as a harbinger of justice, suggesting a period of enlightenment and fairness 

unprecedented before his ascendancy. This transformation is akin to turning 

―darkness into a bright morning‖, further emphasizing the Sultan‘s role as a 

renewer and a beacon of hope. Yet, the Sultan‘s ability to inspire terror among 

his enemies is also highlighted, as seen in his transformation of morning into a 

night filled with terror for his adversaries. The metaphorical lions of the 

wilderness, representing the powerful and untamed, dare not transgress during 

his era, showcasing the extent of his control and the respect, or perhaps fear, he 

commands across all fronts. 

In the concluding imagery of this poetic segment, Manjak Bāshā crafts 

a majestic vision of Sultan Ibrāhīm, who is depicted as wielding the forces of 

nature to assert his dominion over adversaries. The Sultan‘s capacity to 

marshal the clouds as instruments of potential devastation against his enemies 

illustrates his supreme command over both the martial and natural realms. This 

potent ability to summon elemental forces underscores the Sultan‘s formidable 

presence as a leader whose very will can influence the course of nature to align 

with his sovereign desires. However, it is the Sultan‘s noble restraint that truly 

defines his character and leadership. Despite his capacity for unleashing divine 

wrath, he chooses moderation, guided by a profound sense of dignity. This 

choice not to exact vengeance, even when fully within his power, highlights a 

nuanced aspect of his rule: a balance between the display of overwhelming 

might and the exercise of compassionate forbearance. Through these passages, 

Manjak Bāshā elevates Sultan Ibrāhīm to a figure of almost mythological 

stature, intertwining elements of natural dominion, supernatural influence, 
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moral justice, and the dichotomy of mercy and terror. The Sultan is portrayed 

not just as a leader of men but as a pivotal force in the cosmic order, whose 

reign heralds a new era of justice, prosperity, and awe-inspiring power. This 

poetic depiction serves to immortalize Sultan Ibrāhīm‘s legacy, presenting him 

as a ruler whose influence transcends the confines of his time and place, 

echoing through history as a paragon of divine authority and benevolent 

governance. 

The narrative of Manjak Bāshā‘s poem advances with these words: 

كككككككَ  حَ اكككككككص  و اكككككككْم . َ  عََككككككك م 23" اَعم   م ككككككك جم حل

ككككككُ    كككككك م حل ا َ ككككككْم  َ م   كَككككك م ظاَكككككك  م ظم كككككك وعم  َ م

   
ككككككك   و لو ككككككك يَم  24 كككككككئَ حل و  مُ تَ كككككككط حَ  . لكَككككككسم ظَ م

كككككككككك مُ    كككككككككك   لَم  لََ  ظَم مككككككككككْم حوتاَ ككككككككككنَ حلماَسَحكو

   
مِ 25 ككككك َِ ككككك َ موو  لمككككسجَ لو مُ  .  َ م َ كككك بَ  َ م ظََ كككككَ  حلم

مْ َ ف    ككككككككككككك َ مِ م وْ  ِككككككككككككك  وكككككككككككككط يو و ككككككككككككك  لَ َ َ ا

   
وْ 26 كككككك وُ لم وْ َِ حلَ كككككك ميو حلم م مككككككس م  و كككككك وِ اْ م   . لَكككككك

مِ حلم كَكككككككسظيم  كَككككككك و ححم َُكككككككك    ظ وْ حلكككككككك  و لو كككككككك  َ  وشو

   
كككككك جَم 27 نم تمككككككاَ عو  . تمكككككك م ظكَككككك  اَِكككككك  م  كَككككك و م  كََ م

ككككككك ا تسََهَُككككككك "   مِ كككككككئو  َ م ظنَم ككككككك جَ  مِ  َ م ككككككك  وِ

   

―23. And his sword‘s sharp edges bid farewell to the birds, to the 

extent that the eagle in the sky might almost drop its young, (satisfied by the 

feast). 

24. Had he wished to carry arrows for a raid, you would see him using 

the stars as arrows. 

25. Or should he wish to donate his wealth to those looked down 

(upon for their adversity or indigence), he would become fatigued (from the 

act of distribution, because his wealth was so abundant that, even if he were to 

grant kingdoms to some, he would still have a surplus remaining). 

26. Minds healed from their ailments with his wisdom, and under his 

shadow, the upright religion flourished. 

27. Repent, O Time! If I speak of you in his presence (if I complain 

about you to him), you would die (of worry) before he finishes you off.‖44 

 

In this concluding segment of Manjak Bāshā‘s poem, the poet extends 

his portrayal of Sultan Ibrāhīm‘s grandeur and benevolence through a series of 

vivid and hyperbolic images that encapsulate the Sultan‘s prowess in battle, his 

generosity, and his role as a sage ruler whose wisdom transcends mere 

governance to heal and guide his people spiritually. The imagery of the 

Sultan‘s sword, so formidable that it causes even the eagles to reconsider their 

hold on their young, impressed by the abundance of the feast below, serves as 

a metaphor for the overwhelming might and the consequences of his victories. 

This is not merely a depiction of martial strength but a poetic expression of the 
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impact of his rule — so powerful it alters the natural order, where even the 

mightiest of creatures can feel the effects of his actions. The hyperbole used 

here underscores the far-reaching influence of the Sultan, extending his 

dominion into the skies, symbolizing a rule so encompassing that it touches all 

aspects of life within his realm. The following lines further elaborate on the 

Sultan‘s unparalleled capabilities and his majestic generosity. The idea of the 

Sultan using stars as arrows if he decided to launch an attack brilliantly 

illustrates the vastness of his perceived power. It suggests that his authority 

extends beyond mere earthly battles to include control over the cosmos itself. 

This imagery portrays the Sultan not just as a powerful earthly ruler, but as a 

majestic figure with the ability to harness celestial forces, underscoring a level 

of might and influence that transcends normal human capabilities. The poet 

then shifts focus from the Sultan‘s might to his magnanimity. The act of 

distributing wealth to the downtrodden, to the point of fatigue, due to the 

inexhaustible nature of his riches, highlights the Sultan‘s deep-rooted 

compassion and commitment to justice. This generosity is not born out of 

obligation but from a genuine desire to uplift those in adversity, illustrating the 

Sultan‘s role as a guardian of his people.  

Furthermore, the Sultan‘s wisdom is depicted as a source of healing, 

suggesting that his insight and guidance restore the minds of his subjects, 

nurturing a society where the upright religion flourishes under his patronage. 

This portrays the Sultan not only as a temporal leader but as a spiritual guide 

whose influence leads to the intellectual and moral betterment of his domain. 

Finally, the poet boldly speaks to Time as if it were a person, suggesting that 

Time itself could be in danger if it ever displeased the Sultan. This bold 

statement is meant to highlight the enduring nature of the Sultan‘s legacy, 

suggesting that he is so influential and powerful that even Time, an abstract 

and all-encompassing force, would be wary of offending him. This idea 

elevates the Sultan‘s status to an extraordinary level, portraying him as a ruler 

whose authority, wisdom, and kindness are so great that they extend beyond 

ordinary life and reach into the realm of the timeless and eternal. Through this 

rich tapestry of imagery and hyperbole, Manjak Bāshā crafts a multifaceted 

depiction of Sultan Ibrāhīm, presenting him as a paragon of virtue, wisdom, 

and power. The poem transcends mere adulation to explore the themes of 

divine right, the responsibilities of leadership, and the transformative power of 

benevolent rule, weaving a narrative that places the Sultan in the realm of 

legends, whose legacy is as boundless as time itself. 
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1.5. A Panegyric Poem Composed for Köprülüzāde Fāḍil Aḥmad 

Pāshā by Ibn al-Naqīb 

In the intricate tapestry of Arabic poetic tradition, the panegyric verses 

penned by Ibn al-Naqīb (d. 1081/1670) in honor of Fāḍil Aḥmad Pāshā (d. 

1087/1676) stand as a luminescent thread, weaving together the valor of 

leadership with the triumphs of the Ottoman Empire, particularly in the 

conquest of Crete. This poem, steeped in the rich cultural and historical milieu 

of the Ottoman golden era, not only commemorates the military prowess 

displayed during the siege but also extols the virtues of the Grand Vizier, 

positioning him as a paragon of courage and a beacon of Islamic devotion. 

Through the allegorical forest of spears and the metaphorical lions that form 

the ranks of his command, Ibn al-Naqīb articulates a vivid tableau of an army 

whose might and faith are as formidable as the natural elements themselves. 

The comparison of the Grand Vizier to esteemed figures such as Quss bin 

(Sā‗ida) al-Iyādī (d. 600) and ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd al-Kātib (d. 132/750) further 

underscores his exemplary eloquence and leadership, transcending even those 

legendary orators and scribes in his dedication to Allah‘s cause. This 

introduction to Ibn al-Naqīb‘s poem is intended to encapsulate not only the 

grandeur of its subject but also to illuminate the stylistic and thematic 

continuities that link this work with the broader canon of classical Arabic 

literature, echoing the stylistic flourishes and rhetorical strategies that have 

characterized the genre since the Umayyad and Abbasid epochs. Through this 

lens, the poem emerges not merely as a historical artifact but as a dynamic 

expression of cultural and religious identity, reflecting the enduring legacy of 

Islamic scholarship and the unyielding spirit of the Ottoman leadership: 

كككككككككك حَ 1" ككككككككككاَ  وككككككككككط  ميَش  َ م َِ كككككككككك  آ م  َ م َِ  . 

َ  حلم ََ ككككككككككككك يو َ َِّ  نَمكككككككككككككس عَ اككككككككككككك  و     ظكَككككككككككككسم

   
ِككككككك    وككككككك َ م فََ 2 َِ كَكككككك  و ح  . ظسَم   وكككككككط حلنَ مكككككككس و 

مِ لمكككككككككك م م   َ لَكككككككككك حَ و    كككككككككك وِ كككككككككك  لاَمككككككككككيم  اُ  وِ

   
ككككككككك   3 اَ لو َِ عككككككككك و  وَ  . َ حَصَككككككككك  ذَ  م و كَكككككككك م  و

مَككككككككككس و  وَ كككككككككك  و    ككككككككككلَ   و لو  َ  صََكككككككككك حَذ  م

   
لكَككككككككككككذ  4 ككككككككككككك  و  و َ م َِ عككككككككككككك َ حللَا ككككككككككككك ميم جو  . حَل عم

  " َ ككككككك  و جَم كككككككئا حلكككككككَ   و  وكككككككط حضم َْ َِ ككككككك م 
 حَلا

   

―1. Neither the lineage of Barmak at the zenith of Baghdad on the day 

of glory, nor the sons of ‗Abbād… 

2. …Could ever match in glory or in the foundations of leadership and 

rectitude what you have achieved. 

3. Your discernment is paired with the fragrance of gracious 

communications, and your eloquence is linked with the prowess of overcoming 

hardships and skillful leadership. 
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4. You have adorned the neck of time with a dominion that settled in 

the soul of bodies as life itself.‖
45

 

 

In the opening lines of this segment from Ibn al-Naqīb‘s panegyric, the 

poet embarks on a grand comparison that situates his subject, Fāḍil Aḥmad 

Pāshā, against a backdrop of historical and legendary figures to underscore the 

unparalleled nature of the Pāshā‘s achievements. By invoking the lineage of 

Barmak at the pinnacle of its influence in Baghdad and juxtaposing it with the 

sons of ‗Abbād, Ibn al-Naqīb skillfully navigates the realms of historical 

grandeur and cultural reverence. The Barmakids, renowned for their 

administrative and cultural contributions during the Abbasid Caliphate, and the 

sons of ‗Abbād, associated with the enlightened rule in al-Andalus, serve as 

benchmarks of excellence in governance and cultural patronage. The poet‘s 

declaration that neither could ever match the glory or foundational leadership 

and integrity of his subject not only elevates the Pāshā‘s status but also places 

him in a continuum of historical greatness that transcends temporal and 

geographical boundaries. The subsequent lines delve deeper into the qualities 

that distinguish the Pāshā‘s leadership. The poet attributes to him a 

discernment that is both keen and graciously communicative, implying a 

wisdom that is accessible and benevolent. This discernment, likened to a 

fragrance, suggests an influence that is both pervasive and subtly 

transformative, enhancing the social fabric with its presence. Moreover, the 

poet underscores the eloquence of the Pāshā, linking it directly to his ability to 

navigate and surmount challenges. This is not merely a passive command of 

language but an active tool for leadership, suggesting that eloquence itself 

becomes a means of overcoming obstacles and guiding others. 

In a striking metaphor, the poet claims that the Pāshā has ―adorned the 

neck of time with a dominion‖, a phrase that resonates with both temporal 

sovereignty and a more profound, almost metaphysical, claim to influence. 

This dominion is described as settling ―in the soul of bodies as life itself‖, 

evoking the idea that the Pāshā‘s rule is as vital and indispensable as the life 

force within individuals. This metaphor extends the scope of his achievements 

beyond the physical and political realms into the existential, suggesting that his 

leadership imbues the very essence of existence with meaning and direction. 

This passage, rich in historical allusion and metaphorical complexity, serves as 
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Maṭbū‗āt al-Majma‗ al-‗Ilmī al-‗Arabī, 1373/1963), 90-93. 
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a testament to the poet‘s skill in navigating the intricate landscape of panegyric 

poetry. Ibn al-Naqīb crafts a portrait of Fāḍil Aḥmad Pāshā that is both 

grandiose and intimately connected to the cultural and spiritual aspirations of 

his society. By anchoring the Pāshā‘s achievements within a historical and 

metaphysical framework, the poet not only celebrates an individual but also 

articulates a vision of leadership that transcends the mundane, reaching for the 

timeless and the divine. Through this nuanced and layered opening, Ibn al-

Naqīb sets the stage for a poem that is as much a reflection on the nature of 

greatness as it is a tribute to a singular figure in Ottoman history. 

ككككككسَيَش5" ككككككنحَ حلم مِ كَككككككيم  تَكَككككك َ  لو وُ َ ككككككعم مُ  . جَككككككئا حلم

ض   عكككككككككئَ عَكككككككككسَحيو  َ  ظَكَكككككككك  و وُ نمَ ككككككككك  جَ  وِ

   
كككككككككك  م  ََ تونوككككككككككط6 َِ ككككككككككاَ ظكَككككككككك  اَ ع و ْ   و و  .  وظكككككككككك

َ كككككككككك  و    مِ َ وِ حضم كككككككككك َْ لو َِ كككككككككك و     كَككككككككك ح   ونَ م

   
وِ َ َ ئوككككككككك 7 ككككككككك يم همكككككككككيم كََ ِككككككككك   َ حم م  .  كَكككككككك و و

َ ككككككككك  و    لو  و م تلَم كَكككككككك جم  مكككككككككَ  عو  كَككككككككك ل ا م

   
لاكككككككككككككككذف 8 لم مكككككككككككككككَ  َ  هَو يم  مككككككككككككككك م يف لو كككككككككككككككنم م وِ  . 

  " ككككككككك و هو حَظكَككككككككذ  َ يََ ككككككككك  و س م  م م مُ  َ  مككككككككك

   

―5. The Supreme Protector has bestowed upon this world through you 

beautiful insights and benevolent acts. 

6. By your life, O Time, never halt in broadcasting the merits of noble 

deeds eternally. 

7. In them, nobility and the beauty of character are like a garden in the 

freshness of spring. 

8. Among them are moons that ascend to greatness, crescents, and 

suns that illuminate the path of guidance and righteousness.‖
46

 

 

In this evocative passage from Ibn al-Naqīb‘s poem, the poet 

progresses from a broad invocation of divine favor to a more intimate 

reflection on the nature of virtue and leadership. The initial line attributes the 

source of the subject‘s capacity for ―beautiful insights and benevolent acts‖ 

directly to the Supreme Protector‘s grace, emphasizing a divine endorsement 

of the subject‘s qualities and achievements. This attribution not only elevates 

the subject‘s status by aligning it with divine will but also frames his 

contributions to the world as extensions of a higher, spiritual mission. The poet 

implies that through the subject, the divine manifests in the world, enriching it 

with wisdom and acts of kindness. The appeal to Time as an eternal 

broadcaster of the subject‘s noble deeds further amplifies the significance of 

these actions. By personifying Time and charging it with the perpetual 

commemoration of the subject‘s virtues, the poet transcends the temporal 

bounds that typically constrain human achievement. This eternalization of 
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virtue through poetic declaration serves both to immortalize the subject and to 

advocate for the enduring value of noble deeds.  

The simile of nobility and character as ―a garden in the freshness of 

spring‖ introduces a vivid natural imagery to convey the rejuvenating and life-

affirming nature of the subject‘s qualities. This metaphor not only beautifies 

the concept of virtue but also connects it to cycles of renewal and growth, 

suggesting that the essence of nobility lies in its capacity to inspire and 

nurture. The freshness of spring connotes a sense of hope, renewal, and the 

flourishing of life, qualities that the poet associates with the presence of noble 

and beautiful character. Expanding this imagery, the poet describes virtuous 

individuals as celestial bodies—moons, crescents, and suns—that ascend to 

greatness and illuminate the path of guidance and righteousness. This celestial 

metaphor elevates the subject and his associates, portraying them as guiding 

lights in the moral and spiritual firmament. The moons and crescents 

symbolize growth, reflection, and the waxing of divine light, while the suns 

represent the zenith of enlightenment, warmth, and guidance. Through these 

symbols, the poet articulates a vision of leadership that is both luminous and 

celestial in its scope, guiding society towards the higher principles of guidance 

and righteousness. Together, these lines weave a tapestry of divine favor, 

eternal virtue, and the natural and celestial imagery to portray the subject‘s 

influence as both divinely ordained and universally significant. The passage 

reflects Ibn al-Naqīb‘s adeptness at using poetic devices to explore and 

celebrate the complex interplay between divine grace, human virtue, and the 

natural world. 

كككككككككككك م 9" تم ا َِ َ  وككككككككككككئَ  ميم ظكَكككككككككككذَ  ككككككككككككسح  و نَم و مْ َ  َ  . 

نكَككككككك  و    جَم ككككككككَ حبو َ حضم َِ م   مكككككككك مِ   عَلكَكككككككص حضم

   
كككككككك ميم حل ا وعككككككككفم جَنَ  مككككككككْم 11  . َ ح كَكككككككص لََ كككككككك  حلصا

كككككككك  و    مْ ا كككككككك  حلم اُ َْ مِ  عَلكَكككككككي حلم مككككككككلََحمو َ 

   
َ  كَ  كَككككككككككك م لكَككككككككككك شَ 11 َ كككككككككككك يو َُ    منَ ئوَ كككككككككككك .  و

  " لَككككككك  و كككككككَ ح وو حغم َِ   عكككككككئ حلم نَكَكككككك  َ 

   

―9. They breached the strongholds of Heraklion, long fortified against 

leaders and armies. 

10. The noble presence (Fāḍil Aḥmad Pāshā) arrived, a flag for the 

warriors and a challenge to the envious. 

11. Among the mixed throngs, where their tents were pitched, it was as 

if a forest of spears (had sprung up), with lairs of lions (nestled within).‖
47

 

 

In this segment of Ibn al-Naqīb‘s poem, the narrative transitions into 

a vivid portrayal of military prowess and the strategic triumphs under the 
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command of Fāḍil Aḥmad Pāshā, particularly focusing on the conquest of 

Heraklion. This passage not only celebrates a specific historical achievement 

but also delves into the symbolism of leadership, courage, and the natural 

order as metaphors for martial excellence and honor. The initial reference to 

the breaching of Heraklion‘s strongholds, a city renowned for its formidable 

defenses, serves as a testament to the exceptional military strategy and the 

indomitable spirit of the Pāshā‘s forces. Heraklion, fortified against 

numerous leaders and armies across history, represents a significant obstacle 

overcome by the Pāshā‘s command, thereby immortalizing his victory as a 

pinnacle of military achievement. This event is not merely a historical 

footnote; rather, it is elevated to a symbol of breaking through the 

impregnable, of achieving the seemingly impossible through sheer 

determination and strategic acumen. 

The subsequent lines further amplify the Pāshā‘s stature by depicting 

his arrival as a transformative event. He is portrayed as a ―flag for the 

warriors‖, embodying the rallying point around which the forces unite, 

drawing strength and inspiration. This imagery not only cements his role as a 

leader of men in the heat of battle but also positions him as a challenge to the 

envious, those who, perhaps, doubted his capabilities or coveted his 

successes. This dual role underscores the Pāshā‘s command over both the 

loyalty of his followers and the narrative of his adversaries, weaving his 

leadership into the very fabric of military and political discourse. The 

description of the encampment among mixed throngs, where a ―forest of 

spears‖ had sprung up with ―lairs of lions‖ nestled within, utilizes rich 

natural imagery to convey the might and preparedness of the Pāshā‘s army. 

The metaphor of a forest of spears evokes a sense of dense, impenetrable 

strength, a visual representation of an army so vast and formidable that it 

mirrors the untamed wild. The reference to lairs of lions further augments 

this imagery, imbuing the soldiers with qualities of the king of beasts—

bravery, strength, and nobility. This juxtaposition of the natural world with 

the martial underscores the primal, instinctual aspects of warfare while 

elevating the warriors to mythical status, blending the lines between human 

endeavor and the elemental forces of nature. Through these lines, Ibn al-

Naqīb crafts a narrative that transcends the mere recounting of a military 

victory. The poet constructs a multi-layered depiction of Fāḍil Aḥmad 

Pāshā‘s leadership, characterized by strategic brilliance, an unwavering 

command over his forces, and a capacity to inspire both allegiance and awe. 

This segment of the poem not only serves as a paean to the Pāshā‘s martial 

achievements but also as a reflective meditation on the nature of power, the 
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art of war, and the enduring legacy of a leader who commands not just the 

loyalty of his troops but the respect of history itself. Through evocative 

imagery and symbolic language, Ibn al-Naqīb elevates the historical narrative 

into a timeless exploration of human endeavor and natural majesty, 

encapsulating the essence of heroic leadership and the immutable bond 

between a commander and his charges. 

وْ 12" وْ َ  َ َ توكككككككككك كككككككككك وِ مِ عَلَم كككككككككك وِ يف لكَكككككككككْم   . َ كككككككككك م

كككككككك   كككككككك حَ و  اَم مِ مِ  و كككككككك وِ وْ  كككككككك   م توعكككككككك َِ   َ  م 

   
ككككككككك   13 لذَم  َ لو و لَكككككككككسم ككككككككك   َْ

وِ حلم ظ  . َ لكَككككككككْم  وككككككككك و

ككككككككككككسَح و    َ م   جَا حلم مككككككككككككلََحمم  وَ كككككككككككك   يََش حضم

   
َِ كَكككككككك  و   14 ظَاككككككككك  م  عكككككككككَ   ض لكَككككككككْم حضم  . تكَكككككككك م و

ككككككككككك حَ و    َ م كككككككككككْ وَ  عَكككككككككككلَا م عَلكَككككككككككص حضم َِ  َ 

   
ب حلم معمككككككككككس و 15 ككككككككككن   . َ  ََ كككككككككك ئوئ ِككككككككككئم َْ لو َِ 

ككككككككك و م حَ و    كككككككككَ  م عَلكَككككككككص عَلمعكَكككككككك جم  و لم   صَم

   
عكككككككك و  َ َ ككككككككذ  16 وُ َْ كككككككك و حلم  .  يَم كَكككككككص عَلكَكككككككص عَ م

  "  َ اَيَ م  َ َ  مككككككككككككككْم  و مكككككككككككككك  و  وظكَككككككككككككك  و

   

―12. A man of firm resolve and steadfastness, his support multiples of 

what was bestowed upon him. 

13. In the true faith, he possesses a virtuous mandate for assault. Under 

this mandate, his fighters demolish even the peaks of the highest mountains. 

14. The days bear witness to his splendid accomplishments and heroic 

actions, outshining all counterparts. 

15. And virtues that fill the eyes with beauty, exclusively reserved for 

his lofty status. 

16. His eloquence outshines that of the writer ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd (al-

Kātib), and his rhetoric rivals the famed oratory of Quss b. (Sā‗ida) al-Iyādī.‖
48

 

 

In this richly textured excerpt from Ibn al-Naqīb‘s poem, the poet 

delves into the character and achievements of the protagonist, Fāḍil Aḥmad 

Pāshā, through a multifaceted lens that combines personal virtues, military 

prowess, and rhetorical skill. Each line serves to layer the portrayal of the 

Pāshā, presenting him as a paragon of leadership whose qualities transcend the 

ordinary, set against the backdrop of historical and religious narratives. The 

description begins with an emphasis on the Pāshā‘s inner strength, highlighting 

his firm resolve and steadfastness. The narrative then shifts to the realm of 

faith and military achievements. The Pāshā is credited with possessing a 

―virtuous mandate for assault‖, a phrase that encapsulates the sanctified nature 

of his military endeavors. This mandate, presumably divine or religiously 

inspired, legitimizes his actions and imbues them with a sense of higher 

purpose. Under his command, his fighters achieve feats of seemingly 
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impossible magnitude, ―demolishing even the peaks of the highest mountains.‖ 

This hyperbolic statement not only speaks to the physical victories of his 

forces but also metaphorically to overcoming monumental challenges, 

positioning the Pāshā as a leader capable of guiding his followers through 

insurmountable obstacles. 

Further reinforcing the theme of exceptionalism, the poet notes that 

the ―days bear witness to his splendid accomplishments and heroic 

actions‖, suggesting that the Pāshā‘s legacy is recorded and recognized by 

time itself. This personification of time as a witness to greatness implies a 

historical significance that transcends the ephemeral, granting the Pāshā a 

place of honor in the annals of history. His deeds are said to ―outshine all 

counterparts‖, a testament to his unparalleled status among leaders and 

heroes, further elevating his narrative from that of a mere military 

commander to a figure of legendary prowess. The exploration of the 

Pāshā‘s virtues continues with the acknowledgment of qualities that ―fill 

the eyes with beauty‖, reserved for his ―lofty status‖. This line suggests 

that his character and actions possess an inherent nobility and aesthetic 

grace that inspire admiration and respect, qualities befitting a leader of his 

stature. The beauty of his virtues is portrayed as exclusive, a rarefied 

essence that sets him apart from others, underscoring the uniqueness of his 

leadership. 

Finally, the poet addresses the Pāshā‘s rhetorical abilities, 

comparing his eloquence to that of celebrated historical figures like ‗Abd 

al-Ḥamīd al-Kātib and Quss b. (Sā‗ida) al-Iyādī. By measuring the Pāshā‘s 

eloquence against that of renowned orators and writers, the poet not only 

highlights his exceptional skill in communication but also situates him 

within a cultural and intellectual tradition that values the art of rhetoric. 

This comparison serves to complete the portrait of the Pāshā as a 

multifaceted leader, whose strengths span the domains of military, spiritual, 

and rhetorical excellence. Through these lines, Ibn al-Naqīb crafts a 

nuanced and layered depiction of Fāḍil Aḥmad Pāshā that intertwines the 

themes of steadfast leadership, divine mandate, historical legacy, exclusive 

virtues, and unmatched eloquence. This portrayal positions the Pāshā as a 

figure of transcendent capabilities, whose life and achievements are not 

only celebrated in the present but are etched into the fabric of time itself, 

leaving an indelible mark on history, culture, and the collective memory of 

his people. 
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هَ 17" ككككك حَيو َِ ككككك م  مَ ككككك ميم  نَوكككككط حلم لمعكَكككك بو  م  .  َ م

ئوككككككككككككككئم حلم    سم َِ َ  حلم ََ كككككككككككككك يو َ  كككككككككككككك  و ظكَكككككككككككككسم   مصا

   
ج18 اَكككككككككك يو َِ عكككككككككك م  ككككككككككنماميم  وِّا حَلو وِ كككككككككك   َِ  . 

ككككككككككَ ح و    َ م ككككككككككَ  و ظم كَككككككككك َ  وككككككككككط حضم ككككككككككط حلم و  اَحكو

   
كككككككك   19 َُ مصو َ كككككككك  و  و كككككككك َ م ميم َ كككككككك َ  حلم و  .  َ م

ككككككككككككككك و ِ كَكككككككككككككك  و    ككككككككككككككك َ م  لوَ عم كككككككككككككككنصَ َ ِ م   لم

   
َْ م 21 ككككككك َ كككككككَ   َ لَم َِ م َِ منكَككككككص  و ككككككك ميم   . َ حَللَم

هككككككككككككككص   َ كككككككككككككك  تلََم مِ عكَككككككككككككك  و   ظَا  عَم  عَلكَكككككككككككككص حضم

   
َ ح وكككككككككككك ف 21 َِ َ م وعكَككككككككككك بو   .  لَكَككككككككككك ف  وَ كككككككككككك  لو م

تكَكككككككككككك  و    َ م ككككككككككككك حَ و َ حضم كككككككككككككص حضم م َُ  َ  وَ ككككككككككككك  ح

   
 . اَح َ م  وامكككككيم َ كككككَ     عَلكَككككص َ كككككَ     كَككككَ  22

ككككككككككك َ  و    ظَاككككككككككك  و  وكككككككككككط  ولم ككككككككككك شَ حضم َِ ككككككككككك ميم  لم  او

   
َ كككككككككك 23 لو كككككككككك وَ  و َ  هَم ككككككككككئا حلم عكككككككككك ميم  و  . َ  َ و

كككككككككككككك    َِ "  ََِّ   كَككككككككككككك م ف  َ م تكَكككككككككككككَ  ايَ َ كككككككككككككك  و

   

―17. You are the sons of the heights, the pole around which its orbit 

revolves, on the day of pride and the destination of the seekers. 

18. Every one of you is a companion of noble deeds, impeccable in 

qualities, regarded as unique among people. 

19. You have ennobled the cause of jihād with a loftier purpose and 

striving for the greatest good. 

20. And you have arrived in the expanse of Damascus, turning its days 

to outshine festivals. 

21. A city where prophets lay resting, and where the sanctuaries of 

saints and pillars stand. 

22. With you, it gained honor upon honor; may you always remain in 

bliss through the days. 

23. And remain as the shade for the lands and their people, as long as 

lightning flashes or a singer trills.‖
49

 

 

In this evocative segment of Ibn al-Naqīb‘s poem, the narrative arc 

gracefully transitions to laud the collective essence and spiritual mission of the 

Ottomans, alongside their transformative influence, particularly in Damascus. 

This passage is saturated with metaphysical and allegorical imagery, 

intertwining themes of moral elevation, sanctity, and the profound reverence 

for hallowed history, all aimed at delineating the deep-seated legacy and 

spiritual guardianship epitomized by the Ottomans. The initial depiction of the 

Ottomans as ―the sons of the heights‖ instantly propels them into an exalted 

moral and spiritual realm. This part describes the Ottomans as central figures, 

like the main part that everything else moves around, especially during 

important times like ―the day of pride‖ or when people are searching for truth 

and guidance. It means they‘re not just rulers of lands, but they‘re seen as 

having a special role from the heavens to lead people to truth and wisdom, 

making them like guiding stars for anyone seeking to do right and understand 

                                                            
49  Ibn al-Naqīb, Dīwān Ibn al-Naqīb, 90-93. 
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deeper truths. As the poem unfurls, it proclaims the inherent nobility of the 

Ottomans, underscoring their embodiment of noble deeds and impeccable 

virtues, setting them apart as paragons within the human tapestry. This 

portrayal accentuates their moral rectitude and their distinctive status, 

intimating that their way of life serves as a beacon for noble existence, a 

pinnacle of conduct that others might aspire to but seldom reach. 

Further enriching this tapestry, the narrative delves into the Ottomans‘ 

association with jihād, imbued with ―a loftier purpose and striving for the 

greatest good.‖ This reframing of jihād transcends its conventional 

interpretations to embrace a quest for moral and spiritual ascendance. The poet 

posits the Ottomans‘ engagement in this sacred duty as propelled by higher 

ethical and spiritual quests, thus elevating the essence of jihād to a pursuit of 

transcendent ethical and divine goals. The Ottomans‘ advent in Damascus is 

portrayed as a watershed event, rendering the city‘s temporal rhythm so 

splendid that ―its days to outshine festivals.‖ This allegorical depiction implies 

that their presence ushers in an era of perpetual celebration and exaltation, 

transforming the ordinary into the sublime. Damascus, a city made holy by the 

resting places of prophets and the dwellings of saints, becomes even more 

sacred with the arrival of the Ottomans. They add to the city‘s rich history of 

divine connection and human dedication. The Ottomans being there is shown 

as a natural part of the city‘s ongoing holy story, adding more depth to its 

spiritual and historical significance. Concluding with a benediction for the 

Ottomans to ―always remain in bliss through the days‖ and to persist as ―the 

shade for the lands and their people‖, the poem evokes a vision of enduring 

benevolence and protection. Their legacy is likened to perpetual natural 

phenomena and expressions of the sublime, signifying a timeless guardianship 

and inspiration for both the land and its denizens. Through this narrative, Ibn 

al-Naqīb crafts a multifaceted portrayal of the Ottomans, not just as rulers of 

territory but as spiritual custodians, moral exemplars, and eternal protectors, 

weaving their historical achievements and spiritual ethos into the broader 

cosmic and divine order. This rich tapestry of imagery and themes elevates the 

Ottomans‘ narrative from the annals of history into a profound meditation on 

the virtues of leadership, the pursuit of righteousness, and the indelible impact 

of virtuous governance on the soul of civilization. 
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C H A P T E R  2  

MODERN PANEGYRICS 

2.1. A Panegyric Poem Composed for Sultan Mehmed V Rashād’s 

Ascension to the Throne by Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm 

In the rich tapestry of Islamic literary tradition, the panegyric ode composed by 

Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm
50

 emerges as a compelling artifact of cultural and historical 

significance, celebrating the accession of Sultan Mehmed V Rashād to the 

throne. This ode, comprising fifty-one meticulously crafted verses, navigates 

through the complex socio-political landscape of the Ottoman Empire, 

intertwining the past with the present in a nuanced narrative exploration. While 

the primary intent of the poem is to laud the ascension of Sultan Mehmed V 

Rashād, a considerable portion of the narrative, especially in its 

commencement, is devoted to reflecting on the tenure of his predecessor, 

Sultan ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd II. This juxtaposition is not merely historical recounting 

but serves as a profound examination of leadership, legacy, and the inexorable 

tides of change that govern the fate of empires. Through this poetic 

composition, Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm engages with themes of power, downfall, and 

renewal, positioning the transition of power from ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd to Mehmed 

V Rashād within a broader discourse on the cyclic nature of history and the 

perpetual quest for stability and prosperity under new leadership. The ode, 

thus, functions as a vibrant mosaic of praise, critique, and philosophical 

musing, capturing the essence of a pivotal moment in Ottoman history and 

reflecting the enduring human concerns that accompany the rise and fall of 

rulers and dynasties. 

Despite its title, ―The Ottoman Revolution‖, it is my contention that 

the primary focus of this poem lies in the celebration of Sultan Mehmed V 

Rashād‘s ascent to the throne. This assertion is grounded in the understanding 

that, within the traditional structure of panegyric poetry, poets often navigate 

through a variety of themes and subjects, some of which may initially appear 

tangential or unrelated to their ultimate intention. It is not uncommon for such 

eulogies to meander through diverse topics before converging on their central 

                                                            
50  For more detailed information on Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm, please refer to: Hüseyin Yazıcı, 

―Hâfız İbrâhim‖, Türkiye Diyanet Vakfı İslâm Ansiklopedisi (İstanbul: TDV 

Yayınları, 1997), 15/91-92; Kemal Tuzcu, ―Mısırlı Neo-Klâsik Şairler‖, Nüsha: 

Şarkiyat Araştırmaları Dergisi 2/5 (2002), 119-121. 
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purpose of unequivocal praise towards their conclusion. The transition within 

this poem from an apparent preoccupation with Sultan ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s reign 

to a clear and unambiguous laudation of Sultan Mehmed V Rashād exemplifies 

this rhetorical strategy. The poet‘s initial exploration of ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s era, 

marked by a tone of contemplation and critique, can be interpreted as a literary 

device designed to set the stage for the latter part of the ode, where the focus 

shifts decisively towards celebrating the new sultan. This shift is not merely a 

change in subject but serves to underscore the contrast between the past and 

the hopeful beginnings of Mehmed V Rashād‘s rule. The poet‘s ―confusion‖ 

about ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd, whether real or rhetorical, heightens the impact of the 

subsequent ―absolute congratulations‖ to the new sultan, framing the accession 

of Mehmed V Rashād as a pivotal moment of renewal and optimism. 

Therefore, I argue that the essence of this poem is to extol Sultan Mehmed V 

Rashād, using the reflective critique of his predecessor‘s reign as a 

counterpoint to emphasize the positive attributes and potential of the new 

sultan‘s leadership: 

كككككككك م  و 1" مِ جم كككككككك وِ كككككككك هََ    . َِّ يَعَككككككككص لام عَ م

عككككككك و    َُ و ككككككك و حلم َِ عَ م ككككككك َ كككككككعمَ  ظكَكككككك  ح م مِ كككككككَ   َ  كَعم

   
كككككككس و حلم ََ حظكَكككككك 2 مْ مِ لم ككككككك وِ كككككككس و  مْ ككككككك وفَ حلم مِ م  . 

كككككككككككككَ  حل منمكككككككككككككس و    مْ نمكككككككككككككس و تَ عكككككككككككككفَ حلم م مِ و  َ 

   
كككككككاَ  َُككككككك لط3 نم وِ مِ و  َ كككككككط  وككككككك ضم ككككككك م  َ ماو  . كمنم

  " عككككككككك و وُ َْ ككككككككك َ حلم كككككككككاَ عَ م كككككككككط عَلعَم   وكككككككككَ   َ ماو

   

―1. May God not revive such fates! How fares your evening, O son of 

‗Abd al-Majīd? 

2. You who fed the fish with the flesh of people, and left soldiers 

starving under the standards. 

3. I wept because of you yesterday, O ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd! Why now do I 

find myself weeping for you?‖
51

 

 

The opening verses of Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s poem immediately establish a 

somber and reflective mood, invoking a direct address to ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd, the 

Ottoman Sultan, whose reign and subsequent fate have stirred complex 

emotions in the poet. This direct address is not merely a rhetorical device but 

serves as a poignant invocation of the Sultan‘s memory, blending historical 

critique with personal sentiment. The invocation, ―May God not revive such 

fates!‖ is a powerful opening that sets a tone of solemnity and perhaps a hint of 

foreboding. It‘s an appeal against the recurrence of the tumultuous times under 

‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s rule, yet it is immediately followed by a personal and 

                                                            
51  Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm, Dīwān Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm, ed. Aḥmad Amīn et al. (s.l.: al-Hay‘a al-

Miṣriyya al-‗Āmma lil‘l-Kutub, 1987), 357-361. 
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intimate inquiry into the Sultan‘s well-being. This juxtaposition of the 

collective historical experience with the personal fate of the Sultan underscores 

the poem‘s exploration of the public versus private dimensions of leadership 

and legacy. 

The second line of the poem introduces imagery that is stark and 

haunting: the feeding of fish with human flesh juxtaposed with the starvation 

of soldiers. This vivid contrast not only highlights the casualties of ‗Abd al-

Ḥamīd‘s governance but also serves as a metaphor for the misallocation of 

resources and priorities under his rule. It‘s a critique of the Sultan‘s policies, 

perhaps implicating his involvement in wars or conflicts that resulted in 

unnecessary loss of life. The annotations accompanying the poem shed light on 

a particularly dark aspect of Sultan ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s reign, suggesting that the 

vivid imagery of feeding fish with human flesh is not merely metaphorical but 

also a grim historical reference to the alleged execution of political enemies by 

drowning in the Bosphorus. This act, symbolized through the haunting image 

of the flesh of people becoming fodder for fish, serves as a stark illustration of 

the brutal methods employed to silence opposition and maintain power. Such 

annotations are crucial for understanding the depth of the poet‘s critique, as 

they anchor the poetic imagery to specific historical events, thereby enriching 

the reader‘s comprehension of the poem‘s context. This layer of meaning 

emphasizes the ruthlessness of the Sultan‘s efforts to stifle dissent, casting a 

shadow over his legacy and evoking a visceral response to the consequences of 

his rule. 

Evaluating historical figures such as ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd, especially those 

who faced significant opposition and were the subjects of intense black 

propaganda, requires a cautious approach grounded in verified evidence. It is 

important to consider the context of their times and the perspectives from 

which their actions are viewed. Furthermore, within the traditional Arab ethos, 

the concept of vanquishing one‘s enemies was often seen not merely as a 

necessity but as an admirable virtue.
52

 This understanding reflects a historical 

                                                            
52  In the scholarly exploration of classical Arabic literature, numerous instances can be 

found where Arab poets express pride and valor in overcoming their adversaries and 

subjecting them to unfavorable circumstances. These examples serve as a testament 

to the cultural and historical valorization of martial prowess and strategic 

superiority within the Arab literary tradition. The celebration of such victories and 

the subsequent humiliation of foes are recurrent themes, reflecting the societal 

norms and values that esteemed the protection of honor, the expansion of influence, 

and the demonstration of strength against opposition. This thematic preoccupation 

not only underscores the martial ethos of the times but also provides insight into the 

complex dynamics of honor, power, and reputation in Arab societies. Through a 
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context where strength and decisiveness in dealing with opposition were 

valued qualities that ensured survival and stability. Therefore, the actions of 

‗Abd al-Ḥamīd, and indeed any historical figure, should be examined with an 

awareness of the cultural and historical norms that shaped their decisions and 

actions. Such an approach allows for a more nuanced and balanced assessment 

of their legacy, avoiding the pitfalls of judgment based on unproven 

allegations or anachronistic moral standards. 

In the nuanced tapestry of the poem‘s third verse, the poet embarks on 

a deeply introspective exploration of his emotional response to Sultan ‗Abd al-

Ḥamīd‘s reign and its aftermath. Initially, the poet‘s tears are a manifestation 

of his disquiet and disillusionment with the sultan‘s governance. These tears 

are born out of a critical reflection on the decisions and policies that, in the 

poet‘s view, led to adverse consequences for the empire and its people. This 

initial outpouring of emotion is tied to specific actions of the sultan—decisions 

that the poet perceives as missteps or failures in leadership, which perhaps 

contributed to the suffering and strife of the era. However, as the poet delves 

deeper into his reflections, there emerges a profound shift in the source of his 

emotional turmoil. A second wave of tears breaks through, this time not as a 

critique of governance but as an empathetic response to the personal tragedy 

and harsh destiny that befell Sultan ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd. It is a poignant 

acknowledgment of the sultan‘s human vulnerability and the capriciousness of 

fate that can render even the most powerful figure a subject of misfortune and 

downfall. This transition in the poet‘s emotional landscape—from frustration 

with the sultan‘s administrative actions to a compassionate sorrow for his 

ultimate fate—reveals a complex interplay of feelings and an ability to see 

beyond the public persona of the sultan to the human being ensnared by the 

vicissitudes of history.  

This duality of the poet‘s response encapsulates a broader meditation 

on the nature of leadership and the weight of historical legacy. It prompts a 

reconsideration of how individuals in positions of power are remembered and 

                                                                                                                                               
careful examination of these poetic narratives, one can gain a deeper understanding 

of the socio-political and cultural underpinnings that shaped the Arab worldview, 

particularly in relation to conflict and conquest. See ‗Abīd [‗Ubayd] b. al-Abraṣ, 

Dīwān ‘Abīd [‘Ubayd] b. al-Abraṣ, ed. Ashraf Aḥmad ‗Adra (Beirut: Dār al-Kitāb 

al-‗Arabī, 1414/1994), 87-88; M. Faruk Toprak, ―Arap Şiirinde Rumiyyat‖, Ankara 

Üniversitesi Dil ve Tarih-Coğrafya Fakültesi Dergisi 39/1-2 (1999), 135; ‗Antara b. 

Shaddād, Dīwān ‘Antara b. Shaddād, Critical ed. Ḥamdū Ṭammās (Beirut: Dār al-

Ma‗rifa, 1425/2004), 75; Nevzat Hafis Yanık - Muhammet Emin Uzunyaylalı, 

―Arap Edebiyatında Cinlere Nispet Edilen Şiirler (Câhiliye-İslâmî Dönem)‖, 

Istanbul Journal of Arabic Studies 5/2 (December 2022), 198. 
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judged, suggesting that their contributions and failures are often intertwined 

with circumstances beyond their control. Through this lens, the poet‘s journey 

from critical analysis to empathetic understanding serves as a microcosm for 

the collective process of historical reassessment. It invites readers to engage in 

a more nuanced and compassionate examination of past leaders, recognizing 

the multifaceted challenges they faced and the inherent human propensity to 

navigate a complex interplay of decisions, actions, and unintended 

consequences. In essence, the evolution of the poet‘s emotional response to 

Sultan ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s legacy is not merely a personal narrative but a 

reflective mirror held up to society‘s collective memory. It underscores the 

importance of empathy in our engagement with history, advocating for a 

balanced approach that acknowledges both the flaws and the misfortunes of 

those who have shaped our past. 

The opening verses of Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s poem thus weave together 

themes of divine judgment, historical critique, and personal reflection. 

Through vivid imagery and direct address, the poet sets the stage for a deeper 

exploration of ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s complex legacy. The poem navigates the fine 

line between public condemnation and private empathy, inviting readers to 

reflect on the burdens of leadership and the human costs of political actions. In 

doing so, it opens up a space for a nuanced engagement with history, memory, 

and emotion, framing ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s legacy in terms of both its external 

impacts and its internal resonances. 

Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm proceeds with his poetic narrative through these 

subsequent lines: 

كككككككككئَ حلناصَككككككككك يَش4" سَ   َ م مُ كككككككككلو مُ م َ  حل  .  كَكككككككك و

كككككككككس و    كككككككككئَ حلمعَ م كككككككككئَ حلككككككككك يَم او  َ م   وعكككككككككاَ  َ م

   
ككككككككك5  ُ َِ حلم و ككككككككك وِ كككككككككيم َ لكَككككككككعمَ   وُ مسح كملَ م  ـ. َ ككككككككك

ظككككككك و ـككككككك   كككككككسَيَش  وكككككككط َ  و َ  حلم َُ ككككككك ذو  َ م ظَ م َُ 

   
كككككككك َ 6 َِ م مككككككككس .  َ م عكككككككك و َ حل اكككككككك  م  وُ َْ كككككككك م حلم  عَ م

َِ حل معمككككككككككككس و    كككككككككككك عكككككككككككك و يَهم وُ َْ كككككككككككك م حلم   ف َ عَ م

   
ككككككككك و حللاعكَكككككككك لوط7 كككككككككيَ  َ م كككككككككَ  يَ م ككككككككك ف  َ م  . َ  لو

لمكككككككككس و    كككككككككئو حلم م جَككككككككك  و  هَم   وكككككككككط كو كَكككككككك يو حل  و

   
ككككككككك  ف 8 َْ مِ كككككككك  م  َُ اَ  . لكَكككككككاَ  وككككككككط حلكككككككك اهم و َ حلم

  " َِ  وككككككككعو  َ لمككككككككس و كككككككك   كَكككككككعم َِ َْ  ف   لَكككككككك َ

   

―4. The Muslims rejoiced over you before the Christians, before the 

Druze, before the Jews. 

5. They all reveled in your downfall. It is not of nobility for people to 

gloat over the exiled. 

6. You are ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd, with the crown yet bound, and ‗Abd al-

Ḥamīd, a prisoner within chains. 

7. Immortal you are, despite the enmity of nights, among the grand 

men, the eternals. 
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8. Your legacy in time, where perfection is unattainable, spans pages 

between white and black.‖
53

 

 

In this segment of Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s poem, the poet articulates a 

nuanced portrayal of Sultan ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd II‘s legacy, weaving together 

themes of religious and ethnic identity, the nature of leadership, and the 

complexities of historical memory. The opening lines set a scene of varied 

reactions to the Sultan‘s rule and his eventual downfall, drawing attention to 

the intersection of political and religious identities within the Ottoman Empire. 

The mention of Muslims, Christians, Druze, and Jews not only reflects the 

empire‘s diverse population but also suggests the wide-ranging impact of ‗Abd 

al-Ḥamīd‘s policies and decisions across different communities. The poet‘s 

observation that Muslims rejoiced over the Sultan before others hints at the 

internal conflicts within the empire and the challenges ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd faced in 

balancing the interests and loyalties of his subjects. 

The subsequent lines critically engage with the human tendency to 

find pleasure in the misfortunes of others, especially those in power. By 

admonishing the act of gloating over the exiled Sultan, Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm 

introduces a moral dimension to the historical narrative, urging a reflection on 

the ethics of schadenfreude and the dignity owed to individuals, regardless of 

their political fortunes. This call for nobility in judgment extends beyond the 

immediate context, touching on broader themes of compassion and humanity. 

The poet‘s depiction of ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd as simultaneously a sovereign ―with 

the crown‖ and a prisoner ―within chains‖ encapsulates the paradoxes of 

power. This imagery conveys the limitations and vulnerabilities inherent in 

leadership, challenging the conventional dichotomies of freedom and captivity, 

strength and weakness. It is a poignant reminder of the multifaceted nature of 

human existence. 

In proclaiming ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd as ―immortal‖ among ―the grand men, 

the eternals‖, the poet ventures into the realm of legacy and memory, 

asserting a form of enduring significance that transcends the Sultan‘s 

temporal authority and the vicissitudes of political life. This assertion of 

immortality in the face of ―the enmity of nights‖ suggests a belief in the 

lasting impact of ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s deeds, for better or worse, on the tapestry 

of history. Finally, the acknowledgment that ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s legacy ―spans 

pages between white and black‖ serves as a metaphor for the complexities 
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and contradictions that define human endeavors, particularly those 

undertaken in the public eye. The poet recognizes that historical figures, 

encapsulated within the annals of time, embody a spectrum of actions and 

consequences, virtues and vices. This acknowledgment of subtlety 

encourages readers to think about how human judgment is naturally flawed 

and how seeing things in just black and white oversimplifies the complex 

realities of history. 

Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s poem goes on with the lines that come next: 

كككككك  لَككككككنَ مَ  َ َ  َ ح9" َِ ككككككَ   مُ  . حكككككك َ لمسح َ 

ظكككككككك و    َْ و ككككككككَ  َ ككككككككع و حلم مُ ع مككككككككسَ  َ  وَ  لكَكككككككسم ظم

   
ككككك َ حلل ككككك11 نم جَ عو ككككك م عككككك و  م م وُ َْ ككككك َ حلم  ـ.  حَجَ عَ م

كككككككككك َ حلم َ وعكككككككككك و ـكككككككككك   نم  ْ  كككككككككك     و م اَكككككككككك َ  عو

   
ككككككككسجم َ يَح و مككككككككسح 11 مِ كككككككك.  كَم و  ـلاَ  وككككككككط حل اعم

ظككككككككككككككككككك و ـككككككككككككككككككك   هو مكككككككككككككككككككسجم  و ل ا م و  خو َ َِّ تم م

   
كككككككككككككعمخم هَككككككككككككك    12  . َِّ تََ ككككككككككككك  مسح  َ حَجم  َ ل ا

عاكككككككككككككككذف لولصَككككككككككككككك مس و    وْ  َ و  لكَككككككككككككككعمَ   وعككككككككككككككك

   
ض13 كككككككَ   كَكككككك م   ظمنكَكككككك  و كككككككَ   ملم مِ كككككككطَ حضَ  . َ لو

جكككككككككس و    كككككككككلوي   وكككككككككط حلسم مِ م وْ كمكككككككككئَ  وُ ككككككككك   و لم

   
ككككككك و 14 َِ ككككككك   َ  َُ كككككككَ مم  عََكككككككص حلككككككك اح. كملا  حلصا

عكككككككككككككك و  و ل ا مظوعكككككككككككككك و    وُ َْ كككككككككككككك و حلم ككككككككككككككط لو َ م  عو

   
ككككك م 15 َِ م كككككع و  كَكككك م كَككككك َ   لَو كككككيم هَكككككنحَ حضم  .  َ لم

  " عكككككككككككك و حو لمككككككككككككس و َ حل اسم كم و حل ا   كككككككككككك    وككككككككككككنو

   

―9. They tried to obliterate what you created, and they wished—if only 

they could—to obliterate the iron track. 

10. O ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd, your (true) legacy endures with God, 

everlasting, even if forgotten by people. 

11. Honor him, and heed God in how you regard the elder, and do not 

weary him with threats. 

12. Fear not his harm, for the elder is descending, bereft of any 

strength to rise. 

13. For a third of a century, every Muslim called upon his name while 

he wielded authority. 

14. Whenever prayer was called, the supplicant implored for ‗Abd al-

Ḥamīd‘s support. 

15. For this prisoner‘s name was ever linked with the mention of the 

Prophet and the unity of God.‖
54

 

 

In this section of Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s poem, the narrative deepens into a 

reflection on the efforts to erase the tangible and intangible legacies of ‗Abd 

al-Ḥamīd II, juxtaposed with the enduring spiritual and moral essence of his 

legacy. The poet addresses the attempts to physically remove the symbols of 

‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s reign, notably the iron track, which serves as a metaphor for 
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the broader infrastructural and developmental initiatives undertaken during his 

rule. This attempt at erasure extends beyond mere physical structures to the 

very memory and achievements of ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd, suggesting a struggle not 

only against the material remnants of his era but against the historical narrative 

itself. Yet, in contrast to these attempts at obliteration, the poet affirms the 

eternal nature of ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s true legacy, which is depicted as residing 

with God. This assertion transcends the temporal realm of human memory and 

judgment, positioning ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s enduring contributions within the 

divine, where they remain untouched by the fickleness of public opinion or the 

passage of time. This spiritualization of legacy introduces a significant 

dimension to the understanding of historical figures, emphasizing the 

limitations of human efforts to control or redefine the past. 

The appeal to honor ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd, to view his circumstances 

through a lens informed by divine wisdom, and to eschew menacing an 

aged individual who has been stripped of power encapsulates a broader 

entreaty for empathy, respect, and deeper ethical contemplation in our 

evaluation of historical figures. This call is intricately tied to the 

recognition of ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s vulnerability in the twilight of his life—a 

vulnerability that signifies not just a personal or political downfall, but a 

more universal, human condition of fragility and the inevitable decline that 

accompanies advancing years. Remarkably, the poem highlights the 

resonance of ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s name among Muslims during his reign, 

indicating a period in which his authority was recognized and invoked 

across the Islamic world. This acknowledgment serves as a reminder of the 

complex layers of leadership, where power and spiritual authority 

intertwine, shaping the perceptions and experiences of a ruler‘s subjects. 

Furthermore, the invocation of ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s name in prayer and its 

association with the Prophet and the unity of God signify a profound 

connection between the Sultan‘s legacy and the core tenets of Islam. This 

linkage not only elevates ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s standing within the Islamic 

community but also embeds his memory within the religious and cultural 

fabric of the society, suggesting that his impact transcends political 

achievements to touch the spiritual lives of individuals. Through this 

exploration, Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm crafts a multifaceted portrayal of ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd 

II, weaving together themes of legacy, memory, spiritual significance, and 

the human condition. The poem navigates the terrain of historical narrative, 

moral judgment, and the enduring nature of spiritual legacies, offering a 

richly textured reflection on how figures from the past continue to inhabit 

the collective consciousness of the present. 
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The poem by Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm carries on with these subsequent verses: 

َ كككككككككص عَلكَككككككككعماميم  َ م ظَ مسلمكككككككككسح .16"   وكككككككككَ   َ م

مْ كككككككككككس و    نككككككككككك  و حلم وِ مِ ك  ككككككككككك وِ تميم    و م  َ كَكككككككككك م

   
مِ و  كَكككككك م ح  17 َ عككككككك و  وككككككك ضم وُ َْ ككككككك م حلم  . كَككككككك َ  عَ م

عكككككككككك و    وُ َْ كككككككككك و حلم كككككككككك م عَ م َ   لَم   َ كَككككككككك حَ حلمعكَكككككككككسم

   
ككككك م 18 َِ يَح و كككككع علو كككككع ح   وكككككط لَكككككنم و هو  . ظكَكككك   لَو

ككككككككككككككع    وككككككككككككككط لكككككككككككككك لمنوعاَ    ظكككككككككككككك و  و لَو  جَ و

   
كككككك19 لمامككككككاَ لكَكككككيم ظَ م مِ ككككككَ  اَحَ    ـ.  مككككككئم لكَكككككْم كَعم

ظكككككككككككك و ـكككككككككككك   كككككككككككك ح م عمكككككككككككك ام   َ م عَ و اَ  وعم مُ  صو

   
يَم 21 ظاَ  وككككككك ضم ككككككك و نمكككككككس م تَ م كككككككنماَ حلم م  . لكَككككككيم تصَم

نكككككككككككس و    ككككككككككك  و ظكَكككككككككك  َ كككككككككككَ حَ  حلم م َُ  َ ح و َ حلم

   
كككَ  حلمككك21 مِ لَاَم  ـ.  مكككئم لكَككْم كَعمكككَ  كمنمكككَ ت كَعمكككَ  ح

عككككككككك و ـككككككككك   مُ و كككككككككَ  ح م كَككككككككَ  مَ   و ل ا لَت كَعم   يَم

   
َْ عَ م كككككككك    َ َ م كككككككك   22 ككككككككَ  حلم مكككككككك م   .  مَلَلَم

ع و    كككككككككك و كككككككككك َ حلصا ع َ  َ م كككككككككك و  َ لَكككككككككك َ مَ  حلصا

   
ككككككككككَ  َ  ظكَكككككككككذ  لكَكككككككككيم تنَلَمَ كككككككككك 23 كككككككككك   ولم َُ  . كملا

ظككككككك و    لَو َِ مِ  ككككككك وِ كككككككَ  هَكككككككئم  كككككككذم حلككككككك اهم و  ملم اُ  هو

   
مِ 24 لم عَكككككك يَم كككككك. اَكككككك  َ و حضم لَلم كككككك حجَ  َ يَم  ـَِ

"ـكككككككك   َُ بو عَ وعكككككككك و كككككككك كككككككك م    ولكَكككككككص حل ا ََ  َ   و

   

―16. I fear for you if you provoke hidden enmities, they might say: 

17. ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd was singular yesterday, today he has become a 

thousand ‗Abd al-Ḥamīds. 

18. O prisoner in Saint Helena, welcome a newcomer in Salonika! 

19. Tell him how your realm faded, neither preparation nor multitude 

availed you. 

20. O beloved of the soldiers! Neither those willing to sacrifice their 

lives and wealth could protect you.  

21. Tell him of your time, how you possessed the earth, how praise 

was yours alone. 

22. You overthrew thrones, succession after succession, and soaked 

the earth with layers of blood. 

23. Whenever you reached a pinnacle unseen by time‘s ambition, you 

asked, ‗Is there more?‘ 

24. The earth too narrow for your strides, you cast your gaze towards 

the heavens, ever ready.‖
55

 

 

In this passage from Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s poem, the poet delves into the 

complexities of political power, legacy, and the inevitable fall from grace 

that leaders may face. Through a series of evocative images and historical 

allusions, Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm not only reflects on the specific fate of Sultan 

‗Abd al-Ḥamīd II but also engages with universal themes of ambition, 

downfall, and the search for meaning beyond terrestrial achievements. The 

poet begins with a cautionary note about the dangers of stirring latent 

animosities, suggesting that today‘s unified front against a common 

adversary could fragment into myriad oppositions tomorrow, each bearing 
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the name of ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd. This metaphor speaks to the cyclical nature of 

political opposition, where the suppression of dissent can inadvertently sow 

the seeds for future unrest, multiplying the challenges to authority rather 

than diminishing them. 

The invocation of historical figures such as the prisoner of Saint 

Helena (Napoleon Bonaparte) and the reference to Salonika (where Sultan 

‗Abd al-Ḥamīd II was exiled) serve to draw parallels between the 

experiences of leaders who faced the zenith of power only to be confronted 

with their ultimate decline and isolation. Through this comparison, the poet 

underscores the shared destiny of rulers who, despite their might and the 

loyalty of their soldiers, could not escape the fate that history had in store for 

them. The narrative then shifts to a reflection on the intoxicating allure of 

power and the relentless pursuit of expansion, where the conquest of 

territories and the subjugation of thrones are depicted as a bloody endeavor 

that leaves the earth stained. This imagery is potent in its depiction of the 

costs of ambition, suggesting that the victories achieved through force are 

accompanied by profound losses, both human and moral. 

Yet, it is not only the terrestrial ambitions that occupy the thoughts 

of the ruler but also the existential quest for something greater, symbolized 

by the Sultan‘s gaze towards the heavens. This motif of looking beyond the 

earthly realm suggests a yearning for transcendence or perhaps a 

recognition of the limitations of worldly power and the desire for a legacy 

that outlasts the ephemeral nature of political dominance. In crafting this 

narrative, Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm engages with the tension between the desire for 

immortal fame and the humility that comes with the recognition of one‘s 

mortality and the fleeting nature of earthly achievements. The poem 

navigates the delicate balance between the human drive for conquest and 

the search for meaning in a universe that is vast and unfathomable. 

Through these verses, Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm offers a meditative reflection on the 

arc of political power, from its zenith to its nadir, and the existential 

questions that persist beyond the trappings of authority. 
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The journey through Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s poem continues with these 

verses: 

لمككككك25" مِ كككككام ِّ  لم مُ مِ لكَككككْم حل ككككك َِ  ـ.  مكككككئم لكَككككْم: جَكككككئا 
َ ككككككككككككعم ـكككككككككككك   مُ كككككككككككك و حلم َُ م مككككككككككككس و اَ لو عَم وِ حلم  وُ

   
ككككككككك  َ ككككككككك وعَ   يَم كَككككككككْم حَككككككككك ِّ  26 َُ َِ م كككككككككَ    .  َ م

كككككككككككس و    مُ ام َُ ظكككككككككككَ مو حلم كككككككككككع و حلمَ لَو مِ  لَو ككككككككككك  وِ

   
كككككككك ص27َ َ م كَككككككك شو  كَككككككك م كَكككككككك َ   َ م ككككككككع م حضم  . َ  لَو

ظكككككككك و    مِ  َ ظلََو كككككككك َ يَ عَكككككككك لَم  لكَكككككككسم لَكككككككك لَمَ  حضم

   
ككككك ص28َ ككككك و  َ م عككككك و  وكككككط حلم صَم وُ َْ ككككك م حلم  . كَككككك َ  عَ م

ظ و    كككككككك و كككككككك ََ بو حل ا كككككككك و َ حلم لَم ككككككككْم  وككككككككط حضم نم  وِ

   
ككككككككككككئ  29 كككككككككككك و م حلم كَكككككككككككَ حيَ  ولعَم  . كَكككككككككككك َ  َِّ ظَ م

ككككككككككككككككس و    ككككككككككككككككيَ حلم م م كككككككككككككككك لَونَ َ  م  َِّ َ َِّ ظَ م

   
َ ككككككككككص31 ككككككككككَ َ  َ ظَ م هَكككككككككك م حلشا يح  ظَ م  . حَككككككككككنو

عككككككككككك و    ظ و  َ م  ماَككككككككككك بَ حلمسَلو كككككككككككَ مَ حلككككككككككك  و
مَ  َ 

   
كككككككككَ  َ ككككككككك  و و 31 مْ لو  َ م كَككككككككص.  َ كَكككككككك ف تَ يَم  حضم

ع و حلماَنمككككككككس و    وُ مِ اَكككككككك كككككككك وِ وْ  عكككككككك   وككككككككط تَ جَ و

   
ككككككك32 ككككككك و  حَجَ حلم َُ مِ تلََ يَ عَككككككك كككككككسَهم كككككككلَم حلم  ـ. ظم م و

"ـككككككككككك   نمامكككككككككككس و َُ   َ  و  كَكككككككككك  و حلمَ لوع كَككككككككككذو حلم

   

―25. Tell him: ‗Glorious is He who holds dominion, no sovereignty but 

for the Protector, the Worshiped.‘ 

26. However weary, you fare better than the prisoner (Napoleon) of 

the dismal isle. 

27. And the prisoner of the cages was indeed more miserable, if you 

were to ask the books about Bayezid. 

28. ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd in the palace, was more miserable than him in 

captivity and severe distress. 

29. He knew no rest at night, nor did he enjoy the taste of sleep. 

30. Wary, fearing the dark, dreading the sudden gust or the infant‘s 

cry. 

31. A tunnel beneath the ground more hidden in its darkness than the 

heart of the ungrateful, (where light of truth cannot penetrate). 

32. Imagination fails to grasp that door, the door of the ill-fated 

Caliph.‖
56

 

 

In this richly textured passage from Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s poem, the 

exploration of divine sovereignty juxtaposes starkly with the human 

experiences of isolation, despair, and the search for understanding amidst 

suffering. The poet skillfully navigates through historical allusions, 

metaphysical reflections, and vivid imagery to delve into the complexities of 

power, downfall, and the quest for solace in the divine. The initial declaration 

of divine supremacy serves as a foundational premise, asserting the ultimate 

authority of the divine over the transient and often illusory nature of human 

sovereignty. This recognition of a higher power, described as ―the Protector, 
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the Worshiped‖, establishes a thematic anchor for the passage, contrasting the 

immutable nature of divine dominion with the ephemeral, often turbulent 

reigns of earthly rulers. It underscores a profound theological and 

philosophical reflection on the nature of power and protection, situating human 

struggles within the broader context of divine oversight and mercy. 

The poet‘s juxtaposition of Sultan ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd II‘s experiences 

with those of Bayezid I and Napoleon Bonaparte serves to deepen the 

exploration of solitude and the burdens of leadership. Bayezid I, known for his 

capture and subsequent imprisonment by Timur following the Battle of Ankara 

in 1402, represents a historical instance of dramatic reversal from power to 

powerlessness, a theme that resonates through the poem. The comparison to 

Bayezid I, alongside the reference to Napoleon‘s exile, underscores a thematic 

preoccupation with the cyclical nature of power and the vulnerability inherent 

to those who wield it.
57

 Crucially, the poem articulates that despite the 

opulence of his palace, ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s emotional and psychological state 

rendered him more miserable than his counterparts. This assertion challenges 

the notion that physical comfort and luxury can mitigate the deeper, existential 

forms of suffering. Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm paints a portrait of ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd as a 

figure trapped not just by the tangible walls of his palace but by the intangible 

confines of his despair and remorse. 

The subsequent lines depict ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s insomnia and pervasive 

fear, illustrating the sultan‘s profound discomfort with his own thoughts and 

the silence of the night. These descriptions serve to humanize him, revealing 

the depth of his vulnerability. Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm employs the imagery of 

darkness not just as a physical state but as a metaphor for the unknown, the 

unacknowledged, and the unaddressed fears that haunt ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd. The 

reference to the ―tunnel beneath the ground‖ further symbolizes the depths of 

‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s isolation, suggesting a realm of suffering that is as much 

spiritual and emotional as it is physical. The poem concludes with the 

observation that imagination itself fails to fully comprehend the extent of 

‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s isolation, encapsulated in the metaphor of the door to the 

―ill-fated Caliph‖. This door, beyond which lies the true essence of ‗Abd al-

Ḥamīd‘s trials, represents the ultimate barrier to understanding the full 

measure of his experience. It speaks to the limitations of historical narrative 

and public perception in capturing the complex realities of individual 

suffering. 
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In continuation, Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s verse extends into the verses that 

follow: 

كككككككككاَ َ حَككككككككك   33" ككككككككك   عكككككككككئَ عَنم َِ ع ف  وْ  .  لََككككككككك

َِ حلككككككككَ  حمو حلَ كككككككك مس و    كككككككك وِ وُ منَ   كككككككك  لَكككككككك َِ 

   
ككككككككك م 34 عككككككككك و  كَكككككككك م هَككككككككك ََ  حل ا وُ َْ ككككككككك َ حلم  .  َ ا عَ م

عكككككككككك و     َ  َ  يَم كَكككككككككص عَلكَكككككككككص  و كَككككككككك  و حلمسَلو

   
لََش35  .  و م  َ ظئكككككككككككككككك   َ  و م  َ وعُكككككككككككككككك   لَكككككككككككككككك م م

  " ع و كككككككككك َ  يَ    َ كككككككككك و َِ ككككككككككلََش  َ َ  تم م  ظكَكككككككككسم

   

―33. Is it true what was said about you? And what we heard from the 

narrators, the witnesses, right? 

34. That ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd not only demolished the law but also 

surpassed the actions of al-Walīd (the son of Yazīd b. ‗Abd al-Malik, an 

Umayyad Caliph notorious for his debauchery, indulgence in wine, and 

disregard for religious duties). 

35. Whether innocent or guilty, you shall be recompensed on the Day 

before a Witnessing Lord.‖
58

 

 

In this extract from Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s poem, the poet delves into the 

complexities surrounding the legacy of Sultan ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd II, juxtaposing 

historical claims and moral judgments within a theological framework. This 

passage is emblematic of the poet‘s broader engagement with themes of truth, 

justice, and divine accountability, offering a nuanced reflection on the nature 

of leadership and the ethical dimensions of power. The initial inquiry about the 

veracity of the claims made against ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd II serves as an invitation to 

the reader to question the reliability of historical narratives and the 

perspectives from which they are constructed. This rhetorical questioning not 

only highlights the contested nature of ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s reign but also 

underscores the poet‘s concern with the epistemological challenges of 

discerning historical truth. The reference to ―narrators‖ and ―witnesses‖ 

suggests an awareness of the multiple layers of mediation that shape our 

understanding of the past, pointing to the complexities involved in 

distinguishing fact from interpretation or bias. 

By comparing ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s actions to those of al-Walīd, an 

Umayyad Caliph known for his morally questionable conduct, the poet 

amplifies the charges against the Ottoman Sultan, situating him within a 

historical pattern of rulers whose actions have deviated from Islamic 

principles. This comparison not only serves to critique ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s 

governance but also engages with broader questions about the cyclical nature 

of moral and political decline in Islamic history. The invocation of divine 
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judgment in the final line introduces a pivotal shift in the poem‘s exploration 

of ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s legacy, framing the ultimate assessment of his actions 

within the context of Islamic eschatology. This theological orientation 

emphasizes the belief in a day of reckoning when all individuals, regardless of 

their earthly status or power, will be held accountable before God. The poet‘s 

assertion that ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd, ―whether innocent or guilty‖, will face divine 

recompense serves as a reminder of the limits of human judgment and the 

ultimate sovereignty of the divine. It reflects a deeply ingrained Islamic 

perspective that views temporal power as subordinate to spiritual 

accountability and divine justice. This passage, therefore, operates on multiple 

levels, weaving together historical critique, ethical inquiry, and theological 

reflection. It invites readers to engage in a multidimensional consideration of 

‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s reign, encouraging a critical stance towards historical 

narratives while foregrounding the importance of moral and spiritual principles 

in evaluating leadership. 

The poem by Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm progresses with the subsequent verses: 

 

كككككككك36" كككككككك   تَكَكككككككص حلمسَ م اُ ككككككككَ  لَ ع ف  اََعم وْ  ـ.  لََكككككككك
ع ظكككككككككككك و ـكككككككككككك   َ ككككككككككككذم حل و  عم   م َ  َ  َ مككككككككككككاَ يو

   
ككككككككك َ َ حلَ ككككككككك م 37 َُ م كككككككككعَ  حغم كَكككككككك بَ َ حلم  . َ  َ و

كككككككككككك م  و    ظيَ حلم م ككككككككككككلَا ظكَككككككككككك  كَكككككككككككك و   م َ َ حلم و

   
مِ 38 كككككككك ككككككككط َ لاَو لمككككككككسجَ تَ ماو مُ كككككككك م َ  حلم كككككككك  عَ و َِ  . 

عككككككككككككك و     َ مم حلم مكككككككككككككَ ح و حلمَ لو  عَلاَ ككككككككككككك   كَككككككككككككلَم

   
ككككككككك39 كككككككككنحَجَ حلم كككككككككسَ حَ و لو

مِ كَككككككككذم حلم  ـ. عَلاَ ككككككككك   َ
كككككككككككس و ـككككككككككك   كككككككككككاَ حلم م م كككككككككككَ مف لو ولم كم لماو  َ م  و  مُ

   
فم 41 مِ عككككككك. َ َ كككككككئَ حلككككككك َ َِ او كككككككاَ حَسم كَككككككذَ   ـعَنم

عككككككككك و ـككككككككك    اَ َ َ   ككككككككك جَ َ ككككككككك ا ظكَككككككككسم و حلمسَعو

   
ككككككككك َ حلم ََ حظكَكككككككك 41 نم فم  وعكككككككككاَ عو مِ  . َ ككككككككك فََ حلككككككككك ا

َُ م م  و    ككككككككككككككك وعفم  وككككككككككككككك لم  لكَككككككككككككككعمَ   حَجَ حل ا

   
ككككككك42 مِ َ جَ  و ضم ككككككك و مِ ممكككككككئم  َ وِ   َ مِ مكككككككاَ حلمعكَككككككسم  ـ.  َ

"ـكككككككك   َِ مككككككككس و كككككككك  ف  وككككككككط لَككككككككع و   َ  ََ مِ   و 

   

―36. Is it true you wept when the delegation arrived, overtaken by the 

tremor of the timid? 

37. Have you forgotten the forefathers, the glory, the dominion, and 

the dignity, O noble of ancestors? 

38. We have not known kings to weep, but perhaps it was the impulse 

of the icy heart. 

39. Perhaps it was a tear of farewell for that reign or a memory of 

those ages. 

40. Tears washed away the blame of your past and spared you the evil 

of the threatening day. 

41. (Your) tears have pleaded for you among people; such an 

intercessor will not be turned away. 
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42. Your tears today are as obeyed as your command once was, (in the 

time when you were sovereign).‖
59

 

 

In this segment of Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s poem, the interrogation of Sultan 

‗Abd al-Ḥamīd II‘s emotional response to his dethronement unfolds, offering a 

profound exploration of the intersections between leadership, vulnerability, 

historical legacy, and the quest for redemption. Through a series of rhetorical 

questions and reflective observations, Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm delves into the 

complexities of the Sultan‘s character, his connection to his lineage, and the 

transformative power of sorrow. The poet initiates the discourse by 

scrutinizing the genuineness of Sultan ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd II‘s emotional reaction 

in the face of the delegation that came to announce his deposition. The inquiry 

into whether the Sultan‘s tears were genuine or a manifestation of fear 

―overtaken by the tremor of the timid‖ introduces a theme of vulnerability 

uncommon in traditional portrayals of sovereigns. This moment of questioning 

serves to humanize ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd, positioning him not merely as a figure of 

authority but as a man subject to the same fears and doubts as those he ruled. 

Following this, the poet‘s appeal to ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s sense of lineage 

and heritage invokes a sense of historical continuity and the weight of legacy. 

This is not just a reminder of the Sultan‘s noble heritage but a critique that 

juxtaposes his current vulnerability with the valor and resilience of his 

ancestors. The poet implies a deviation from the expected stoicism and 

resilience historically associated with leadership, prompting readers to 

consider the evolving expectations and expressions of leadership across 

generations. Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s speculation that kingship traditionally precludes 

the expression of sorrow introduces a contemplation on the changing norms of 

leadership. The suggestion that ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s tears might have stemmed 

from an ―impulse of the icy heart‖ or as a farewell to his reign further 

complicates the narrative, blurring the lines between strength and vulnerability, 

detachment and emotional depth. This nuanced portrayal invites a reevaluation 

of the qualities that constitute effective leadership and the role of emotion in 

the exercise of power. 

The subsequent verses underscore the redemptive and intercessory role 

of tears. Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm suggests that ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s weeping served as a 

catharsis, a means to absolve him of past faults and shield him from future 

misfortune. This perspective is rooted in a cultural and religious understanding 
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that values sincere expressions of remorse and vulnerability, recognizing them 

as pathways to moral and spiritual cleansing. Furthermore, the poet posits that 

the Sultan‘s tears have advocated on his behalf among the people, 

transforming his moment of weakness into a source of strength and empathy. 

This transformative power of sorrow, where tears become as ―obeyed‖ as royal 

commands, signifies a shift in the locus of authority from the exercise of 

power to the expression of genuine emotion. It suggests that true leadership 

may also reside in the capacity to express humility and seek forgiveness, 

qualities that engender a deeper connection with the populace. 

The poem by Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm progresses with the subsequent lines: 

ككككككككك43" ككككككككك ح  . كَككككككككك َ  عَ م مِ كككككككككئَ  َ َُ ظكككككككككلَو  جَم   م حلم لََو

كككككككك مس و    َُ م وْ حل كككككككك ككككككككاَ  وككككككككط ظكَكككككككسم و َ لم و نم  وِ

   
وْ  َ َ كَككككككككككككك لص44َ كككككككككككككك لو كككككككككككككك  مسيَ  سَم َِ  . َ كككككككككككككك َ  

َ  حضملمككككككس و    ككككككسم َِ كككككك َ   َِ مِ لَكككككك  ي  َ   عَكككككك

   
وْ َ  كَككككككككككككك  ش45َ كككككككككككككك وِ م حاَككككككككككككككْم  ولعَم  . اَككككككككككككككيا 

  " كككككككككككفم حلمسَيظككككككككككك و مَ عكَكككككككككك مو  َ َْ   م َ   م  و حلم

   

―43. ‗Abd al-‘Azīz‘s affair was more comely than yours on the day of 

his noted deposition. 

44. He feared the legacy of his words, so he rose above humiliation 

and died the death of lions. 

45. He drew his scissors close and proclaimed that cutting the artery is 

preferable to living in dishonor.‖
60

 

 

In this passage from Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s poem, the poet engages in a 

comparative analysis of the circumstances surrounding the depositions of 

Sultan ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd II and his predecessor, ‗Abd al-‗Azīz, to explore themes 

of honor, legacy, and the manner in which leaders confront their downfall. 

This comparison is not merely historical but serves as a vehicle for deeper 

reflections on the ethical and existential dimensions of leadership and the 

consequences of one‘s actions and words. The poet‘s assertion that ‗Abd al-

‗Azīz‘s ―affair‖ — referring to the events leading up to and following his 

deposition — was ―more comely‖ than that of ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd II introduces a 

judgment on the manner in which each Sultan faced their respective crises of 

power. The use of the term ―comely‖ suggests a certain nobility or dignity in 

‗Abd al-‗Azīz‘s response to his deposition, implying that there exists a more 

honorable way to endure such political and personal upheavals. 

The subsequent lines delve deeper into the character of ‗Abd al-‗Azīz, 

highlighting his acute awareness of the weight of his words and the legacy they 

would leave. The poet notes that ‗Abd al-‗Azīz ―feared the legacy of his 
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words‖, suggesting that he possessed a profound understanding of the lasting 

impact of his statements and decisions, both on his personal honor and on the 

historical record. This fear led him to ―rise above humiliation‖, a phrase that 

encapsulates the Sultan‘s effort to maintain his dignity and principles despite 

the disgrace of deposition. The reference to dying ―the death of lions‖ employs 

a powerful metaphor to signify a death that embodies courage, strength, and 

nobility, contrasting sharply with lives (or reigns) that end in dishonor or 

ignominy. The final line of this passage, which describes ‗Abd al-‗Azīz‘s 

dramatic proclamation that ―cutting the artery is preferable to living in 

dishonor‖, further emphasizes the theme of honor versus dishonor. This stark 

statement, with its vivid imagery of suicide as a means to avoid the shame of 

deposition, confronts readers with the extreme lengths to which some leaders 

may go to preserve their dignity or escape the perceived disgrace of political 

downfall. 

The poem by Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm progresses with the subsequent verses: 

ككككككك َ حل ا ككككككك  و ظكَكككككك  َ ككككككك م م َ حو لمككككككك م 46" و عَ م  . حَكككككككط 

عكككككككك و    كككككككك     َ و َِ مِ اَ كككككككك وِ ككككككككَ   ناعم َُ كككككككك  تَ َِ 

   
كككككككككك47 لم مُ وِ م حلم كككككككككك م حلمَ كككككككككك  اُ َْ مِ  ـ.  كَككككككككك  تكَكككككككككسَلاص 

َُ م مككككككككككس و ـكككككككككك   وْ حل كككككككككك يم  و  جو  اَ  كَككككككككك عَمشو

   
َ جَكككككككككككككك    تََ لاككككككككككككككص48 وِ م  . َ تََ لاككككككككككككككص  وككككككككككككككط 

وْ    ككككككككككك َ   وعككككككككككك َُ عككككككككككك و لَكككككككككككعم م عممم   و ل ا ملو

   
كككككككككك49 كككككككككك     و م يَ ش حل اعم  ـ. َ  كَكككككككككَ  حلكككككككككك اهم م َ   و

عكككككك و ـكككككك   َُ و ظككككككلَو حلم وِ  وككككككط  َ مَ ككككككذو حلم لََو   عَم

   
يَم 51 كككككككككككككيَ حضم َِ م لمَ ككككككككككككك  و ظكَكككككككككككك    ئط لو  . َ ككككككككككككك  و

س و    َِ ككككككك  م حلَ ككككككك م س ح   هَكككككككنحَ   لو لمككككككك م

   
كككككككككككككككككككككك َ يََ كككككككككككككككككككككك    51 ككككككككككككككككككككككيَ لام  َ ا عَ م  . عَلو

ككككككك م  كَكككككك       "َ عم كككككككع و ككككككك و حل ا و   وكككككككَ   و عَ م

   

―46. Embrace the era of al-Rashād, O East, and fulfill what you have 

longed for from times past. (al-Rashād refers to Sultan Mehmed V, who took 

the throne following ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd‘s removal.) 

47. Mehmed V ascended to the throne. How majestic is his crown! 

48. And in a festival, it was revealed—the sword of ‗Uthmān I, 

honored through tradition. 

49. Time stood humbled upon seeing the two swords in the grip of the 

noble, the majestic. 

50. Bow down in respect, O nations of the earth, this is a time for 

prostration (before the grandeur of leadership). 

51. God knows that the reign of Rashād is the most promising sign for 

a revival (akin to the glorious) days of Hārūn al-Rashīd.‖
61

 

 

In this passage from Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s poem, the transition of power 

from Sultan ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd II to his successor, Sultan Mehmed V Rashād, is 
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not only chronicled but celebrated as a pivotal moment of renewal and hope 

for the Ottoman Empire. Through evocative imagery and historical allusions, 

Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm crafts a narrative that transcends mere political change, imbuing 

the ascension of Mehmed V with symbolic significance that resonates with 

cultural, religious, and historical aspirations of rejuvenation. The poet‘s 

exhortation to ―embrace the era of al-Rashād‖ frames the new sultanate as a 

period of potential revival and progress for the East. This call to action is laden 

with optimism, suggesting that Mehmed V‘s reign could fulfill long-held 

desires for a return to a past era of prosperity and glory. The description of 

Mehmed V‘s coronation, ―How majestic is his crown!‖, serves not just as an 

acknowledgment of his ascension but as an affirmation of the legitimacy and 

splendor of his rule. This line, simple yet profound, encapsulates the hope that 

Mehmed V will embody the qualities of leadership necessary to navigate the 

challenges facing the empire. The subsequent imagery of the festival where the 

―sword of ‗Uthmān I‖ is honored highlights the continuity of tradition and the 

symbolic transfer of authority within the Ottoman dynasty. ‗Uthmān I, as the 

founder of the Ottoman Empire, represents the origins of Ottoman power and 

legitimacy. By invoking his memory and the ceremonial display of his sword, 

Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm links Mehmed V‘s reign to the foundational narratives of the 

empire, suggesting that the new sultan inherits not only political authority but 

also the responsibility to uphold and perpetuate the empire‘s legacy. 

The poet‘s depiction of time itself standing ―humbled‖ before the sight 

of ―the two swords in the grip of the noble, the majestic‖ further elevates the 

moment of transition, portraying it as an event of cosmic significance. This 

imagery conveys the reverence and awe inspired by the symbols of Ottoman 

sovereignty, framing the sultanate as an institution of almost divine sanction 

and historical destiny. Finally, the declaration that ―God knows that the reign 

of Rashād is the most promising sign for a revival‖ explicitly connects the 

political change to spiritual and moral rejuvenation. By asserting divine 

awareness and approval of Mehmed V‘s rule, Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm imbues his reign 

with a sense of divine mandate, positioning it as a critical juncture with the 

potential to herald a new era reminiscent of the empire‘s most celebrated 

periods. 

Within the framework of classical poetic traditions, particularly as 

situated within the milieu of the Eastern Empires and the expansive domain of 

Islamic literary culture, the crafting of panegyric poetry (madḥ) frequently 

functioned as a pivotal means to memorialize, exalt, and confer legitimacy 

upon the enthronement and governance of sultans and sovereigns. Although 

the segment of Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s poem dedicated to Sultan Mehmed V Rashād‘s 
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accession to the throne might appear brief relative to the poem‘s overall length, 

its significance transcends its brevity. This passage is emblematic of the 

poem‘s primary purpose: to mark a pivotal moment of transition and to 

articulate hopes for the future under new leadership. The classical 

understanding of poetry as a vehicle for both preserving history and shaping 

public perception allows even a concise reference to a sultan‘s accession to 

encapsulate profound meanings and intentions. Through this lens, the inclusion 

and celebration of Mehmed V‘s ascension are not merely narrative details but 

a deliberate and meaningful invocation of the themes of renewal, continuity, 

and divine sanction that have historically underscored the legitimacy and 

grandeur of rulership in Islamic societies. Thus, the poem, through its 

evocative portrayal of Mehmed V‘s enthronement, aligns with the tradition of 

utilizing poetry as a powerful medium for conveying political and spiritual 

aspirations, reinforcing the sultan‘s authority, and inspiring a collective sense 

of beginning anew. In this way, the poem fulfills a central function of classical 

poetry, serving as an instrument of commemoration and vision casting, 

encapsulating the grandeur of the moment and the high hopes pinned on the 

new sultan‘s reign. 

2.2. A Panegyric Poem Composed for Sultan ‘Abd al-Ḥamīd II by 

Shakīb Arslān 

In the rich tapestry of Ottoman history, the reign of Sultan ‗Abd al-

Ḥamīd II (1842-1918) emerges as a period marked by complexity.
62

 At the 

helm of an empire at the crossroads of the modern and traditional worlds, his 

leadership was characterized by a nuanced blend of political acumen, cultural 

patronage, and a profound commitment to the Islamic faith. It is within this 

historical context that the celebrated poet Shakīb Arslān (1869-1946) crafted a 

panegyric that transcends mere admiration, weaving a narrative that 

encapsulates the essence of ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd II‘s legacy. Arslān‘s poem is not 

just a tribute to a ruler but a multifaceted exploration of the intertwining 

destinies of land, culture, and faith. Through vivid imagery and poignant 

references, the poem invites readers to traverse the landscapes of power and 

piety, offering a glimpse into the soul of an empire and its Sultan. As we delve 

into this poetic homage, we are reminded of the enduring impact of ‗Abd al-
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Ḥamīd II‘s reign and the indelible mark it left on the annals of history, a 

testament to a time when the Ottoman Empire navigated the tumultuous waters 

of change, guided by the hand of its Sultan: 

لْ   ففففف ِ 1" ل ِ    ْ ففففف  
 ْْ وِ ل ِِ لَْْ ففففف ِ   ا َْ  . قِفففففيْ َ ففففف

   ِ  ِ لْ لْ ففففففففف وِ    ِْ ر ل َ ففففففففف ِِ َْ َ ففففففففف َِ لْا ا ففففففففف  َِناقْط 

   
ففففففففففف 2    ِ  ِْ نَْ         َ َِ ل ففففففففففف ن  َْط  ففففففففففف ِِ ا  ل  َ  . َِففففففففففف

ِْ قاطْفففف    ِ فففف  قاطفففف ِ    ِِ ِ فففف ِْ  ْْ جِففففلْا ل ِْ      

   
اِ   3 َْ   ففففففففف فففففففففر ق ففففففففف َْ ففففففففف . َِح  َ  ا    ِ  ِِ َْ اِ  ل َ ففففففففف

ِْ  ا اففففف ِ    ففففف    ِِ َْ  ِ ِ    ل َ حْففففف ففففف    َْ َْفففففرا ق ففففف ح     

   
َِفففففففف ِ 4   َْ ِْ ا  ِفففففففف     َ فففففففف ِ  قا فففففففف اِ ْ  ل  ق  َ فففففففف    . 

اِفففففف ِ    لَِففففففِ  ل قا ِْ   ِفففففف     ْ   َِ ل ف فففففف ففففففنِ   َصِ 

   
ففففففففف َا   ق ففففففففف      ففففففففف ا 5 ِِ ح    اِ ل  افففففففففف   .   فففففففففف

    ِ َ   حَْ فففف  ِ فففف ِِ ِْ  اطْففففي  َا اْففففَا  اِففففن ِ ِ فففف  ل 

   
َ قَِفففففف   6 ِْ ِ   ا َِ قاِْففففففط نْطَ ْ فففففف    ِْ ْ  ِ فففففف ل فففففف        . 

ِ   ِفففففف  ل طاَ فففففف ِ    فففففف  َ  ن حْفففففف   َ نِفففففف   ا ْ    َ جِفففففف

   
ففففففففف 7 َاففففففففف         َففففففففف        فْفففففففف ا جا  َ َاففففففففف   َ   . ح 

حِفففففف ِ    اِ ِفففففف   َ  فففففف     ِفففففف  ل   َ   َ ِ  ِ نْفففففف  ْ  ن فففففف  

   
ْ    فففففف ا 8 نفففففف   َ فففففف   ِْ ِْ فففففف  ق     ِْ ِ  ِ فففففف ِْ فففففف ا  . ا 

فففففففففحا ِ    ِِ ِ َا  َْ ن  ِْ اِ لْ ق ففففففففف ِ  ن ففففففففف طِ َْ ن   لاِْففففففففف  

   
ففففف   9 ِففففف        َ   ِ ففففف    لْ ِ     فففففَ  ِففففف    صْففففف  . ح 

ففففففف ِ    ط  َاففففففف  ا لْ لِْفففففففَ  ح  ا   فففففففَ ل ح     ففففففف ا جا

   
ِِ   فففففف ا 11 ففففففلَْ ِْ َ لْْففففففَ ل اا ِ  ِ فففففف  .   أطَففففففأ ل نفففففف 

ففففففففِ "    ِ ل       ِِ ِ  ل نافففففففف  َْ اِ ا َ فففففففف  ِ  ي َاَ فففففففف

   

―1. Stand between the clash of waves and plateau, at the junction of 

two nations: the Turks and the Arabs. 

2. In the home of the world‘s dominion and its center, and the earth‘s 

reference from pole to pole. 

3. Where their Lord separated the two lands and where the two seas 

merge closely. 

4. And the East, in its ancient attire, faced its counterpart, the West, in 

its straw garments. 

5. The gateway of gateways, God‘s protected, stood for it with its 

Bosphorus, sweeter than the sharpness of teeth. 

6. Ever since the era of Constantine, it has been expectant, earnestly 

seeking the Ottomans. 

7. Until armies without match descended near Abū Ayyūb in the 

spacious lands. 

8. They harnessed its land for a century, making Alexander, who 

butted his horns against the clouds, submissive. 

9. He seized the caliphate in an era fiery as Abū Lahab, against him 

were the armies bearing wood for fuel. 

10. So he extinguished the fire after the blaze, a vision that 

distinguishes between fire and wood.‖
63
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Shakīb Arslān‘s poem, dedicated to ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd II, is a profound 

panegyric that intertwines the rich tapestry of Islamic and Ottoman history 

with the natural and political landscapes of the era. The poem begins by 

positioning the reader at a symbolic crossroads between two elemental 

forces—the tumultuous sea and the steadfast plateau—and between two great 

cultures, the Turks and the Arabs. This opening sets the stage for a narrative 

that is both geographical and metaphorical, suggesting that ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd II‘s 

realm and influence span the convergence of diverse natural elements and 

cultures. Arslān employs the imagery of the world‘s dominion to elevate ‗Abd 

al-Ḥamīd II‘s status, not merely as a political leader but as a central figure in 

the Muslim world, whose influence is as pivotal and encompassing as the 

earth‘s poles. The reference to the Lord‘s separation of lands and merging of 

seas further emphasizes the divine sanction of the Ottoman Empire‘s 

geographical and spiritual reach, reinforcing the caliphate‘s legitimacy and the 

natural order of its dominion. The juxtaposition of the East and West, 

characterized by their distinct attires, symbolizes the cultural and ideological 

contrasts between the two. The East is adorned in its ancient, perhaps 

dignified, clothing, facing the West, depicted in straw garments, possibly 

alluding to the perceived simplicity or crudeness of Western civilizations. This 

contrast not only highlights the enduring legacy of Eastern civilizations but 

also ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd II‘s role in navigating these complex intercultural 

dynamics. 

The Bosphorus, described as ―sweeter than the sharpness of teeth‖, 

serves as a vital, natural emblem of the Ottoman Empire‘s strategic and 

aesthetic splendor. This imagery evokes the Bosphorus‘s beauty and strategic 

importance, likening it to a precious element guarded by divine protection, 

underlining ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd II‘s stewardship of this key geographical treasure. 

In the progression of the poem‘s historical narrative, Arslān reflects on the 

ascendancy of the Ottoman Empire, characterized by a period of expectant 

anticipation that ultimately led to a resounding triumph. This moment of glory 

is vividly illustrated through the Ottomans‘ display of superior military 

strength near the final resting place of Abū Ayyūb al-Anṣārī (d. 49/669), a 

companion of the Prophet Muhammad and a figure of great significance in 

Islamic history. The choice of this location for the depiction of the Ottomans‘ 

victory not only underscores the spiritual and historical continuity between the 

Prophet‘s era and the Ottoman Empire but also enhances the significance of 

their military achievement. 

The magnitude of this victory is further amplified through a symbolic 

comparison with Alexander the Great, one of history‘s most celebrated 
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conquerors. Arslān suggests that in the face of the Ottoman Empire‘s might 

and the astute leadership of ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd II, even a figure as formidable as 

Alexander would seem humble or diminished. This comparison serves to 

elevate the Ottomans‘ military and political achievements to an unprecedented 

level, suggesting that their imperial power and the wisdom of their leadership 

surpassed even those of the most renowned historical figures. The poem 

portrays ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd II‘s rise to the caliphate as occurring amidst a period 

marked by great turmoil, drawing a parallel to the intense opposition 

encountered by the Prophet Muḥammad from his uncle Abū Lahab (d. 2/624), 

a notable adversary of Islam. This comparison situates ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd II‘s 

challenges within a historical context of profound adversity, emphasizing the 

severity of the obstacles he faced. Throughout the poem, Arslān weaves a 

narrative that is both an homage to the natural beauty and strategic importance 

of the Ottoman Empire‘s geography and a testament to ‗Abd al-Ḥamīd II‘s 

leadership, wisdom, and the divine favor underpinning his rule. The poem 

stands not only as a piece of historical reflection but also as a complex 

metaphor for the challenges and triumphs of governance, the enduring legacy 

of Islamic civilization, and the intricate dance of diplomacy between East and 

West. 

2.3. A Panegyric Poem Composed for the Ottoman Navy and 

Caliphate by Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm 

In the tapestry of early 20th-century Arabic poetry, the contributions 

of Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm stand out for their vivid portrayal of sociopolitical themes, 

infused with a deep sense of cultural pride and historical consciousness. On 

March 9, 1910, a ceremonial event held in Egypt provided the backdrop for 

one of Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s most poignant compositions, a poem crafted to salute 

and extol the Ottoman navy. This piece, emblematic of the poet‘s adeptness at 

weaving together national sentiment and pan-Islamic solidarity, serves as a 

luminous example of literary diplomacy. Through his verses, Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm 

not only commemorates the might and splendor of the Ottoman fleet but also 

encapsulates the profound sense of unity and shared destiny that linked the 

diverse constituents of the Ottoman Empire. The ceremony, marking a 

significant moment of collective identity and pride, provided a fertile ground 

for the poet to articulate a vision of cohesion and mutual respect among the 

empire‘s territories. By choosing to honor the navy, an emblem of Ottoman 

power and protector of its realms, Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s poem transcends mere 

accolade; it becomes a resonant call for unity, a celebration of shared heritage, 
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and a reaffirmation of the empire‘s role as guardian of the Islamic world. In 

this context, his verses not only reflect the zeitgeist of his era but also 

contribute to the rich tapestry of Arabic literary tradition, offering insights into 

the complexities of identity, loyalty, and the enduring quest for peace and 

stability in a changing world. 

Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm initiates his forty-verse poem with these opening lines: 

كككككص1" َِ لَح ظكككككَ  حل م ككككك حجو ظكَكككك  يو  .  و لاكككككنض  جَم

ككككككط    َِ  لَ و و كككككك  صككككككَ  حل ا وِ كككككك مسيَ عَككككككِ   حل م م

   
كككككككَ م  2 ل  اَهم كككككككِ كمكككككككئ و يَ م وِ وَ كككككككط   . َ حو 

ُ ِككككككككككككككككك "    َ حوج لَعَ ككككككككككككككككك  لو َْ ظ  ككككككككككككككككك  كو

   

―1. By the One who sends you, O breeze of Lavender, convey to the 

Bosporus greetings of peace from Egypt. 

2. Pluck a flower from each garden, and make them into a bouquet for 

our greetings.‖
64

 

 

In the opening lines of the composition by Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm, there exists 

a profound invocation of nature to bridge the physical and metaphorical 

distance between Egypt and the Ottoman heartland, represented by the 

Bosporus. This segment of the poem, through its invocation of the ―breeze of 

Lavender‖, is emblematic of the poet‘s attempt to transcend geographical 

boundaries, employing the lavender‘s inherent qualities of calming fragrance 

and beauty as symbols of peace and goodwill. Lavender, traditionally 

associated with purification, serenity, and healing, is here transformed into a 

messenger, embodying the poet‘s desire for political harmony and spiritual 

unity between the Islamic realms of Egypt and the Ottoman caliphate. The act 

of plucking a flower from each garden to form a bouquet encapsulates a 

gesture of collective offering, a tangible representation of diverse Egyptian 

contributions to a shared Islamic cultural and political heritage. This bouquet, a 

carefully curated symbol of unity, becomes a vehicle for expressing the 

collective wishes of peace from the people of Egypt. The poet‘s meticulous 

choice to make this offering from ―each garden‖ suggests a panoramic 

inclusivity, embracing the varied landscapes, cultures, and voices within 

Egypt. It is a poetic embodiment of the multitude of Egyptian life, each flower 

representing a different facet of its cultural richness and diversity, woven 

together in a single bouquet intended for the Bosporus, the strait that 

metaphorically and literally divides, but here is envisioned as a point of 

convergence. This initial passage of Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s poem thus serves not 

merely as a ceremonial greeting but as a profound reflection on the 
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possibilities of cultural and political diplomacy through the medium of poetry. 

The natural imagery and symbolic actions transcend their literal meanings to 

evoke themes of unity, peace, and the shared destiny of the Islamic ummah. 

Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm extends his poetic narrative with these lines: 

كككككككص3" َُ وْ ض يَظ ككككككك جو  كككككككط  حجَ حل  . َ ح م مككككككك و

ِ ِككككككككككك    ئمككككككككككك و حوو لَ  و ح جو  َ حلمموُكككككككككككط حضيَم

   
وْ 4 كككككككككككككك وِ ككككككككككككككاف لولَ كككككككككككككك  و  ككككككككككككككط  ظَ   لو َِ  . 

ككككككككككذم حل كَككككككككك م و  م ساكككككككككك   َ حوع ولَحِكككككككككك    اُ  هو

   
 .  ظَََ كككككككككككككك  حل كككككككككككككك ئويم  وكككككككككككككك ضَِ و لَ كَككككككككككككك 5

َ كككككككنمَ  حل وع ِككككككك "   كككككككَ   وكككككككط حلناككككككك  و  َ حَم مُ   م

   

―3. Spread your fragrance in that sanctuary, and kiss the ground when 

you reach the Imam (i.e., the Caliph). 

4. A king for the East in his time, the ambition of the West, rising and 

resolved. 

5. O you who conduct affairs! You have undertaken the tasks of the 

people and excelled in doing so.‖
65

 

 

In these lines from Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s poem, the poet advances his 

thematic exploration of reverence and duty towards leadership, in this context, 

symbolized by the Caliph as both a spiritual and political figurehead. The 

directive to the breeze, personified and laden with the symbolic fragrance of 

lavender, to ―kiss the ground when you reach the Imam‖ transcends mere 

poetic flourish; it embodies a profound act of homage and respect towards the 

Caliphate. This act of kissing the ground is emblematic of the loyalty and 

reverence that the subjects hold for their leader, underscoring the sanctity of 

his role within the Islamic world. The Caliph here is not merely a ruler but a 

sanctuary of faith and unity, a custodian of the Islamic heritage and values. 

The description of the Caliph as ―a king for the East in his time, the ambition 

of the West, rising and resolved‖ encapsulates the multifaceted dimensions of 

his leadership. This line succinctly portrays the Caliph as a figure of immense 

authority and influence, whose reign extends beyond the geographical confines 

of the East to inspire, and perhaps challenge, the West. The Caliph‘s ambition 

and resolved nature suggest a proactive and determined leadership, one that is 

forward-thinking and assertive in its stance against external pressures or 

influences. This portrayal serves to elevate the Caliph‘s status, presenting him 

as a paragon of leadership that embodies both the spiritual aspirations of his 

people and the political acumen required to navigate the complexities of 

international relations.  
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The subsequent exhortation, ―O you who conduct affairs! You have 

undertaken the tasks of the people and excelled in doing so‖, further amplifies 

this portrayal of effective leadership. This phrase acknowledges the burden of 

governance borne by the Caliph and his administration, recognizing their 

dedication to the welfare of their subjects. The poet‘s acknowledgment of their 

excellence in undertaking these tasks not only serves as a commendation but 

also as a reinforcement of the symbiotic relationship between the leader and 

his people. It highlights the expectation of benevolence, justice, and efficiency 

in governance, ideals that are central to Islamic political thought. Through this 

segment of the poem, Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm intricately weaves a narrative that reveres 

the Caliphate‘s spiritual and temporal authority, portraying it as a beacon of 

hope, ambition, and unity for the Islamic world. 

The poem by Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm progresses with these subsequent verses: 

  و حَ. جَكككككككككككككك  و و حلككككككككككككككَ  ضَ  اََككككككككككككككيم يَ ض  6"

مْ كككككك ِ    كككككك و حلنمَ ككككككص  كَكككككئا حل مُ ككككككِ  و وِ  لمككككككئا 

   
كككككككككط  م  كَككككككككْم 7 وِ مَسَ  تَ م ككككككككك ملم  . َ ح  كَكككككككك و حضم

ككككككككككككككككككككككككككك "   َِ مم لاو َ يحب  َ  َِ    مكككككككككككككككككككككككككككسا

   

―6. Unsheathe the opinion, for how many an opinion, when drawn 

from the sheath of resolve, has outmatched the sword. 

7. Send forth the fleet! The power of God protects it from both front 

and rear.‖
66

 

 

In this section of Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s poem, the poet delves into the realm 

of metaphorical and literal interpretations of power, wisdom, and divine 

protection in the context of the Ottoman Empire‘s naval prowess. The imagery 

of unsheathing an opinion as one would a sword encapsulates the power of 

intellectual and diplomatic strategy over mere physical force. Ibrāhīm posits 

that the potency of a well-considered opinion, emerging from the resolve or 

determination, can surpass the capabilities of martial strength. This metaphor 

serves to elevate the discourse around governance and leadership, suggesting 

that the true strength of a ruler or a state lies not solely in their military might 

but in the wisdom and foresight of their decisions. The poet‘s invocation to 

―unsheathe the opinion‖ is a call to prioritize intellectual engagement and 

strategic thinking in the governance of the realm, marking a sophisticated 

understanding of power dynamics that transcends the battlefield.  

The subsequent command to ―Send forth the fleet!‖ transitions from 

the metaphorical to the literal, signaling a shift to the tangible manifestation of 

power through the Ottoman navy. This line is a direct acknowledgment of the 
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empire‘s naval capabilities, a crucial element of its military and economic 

strength. However, Ibrāhīm does not merely celebrate this martial might; 

instead, he embeds it within a theological framework by asserting that ―The 

power of God protects it from both front and rear‖. This declaration imbues the 

Ottoman fleet with a sense of divine sanction and invincibility, suggesting that 

its endeavors are under the aegis of divine will. The poet‘s framing positions 

the navy not just as an instrument of temporal power but as an entity operating 

within the parameters of a higher, spiritual mission. This juxtaposition of the 

metaphorical power of opinion and the literal power of the fleet, both 

underpinned by divine protection, offers a nuanced perspective on the sources 

of strength within the Ottoman Empire. Ibrāhīm‘s verses thus serve as a 

reflection on the holistic approach to power, where intellectual, military, and 

spiritual dimensions are interwoven. The poet‘s emphasis on divine protection 

as a critical component of the Ottoman navy‘s strength reinforces the 

perception of the empire as a divinely favored entity, a common motif in the 

literature of the time which served to legitimize and moralize the political and 

military actions of the empire. 

In the ensuing verses, Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm further develops his composition: 

عَكككككككص  م م كَككككككذ  8" َ  َ ظَ م م حلَ ككككككك م كككككككَ   . ظاَم

َْ حِكككككككككككك    ككككككككككككَ  حل  يَ كَكككككككككككفَ لام  وَ كككككككككككك  حل عَم

   
نمشَككككككككك ح  9 َِ كككككككككطَ  َ مَ كككككككككص   . َ  م كككككككككسيح  هو

َِ حو  و كككككككك ِ    ظ كككككككك و عكككككككك و ظم م مِ  م مككككككككسيو حلم و كككككككك  وِ

   
م    11 ككككككككككك   لام  وككككككككككك   مِ ككككككككككك و   . َ صا

كككككك ح  َ حلَ ككككككِْ "   صم وِ ككككككَ ِّبو   اَككككككيا  وككككككط حلم

   

―8. It safeguards the East and watches over the region where God has 

elevated the Sacred House. 

9. And fortresses that are more splendid in appearance than the cheeks 

of beauties displaying a smile. 

10. Allah has distinguished it with a radiant horizon that encompasses 

Egypt and the Levant.‖
67

 

 

In these lines from Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s poem, the narrative shifts towards 

an evocative portrayal of the geographical and spiritual realms under the 

Ottoman Empire‘s protection, particularly emphasizing its role as the guardian 

of the Islamic heartlands. The mention of the region ―where God has elevated 

the Sacred House‖ directly references Mecca, the spiritual epicenter of Islam, 

highlighting the Ottoman Empire‘s custodianship of the most sacred Islamic 

sites. This custodial role is not merely territorial but deeply spiritual, 

embedding the Ottoman sovereignty within a divine mandate that transcends 
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political dominion to encompass spiritual stewardship. By framing the 

empire‘s protective duties in such terms, Ibrāhīm elevates the narrative from 

mere political control to a sacred obligation, underscoring the profound 

responsibility entrusted to the empire by divine will.  

The subsequent imagery, comparing fortresses to ―the cheeks of 

beauties displaying a smile‖, employs a striking metaphor that blends martial 

and aesthetic elements. This juxtaposition serves to soften the typically harsh 

connotations of military fortifications, transforming them into symbols of 

grace and allure. This metaphor not only glorifies the Ottoman Empire‘s 

military prowess but also suggests that its strength is as much a source of 

beauty and pride as it is a means of defense. The fortresses, emblematic of the 

empire‘s ability to protect and preserve, are thus reimagined as splendid 

edifices that enhance the landscape, mirroring the divine beauty they are sworn 

to defend. This poetic device effectively harmonizes the concepts of martial 

strength and celestial beauty, offering a nuanced appreciation of the empire‘s 

role as both protector and patron of the Islamic world. The declaration that 

―Allah has distinguished it with a radiant horizon that encompasses Egypt and 

the Levant‖ further expands the geographical scope of the Ottoman Empire‘s 

divine sanction. The inclusion of Egypt and the Levant — regions of 

significant historical, cultural, and religious import — within this ―radiant 

horizon‖ underscores the empire‘s vast dominion and its unifying role across 

diverse Islamic lands. The use of ―radiant‖ to describe the horizon conveys a 

sense of divine light and guidance, suggesting that the empire‘s territories are 

not only under its protection but also blessed with prosperity and righteousness 

under its rule. This line serves to reinforce the notion of the Ottoman Empire 

as a divinely favored entity, entrusted with the guardianship of a sacred 

geography that bridges the spiritual and the temporal. 

The narrative of Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s poem advances through the following 

verses: 

مَسَ  حضملككككككص11" كككككك كككككك و م  ملم َِ م و ظكَككككك    . حَككككككط 

َ   وَ كككككككككسم    َ ولككككككككك َ  ِ     اَكككككككككَ  مسح حلككككككككك اهم

   
كككككككككك  لكَكككككككككيم ظََ ككككككككككفم 12 اُ لاَمككككككككككسح حل كَككككككككك ا  لََ َِ  . 

َُ حِكككككك "   كككككك و حل مْ َِ حل َ كككككك وِ كككككك هَمي  كَككككك لمسح   َِ م

   

―11. O Orient, greet the fleet of those who struck the era (i.e., dahr) 

with a whip and straightened it. 

12. They ruled the land, and when its glory did not suffice them, they 

achieved their aims from the sea.‖
68
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In this segment of Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s poem, the narrative turns its focus 

toward the imperial ambitions and maritime prowess of the Ottoman Empire, 

casting it as a transformative force within the historical and geopolitical 

landscapes of the time. The invocation to the Orient to ―greet the fleet‖ not 

only acknowledges the empire‘s naval strength but also situates it within a 

context of temporal and cosmic significance, suggesting that the Ottomans 

have not merely navigated the seas but have, in a sense, mastered time itself — 

―struck the era (i.e., dahr) with a whip and straightened it‖. This powerful 

metaphor conveys the idea of the empire imposing order upon chaos, of 

shaping the course of history through its actions. The fleet, in this reading, 

becomes an instrument of historical destiny, a means by which the Ottomans 

have steered the flow of events according to their vision. The phrase ―struck 

the era with a whip and straightened it‖ is rich with connotations. On one level, 

it evokes the image of the empire as a disciplinarian of history, correcting its 

course and asserting its will upon the temporal realm. On another, it suggests a 

divine or fate-like authority, where the Ottomans are cast as agents of cosmic 

order, endowed with the power to influence the very fabric of time. This 

portrayal elevates their naval and military exploits from mere acts of conquest 

to manifestations of a higher mandate, imbuing their imperial project with a 

sense of predestined purpose. The subsequent lines, ―They ruled the land, and 

when its glory did not suffice them, they achieved their aims from the sea‖, 

further elaborate on the empire‘s ambitions and its dual dominion over land 

and sea. This dual aspect of Ottoman power — terrestrial and maritime — 

underscores the breadth of their imperial aspirations and their ability to extend 

their influence beyond traditional borders. The notion that ―its glory did not 

suffice them‖ speaks to a restless spirit of expansion and exploration, a desire 

not just to rule but to exceed, to push the boundaries of the known world and 

assert Ottoman supremacy across diverse realms. This relentless pursuit of 

glory, framed as a pursuit of aims from the sea, highlights the strategic 

importance of naval power in the Ottoman imperial strategy, recognizing the 

sea as a domain of opportunity, challenge, and conquest. 

The poetic discourse by Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm is continued with these lines: 

ص13" َِ نمَ ككككككككككككككككْ   كَ لكككككككككككككككك َ مِ  .  وَ ككككككككككككككككسحي  

كككككك م َ هَ ِكككككك    مْ   ظَنَُكككككك  لَكككككك يَ م لَكككككك   حلم َ

   
وْ 14 كككككككككككك سحجو مِ كككككككككككك   َ م كَككككككككككك م عَلكَكككككككككككص  َ  . كملاُ

ككككككككسم م  م مككككككككسع   َ حوح و كككككككك ِ    َُ  لَككككككككَ  َ حلم

   
ف . 15 كككككككككككككك  َُ مْ و  ولعَمَ كككككككككككككك  َ   كَكككككككككككككك َ   وكككككككككككككك لم َ

كككككككك م حضمَ حِكككككككك    مْ ط حل َ كككككككك اَو  َ عَ عكككككككك ف ظَ م

   
ككككككككلميو جَككككككككسحي  تم م لَكَكككككككص16 ككككككككطَ  وككككككككط حل و   .  َ و

َِ يم حب  َ  وش ِككككككككككككككك     تَ مَ ككككككككككككككك م حلم كَككككككككككككككعم

   
ككككككك م و  َ ككككككك بف لككككككك  و ف 17 َْ كككككككطَ  وكككككككط حلم  . َ هو

ج ِككككككككك "   َِ توككككككككك ِّ  َ يو ككككككككك صم وْ  ظكَكككككككك َ م حلم
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―13. With ships built like dolls, wherever they sailed, the sea yearned 

and swayed. 

14. Whenever it ascends upon its waves, the wave prostrates in fear 

and modesty. 

15. There is a longing for it in the sea, a strange condition where the 

sea complains of intense thirst. 

16. For in peace, they are ships to be marveled at, dazzling the eye 

with beauty and order. 

17. In war, they are a flowing decree, turning fortresses into hills and 

stones.‖
69

 

 

This segment of Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s poem vividly illustrates the 

dichotomy of the Ottoman navy‘s essence, captured through a series of 

compelling metaphors and imageries that underscore the fleet‘s grandeur, both 

in peace and in conflict. Through this evocative language, Ibrāhīm crafts a 

nuanced portrayal of the navy as a transformative force, capable of inspiring 

awe and reshaping landscapes, both literal and metaphorical. The likening of 

ships to ―dolls‖ serves as a striking metaphor that emphasizes their elegance 

and the meticulous craftsmanship behind their construction. This comparison, 

while highlighting the aesthetic beauty of the ships, also suggests their ability 

to navigate the vastness of the sea with the grace and precision of a plaything 

guided by the hands of a master. The sea‘s response to their presence, 

―yearning and swayed‖, further anthropomorphizes the natural world, 

attributing it with emotions of longing and turbulence stirred by the navy‘s 

passage. Such personification deepens the poetic narrative, suggesting a 

harmonious yet powerful relationship between the Ottoman fleet and the 

maritime domain they traverse.  

The depiction of waves prostrating ―in fear and modesty‖ introduces a 

theme of reverence and submission, evoking images of a natural world that 

recognizes and respects the might of the Ottoman navy. This imagery not only 

amplifies the fleet‘s power but also conveys a sense of divine or ordained 

authority, as if the very elements bow in acknowledgment of the navy‘s 

supremacy. The contrast between the navy‘s roles in times of peace and war is 

particularly striking. In peace, the ships are described as marvels of beauty and 

order, a testament to the empire‘s prosperity, culture, and technological 

advancement. They dazzle the eye, not just with their physical appearance but 
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with the order and civilization they represent, suggesting that the navy serves 

as a symbol of the Ottoman Empire‘s enlightened rule and its contributions to 

the aesthetic and intellectual landscapes of its era. In times of war, however, 

these vessels transform into agents of change, described metaphorically as a 

―flowing decree, turning fortresses into hills and stones‖. This powerful image 

encapsulates the destructive potential of the navy, capable of reshaping 

geopolitical landscapes with the same ease as it navigates the seas. Through 

this poetic exploration, Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm not only lauds the magnificence of the 

Ottoman navy but also delves into the deeper implications of its existence and 

operations. The navy is depicted as a microcosm of the Ottoman Empire itself, 

embodying its dual nature as a beacon of civilization and a formidable power 

capable of monumental transformations. 

With these lines, Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm carries forward the thematic essence of 

his poem: 

كككككككك   م 18" َِ َ كككككككك .  مِ  َ م حجو كككككككك وِ يو  جم ككككككككس م حلكككككككك ا   م

ككككككككص   َِ ِ و تََ ح كككككككك َِ حلم و كككككككك وِ   و مككككككككَ  عو م ظكككككككك   

   
سم و كككككككككككك   19 َِ ع كككككككككككك   وكككككككككككك َ ماَص  وِ َِ ح مِ  كككككككككككك وِ  . 

وِ حلككككككككككككك   َ عمَ حِككككككككككككك     َِّ َ َِّ  َ كككككككككككككسَش 

   
كككككككككككك  ف  و ح ِككككككككككك  هَ جَ ككككككككككك 21 كككككككككككطَ  م م  . َ هو

صكككككككككك ِ "   كككككككككك حب  َ  و  هكككككككككك ئو م حلَ كككككككككك  و عو

   

―18. The stoning stars thrown after an ‘ifrīt of the jinn (tribe), who 

tries to steal celestial knowledge from the constellations… 

19. …Are not stronger or more impactful than the firing points of 

these ships. 

20. These ships become a volcano when stirred by the agitator of 

malice, in hostility and enmity.‖
70

 

 

In this evocative passage from Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s poem, the poet 

employs a rich tapestry of mythological and natural imagery to articulate the 

formidable power and strategic might of the Ottoman navy. The verses 

navigate through a complex interplay of celestial myth and martial prowess, 

positioning the Ottoman fleet as a force transcending both the terrestrial and 

the cosmic realms. The invocation of ―stoning stars thrown after an ‘ifrīt of the 

jinn (tribe)‖, a reference steeped in Islamic cosmology and celestial 

mythology, serves a dual purpose. On one level, it alludes to the protective 

mechanism ordained by the divine against those entities seeking to access 

forbidden knowledge, emphasizing the theme of celestial guardianship. On 

another, it metaphorically aligns the Ottoman navy‘s artillery with these 

celestial defenses, suggesting that the ships‘ cannons, like the stoning stars, 
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serve as deterrents against usurpers and interlopers. The analogy imbues the 

navy with a sacred guardian role, not merely in the terrestrial domain but also 

in a cosmological sense, defending the order of both realms against disruption.  

The assertion that these celestial projectiles are ―not stronger or more 

impactful than the firing points of these ships‖ elevates the navy‘s might to a 

divine status, suggesting that the empire‘s maritime military capabilities 

surpass even those of mythic proportions. This bold declaration not only 

underscores the technological and tactical superiority of the Ottoman fleet but 

also frames it as a pivotal force in maintaining cosmic balance. The navy, thus, 

is not merely an instrument of war but a cosmic entity, wielding power that 

rivals celestial phenomena. The transition to the image of the ships as a 

―volcano when stirred by the agitator of malice‖ further accentuates the 

destructive potential inherent within the Ottoman navy. The metaphor of the 

volcano, a force of nature that embodies both creation and destruction, serves 

to highlight the dual nature of naval power: as a source of awe-inspiring beauty 

and a harbinger of devastating fury. The invocation of natural disaster imagery 

to depict the ships‘ response to provocation speaks to the latent violence and 

the explosive impact of their engagement in warfare, capable of reshaping 

landscapes and altering the course of history. Through these verses, Ḥāfiẓ 

Ibrāhīm crafts a complex portrait of the Ottoman navy, weaving together 

elements of Islamic mythology, natural phenomena, and moral righteousness 

to articulate its unparalleled might and strategic importance. The passage 

serves as a testament to the navy‘s role as a guardian of empire and cosmos 

alike, a force equipped not only with superior military capabilities but also 

with the divine mandate to maintain order against the forces of chaos and 

malice. 

Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s poem proceeds with the ensuing verses, delving 

deeper into its subject: 

ككككككككَ  حلككككككككسَيَش21" عم  . جَ كَكككككككئَ حلنكككككككك يو لَ كَككككككك  يم

ِ ِككككككك    عَكككككككص  و كككككككاَ َِّ تَ م كككككككَ   وكككككككط ح لعَم   َ م

   
 .  َ كككككككككككَ   كككككككككككط حل كَكككككككككك  و  كَكككككككككك بف  كَكككككككككك و ح22َ

تكككككككك   ام حِكككككككك    سم َِ ككككككككَ  َ كككككككك حَ  مْ ككككككككَ  حل َ  يَكو

   
ككككككككككككع   23 عنكككككككككككك   يحلو او َِ ككككككككككككسم َ  ََ  .  كَككككككككككك تا مسح حل

ككككككك    َِ كككككككسم م ع  اَ ككككككك  حل َِ كككككككسم َ  و حَ  اَ  َ حتا مكككككككسح حل

   
لكَككككككككككك م حَ م كككككككككككك    اََ  كَككككككككككك م حو  كَكككككككككككذ  24 َُ  . حَ

ككككككككككككسم و تَ م كككككككككككك  م حضَ  ِكككككككككككك    َُ لم   مككككككككككككنميح  لو

   
َْ م 25 ككككككككككك َ  .    َ ككككككككككك  حل كَكككككككككك ليَم حَ اكككككككككككص  لَم

نككككككككككككك   َ لَككككككككككككك ِ    مِ كككككككككككككئم  َ وُ مْ لمككككككككككككك   تَ  يم

   
جو 26 َِ م كَككككككككككك و مِ  كككككككككككك وِ كككككككككككك و م  َُ م ككككككككككككَ  حل  .  م و

ش ِككككك "   عوكككككط حلم و مْ مِ ظم ككككك َِ ِ   جَكككككئا  كككككع ككككك َ حو   َ م

   

―21. O mountain of fire, indeed you have terrified the world; in your 

states, you do not keep truce. 

22. You are a calamity on land, and if you sail the sea, you become 

imminent death. 
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23. So fear the mountain, sturdy and anchored, and fear the mountain 

if the mountain erupts. 

24. It carried war, thus becoming a period heralding death that would 

devastate humanity. 

25. The world feared it until it became a messenger carrying security 

and peace. 

26. The East was resurrected from its slumber, after a while, glory to 

He who revives the bones.‖
71

 

 

In the evocative narrative crafted by Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm, the Ottoman 

navy is metaphorically depicted as a formidable ―mountain of fire‖, 

embodying an awe-inspiring and terrifying force capable of reshaping 

geopolitical landscapes and human destinies. This powerful imagery not only 

conveys the navy‘s potential for destruction and conquest but also its role in 

enforcing order and heralding a new era of peace and stability. The poet‘s 

portrayal of the navy oscillates between its capacity to inflict unparalleled 

devastation and its paradoxical function as a harbinger of security. The navy, 

likened to a natural disaster in its might, does not merely represent a tool of 

war but emerges as a complex symbol of the empire‘s ability to both unsettle 

and stabilize, to terrify and to protect. The invocation of fear, whether in 

reference to the navy‘s dormant power or its explosive action, underscores 

the respect and reverence it commands across lands and seas. As the 

narrative unfolds, Ibrāhīm transitions from depicting the navy‘s destructive 

prowess to acknowledging its instrumental role in the restoration of peace. 

This transformation is significant, illustrating how the very forces that 

precipitate chaos and destruction are integral to the creation of a new order. 

The navy‘s actions, initially feared, evolve into a source of peace, signifying 

the paradoxical nature of military power as both a perpetrator of violence and 

a custodian of peace. The poem culminates in a vision of rebirth and 

rejuvenation, with the East awakening from its slumber, revitalized by the 

navy‘s victories. The Ottoman navy‘s contributions transcend mere military 

achievements, signifying a profound impact on the collective psyche and 

destiny of the East, marking a pivotal moment in its resurgence and 

reassertion on the world stage. 
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In continuation, Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm enriches his poem with the following 

poetic expressions: 

ُ و م ِّ تكَكككككككككككنيَم . 27"   ظَََ كككككككككككك  حلَ كككككككككككك م وطَ َ كككككككككككك

كككككككك ا   ِكككككككك    ككككككككلََ  كَككككككك و ا حل و  َ ح  مككككككككوو حل َ م

   
َ  جَكككككككككككككسح ح  لول مكككككككككككككَ  28  . َ حوِككككككككككككك عَو حل كَككككككككككككلَم

َِ ِكككككككككك    لم كَكككككككككلَم و او ككككككككككذَ لو َُ ام وْ  َ حوج كَكككككككككئو حل

   
نككككككككككككص  29 مِ ككككككككككك و   م

م  . َ  و حَ حَ َ لكككككككككككَ   وكككككككككككط حضم

ككككككك    َِ لَ حل َُ  َ  َ َِّ تكَكككككك م كَككككككك و حلم كَكككككك م   َ يم

   
ككككككككك ح31 ككككككككك   كَكككككككك َ  حل و َُ عككككككككك    و ككككككككك م  يَم  . ِّ تَ و

ص   َِ و تَ ككككككككك  ككككككككك   َْ وِ حل ض لمككككككككك    عَككككككككك  يم ا  و

   
كككككككككيم 31  . لككككككككك  و و حل َ  وكككككككككطا َ حلككككككككك و م َ حعم صَو

مُ  بح و َ  و ل كَككككككككككك  و حوع وصكككككككككككك ِ      وكككككككككككك لم

   
َ كككككككككككْم 32  . ج  وككككككككككك و حضَ ُككككككككككك َ  َ حو َ ككككككككككك م  َ م

ككككككككسَش    ككككككككذَ َ حل ا م َُ حم  لولَحِكككككككك "َ حجم كَكككككككئو حل ا

   

―27. O Easterner, gird up, do not sleep, and shake off inertia, for 

seriousness has arisen. 

28. Mount determination as a steed to the high, and make wisdom the 

bridle for determination. 

29. And if you seek aspirations in the horizon, ride the lightning and 

do not be content with the cloud. 

30. Do not be dismayed by what the enemy says! Many wise men are 

blind to the truth. 

31. Outpace the Westerner and outstrip, and cling to chivalry and to 

valor cling firmly. 

32. Avoid greed, follow his path, and make mercy and piety 

obligatory.‖
72

 

 

In this segment of Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s poem, the poet transitions from a 

celebration of the Ottoman Empire‘s naval prowess to an impassioned call to 

action for the Eastern world. Ibrāhīm constructs a narrative that not only extols 

the virtues of strength and wisdom but also advocates for a moral and ethical 

resurgence within the context of global dynamics and competition. The poet 

begins with a direct appeal to the Easterner, urging an awakening from 

lethargy and an embrace of earnestness. This call to ―gird up‖ and reject sleep 

symbolizes a broader exhortation to prepare for the challenges that lie ahead. 

Ibrāhīm emphasizes the necessity of shaking off inertia, a metaphor for the 

political and cultural stagnation that had afflicted parts of the Eastern world 

during periods of colonial encroachment and internal decay. The invocation of 

―seriousness‖ signals a critical juncture, a moment demanding decisive action 

and renewed commitment to progress and self-determination. The subsequent 

verses elaborate on the qualities necessary for this revival. Determination is 
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personified as a steed, a powerful image that conveys the vigor and momentum 

required to ascend to new heights of achievement and autonomy. Wisdom, in 

turn, is cast as the bridle for determination, suggesting that ambition and 

resolve must be guided by insight and prudence. This metaphorical framing 

underscores the importance of a balanced approach to change, one that 

harnesses the energy of aspiration within the constraints of thoughtful 

deliberation.  

Ibrāhīm further expands on the theme of ambition by encouraging the 

Easterner to ―ride the lightning‖, an evocative image that captures the spirit of 

boldness and innovation. The poet contrasts this with the complacency 

represented by contentment with the ―cloud‖, advocating for a rejection of 

mediocrity in favor of the pursuit of lofty goals. In addressing the challenge 

posed by external skepticism and opposition, Ibrāhīm advises against being 

dismayed by the enemy‘s words, highlighting the blindness of many ―wise 

men‖ to the truth. The call to outpace and outstrip the Westerner reflects a 

competitive ethos, urging the Eastern world to excel and surpass its rivals 

through adherence to chivalry and valor. This is not merely a call to military or 

technological competition but a broader appeal to moral and ethical 

superiority. By advocating for the avoidance of greed and the embracing of 

mercy and piety, Ibrāhīm delineates a path of development that is rooted in 

integrity and righteousness, suggesting that true advancement encompasses 

spiritual and moral dimensions alongside material progress. Through this 

exhortation, Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm articulates a vision for the Eastern world that is at 

once ambitious and principled. 

Furthering his poetic expression, Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm presents the 

subsequent verses: 

كككككككككلَم ح33" كككككككككيم  َ م ظم م و وُ و لم مِ عو ككككككككك وِ  . َ لَ مكككككككككسح 

ُ ِكككككككك    وْ ككككككككسم و َ  َ م ظمَمنمككككككككسح حل َُ يَ حل   كَككككككك  و

   
يم 34 نككككككككككككككككككككككككككْم  َ م ظكَككككككككككككككككككككككككك م َ َ م وِ  . َ  يَح م ح 

َِ  ِكككك      كَكككسَ  هكككك  و حل مكككك م و  وككككط حل عَمكككك و 

   
 .  م وكككككككككككككككئَ حوو  ككككككككككككككك  م ِككككككككككككككك   كَ كَككككككككككككككَ جم 35

صَ ككككك َ َ     َِ  حلَ ككككك لوَ   وكككككط حلماَكككككسم و َ لَككككك 

   
جم 36 كككككككككككككَ   ولكَككككككككككككص  َ م  كَككككككككككككلَا كككككككككككككَ َ  حل عَم  .  حَم

ككككككككَ  حو  و َ ِكككككككك "   ح  َ لكَكككككككيم ظَ م جم  كَكككككككلَ  كككككككك ا  لو

   

―33. They sought from their knowledge to challenge the Almighty in 

controlling death and to alter destiny. 

34. And they wished for it (their knowledge) to elevate them above the 

heads of stars in the unseen realms 

35. Cursed is man, how ungrateful he is! He competed with the 

Creator (in the universe) and aspired to exceed Him. 
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36. He pressed the unseen until he forcibly unveiled its secret, not 

fearing retribution.‖
73

 

 

In these lines from Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s poem, the poet delves into a 

profound critique of human hubris and the audacious pursuit of knowledge that 

seeks to rival divine authority. Ibrāhīm‘s narrative unfolds a philosophical 

reflection on the limits of human ambition and the inherent danger of 

overreaching in the quest for power and understanding. Through a blend of 

admonition and lament, the poet sketches a portrait of humanity‘s existential 

overreach and its consequences. The poet begins by depicting humans‘ 

audacious attempts to usurp divine prerogatives—controlling death and 

altering destiny. This represents not just a pursuit of knowledge but a profound 

challenge to the natural and divine order, illustrating the Enlightenment-era 

aspiration for mastery over nature and life itself. The ambition to ―elevate them 

above the heads of stars in the unseen realms‖ symbolizes the ultimate 

aspiration for transcendence, for a place among the heavens traditionally 

reserved for the divine.  

Ibrāhīm‘s use of the term ―cursed‖ to describe humanity encapsulates 

the moral judgment he casts on this overreaching. The competition with the 

Creator, described as an aspiration to ―exceed Him‖, is portrayed as the zenith 

of human arrogance, a futile and profane endeavor that disregards the 

fundamental distinctions between the Creator and the created. The poet‘s 

narrative crescendos with the depiction of humanity‘s relentless probe into the 

―unseen‖, the metaphysical or perhaps the yet undiscovered laws of nature, 

―until he forcibly unveiled its secret‖. This relentless drive to penetrate the 

mysteries of existence, ―not fearing retribution‖, speaks to a reckless courage, 

a willingness to confront the consequences of defying the divine order. It 

reflects a Promethean defiance, a trait celebrated in some intellectual traditions 

for its valorization of human ingenuity and condemned in others for its 

transgressive nature. Through these verses, Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm engages with themes 

central to humanism, Enlightenment, and the critique of modernity. He probes 

the ethical dimensions of human knowledge and power, questioning the moral 

implications of seeking to transcend our nature and the given order of the 

universe. The poet‘s reflection serves as a cautionary tale about the perils of 

hubris and the ethical responsibilities that accompany human knowledge and 

ambition. In this, Ibrāhīm contributes to a long-standing philosophical and 
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theological discourse on the limits of human endeavor, reminding readers of 

the importance of humility, gratitude, and reverence for the boundaries that 

define our existence.  

In these verses, Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm subtly critiques Western civilization by 

examining the consequences of its core Enlightenment ideals—reason, 

scientific inquiry, and the elevation of human capabilities. He portrays the 

ambition to surpass divine boundaries and control the mysteries of existence as 

emblematic of Western thought‘s drive for progress and mastery over nature. 

However, Ibrāhīm views this pursuit critically, suggesting it leads to hubris 

and overlooks the spiritual and ethical dimensions of human existence. His 

portrayal of humanity‘s quest to challenge divine authority reflects concerns 

about the ethical dilemmas and existential risks inherent in Western 

civilization‘s prioritization of reason and progress, hinting at a deeper 

disconnection from spiritual roots and ethical responsibilities. 

Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm culminates his poem with the following verses: 

ظنَ   مكككككككككسش  37" ظككككككككك و وِ او َُ مَ حلكككككككككَ حم  .  مكككككككككسا

كككككككط  وكككككككط    ئ ِككككككك َ  َ وع و ككككككك م و حلسو   نَكككككككط حل ا

   
ككككككك جَم 38 مِ كمكككككككئ و لَككككككك مي  حو م ككككككك وِ كككككككط   .  َ م و و

ظخَ َ حلكككككككككككك َ معَ  كَ ِكككككككككككك    ككككككككككككخَو حل اكككككككككككك يو مِ   و

   
نكككككككككككككككك 39 َُ  .  لَكككككككككككككككك َ م لاَ حلاككككككككككككككككنض  لَمَ 

َ كككككككككك  و َ ككككككككككعم    َ  م ِكككككككككك    َ م ككككككككككذَ حضم َِ   و 

   
كككككككك و َ حل كَككككككك  و لنَكَككككككك 41 مْ  .  َ م  يََش  وككككككككط حل َ

كككككككس َ  مظ ِككككككك " وكككككككط حلكككككككسََ ص      َ ككككككك ح َ  مسجم

   

―37. O power of the Merciful, strengthen us with strength, and pour 

harmony upon the sons of the East. 

38. Empty every heart of its envy, and fill history and the world with 

words (of beauty and wisdom). 

39. I ask God, who inspired us to serve the homelands, old and young, 

40. That in battle, for us, I may see equivalents of Tōgō (Heihachirō) 

and Ōyama (Iwao), on sea and on land.‖
74

 

 

In the concluding segment of Ḥāfiẓ Ibrāhīm‘s poem, the poet 

transitions from a critique of Western civilization and human hubris to a 

supplication for divine guidance and unity. This shift underscores a universal 

longing for strength, peace, and communal harmony, particularly within the 

context of Eastern societies. By invoking the ―power of the Merciful‖, Ibrāhīm 

seeks not just physical or martial prowess but also a spiritual fortification that 

fosters inner peace and societal cohesion. This plea for harmony and the 

removal of envy among the ―sons of the East‖ reflects a deeper yearning for a 

transcendent solidarity that transcends the petty rivalries and conflicts that 
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often divide communities. The poet‘s call to ―fill history and the world with 

words (of beauty and wisdom)‖ highlights the transformative power of 

language and ideas. It suggests a vision for a future where discourse and 

knowledge contribute to the betterment of society, emphasizing the role of 

enlightenment and wisdom in shaping human destiny. This aspiration towards 

a legacy of intellectual and moral richness positions the poet not just as a 

commentator on contemporary geopolitical dynamics but also as a visionary 

hoping for a world where harmony and wisdom prevail. Ibrāhīm‘s appeal to 

God, ―who inspired us to serve the homelands‖, underscores the sacred duty of 

stewardship over one‘s country, advocating for a patriotism that is both noble 

and devout. By seeking divine blessing to witness heroes akin to Tōgō 

Heihachirō and Ōyama Iwao, figures renowned for their military genius and 

national service, Ibrāhīm articulates a desire for leaders who embody valor, 

strategic acumen, and a profound commitment to their nations. This invocation 

of historical figures from the Russo-Japanese War as models for emulation in 

the context of the Ottoman Empire‘s challenges illustrates a cross-cultural 

appreciation of military leadership and valor. 

2.4. A Panegyric Poem Composed for Mustafa Kemal Atatürk by 

Ma‘rūf al-Ruṣāfī 

In the realm of Arabic poetry, the intersection of political events and 

literary expression has often produced works of profound significance. Among 

such creations is a poem by Ma‗rūf al-Ruṣāfī, a distinguished figure in the 

Arab literary world, known for his incisive commentary on sociopolitical 

issues of his time. This particular poem, crafted in the wake of Mustafa Kemal 

Atatürk‘s momentous victory over Greek forces in 1923, stands not only as a 

testament to al-Ruṣāfī‘s poetic prowess but also as a reflection of the broader 

Arab intellectual engagement with the nationalist movements of the early 20th 

century. al-Ruṣāfī‘s composition, rich in its imagery and intricate in its 

structure, transcends mere celebration of a military triumph; it delves into the 

complexities of national liberation, the reshaping of regional geopolitics, and 

the symbolism of Atatürk as a figure of modernity and reform. The poem 

navigates through themes of bravery, the dichotomy of appearance versus 

essence, and the broader implications of the Greco-Turkish War for the 

Eastern world, particularly in the context of colonialism and the quest for self-

determination. al-Ruṣāfī‘s selection of language, rich in metaphor and 

historical references, not only showcases his artistic brilliance but also acts as a 

medium for ideological expression, reflecting the intellectual trends of his time 
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in the Arab world. As such, this poem emerges as a critical piece for 

understanding the interplay between Arab intellectual thought and the 

significant historical events of the early twentieth century, offering insights 

into the era‘s cultural and political zeitgeist. 

 ت لكككككككككس . لكككككككككُطا حلُصكككككككككَ ص ِّ الككككككككك 1"

  لكككككككككككككككص      ظَككككككككككككككك    ككككككككككككككككئا    و   

   
 .  كككككككك مي ك ل ككككككككُ   ككككككككط  لككككككككا حلُ كككككككك لط2

ككككككككئا ِككككككككِ حلاُكككككككك    اككككككككئ  مكككككككك  "     حم

   

―1. Named Muṣṭafā (the chosen one), you are ever ascending to a 

summit that equals every high. 

2. So orbit like the sun in the sphere of greatness, and inhabit every 

aspect of perfection (kamāl).‖
75

 

 

Ma‗rūf al-Ruṣāfī‘s poem dedicated to Mustafa Kemal Atatürk is a rich 

tapestry of metaphoric language and profound symbolism, encapsulating the 

essence of a transformative leader in the context of early 20th-century political 

and social upheaval. The poem begins with a powerful invocation of Mustafa 

Kemal‘s name, Muṣṭafā – translated as ―the chosen one‖ – which in itself sets 

the tone for the subsequent narrative of exaltation and praise. This name is not 

merely a moniker but a representation of his predestined role in the shaping of 

his nation‘s fate. The imagery of ascension that al-Ruṣāfī employs is telling; it 

is not just an ascent to a literal height but to a metaphorical pinnacle of moral 

and political stature. Mustafa Kemal is likened to a figure who continually 

rises to meet and match the loftiest of peaks, suggesting an ongoing journey 

towards greatness and implying that his achievements are unparalleled. 

Progressing to the celestial metaphor of orbiting like the sun, al-Ruṣāfī 

further elevates Mustafa Kemal to a cosmic level. The sun is a universal 

symbol of unwavering power, life-giving energy, and unchallenged authority – 

qualities that the poet attributes to Atatürk. This astral imagery serves a dual 

purpose; first, it portrays him as a central force in his nation‘s universe, around 

which all else revolves and by which all is illuminated. Second, it underscores 

the consistency and inevitability of his influence – much like the sun‘s daily 

journey across the sky. The poet‘s use of the term ―sphere of greatness‖ further 

emphasizes the encompassing and expansive nature of Atatürk‘s influence. 

Inhabiting ―every aspect of perfection‖ or ―kamāl‖ is a statement of the 

multifaceted nature of Atatürk‘s capabilities and achievements. The concept of 

kamāl in Islamic philosophy often refers to completeness, encompassing both 
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material and spiritual perfection. By attributing kamāl to Atatürk, al-Ruṣāfī is 

not only commending his tangible achievements – such as military victories 

and political reforms – but is also suggesting a profound inner wisdom and 

moral integrity. This holistic approach to describing Atatürk‘s character and 

leadership transcends the typical glorification of political figures, inviting the 

reader to consider the deeper, almost philosophical implications of his 

leadership. 

In Ma‗rūf al-Ruṣāfī‘s poem, the use of the word ―kamāl‖ serves not 

only as a reference to the concept of perfection and completeness but also 

subtly plays on the name of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk himself. This linguistic 

nuance adds a layer of depth and personalization to the poem, intertwining 

Atatürk‘s identity and his achievements in a manner that is both clever and 

meaningful. The word ―kamāl‖ in Arabic, denoting perfection or 

completeness, resonates with the Turkish name ―Kemal‖, which also implies a 

sense of perfection and maturity. al-Ruṣāfī‘s choice to use this particular term 

showcases his linguistic ingenuity and reflects a deep understanding of 

Atatürk‘s persona and legacy. This play on words elevates the poem from a 

mere laudatory piece to an intricate composition that aligns Atatürk‘s personal 

attributes with the ideals and aspirations he embodied. The convergence of his 

name with the notion of perfection implicitly suggests that Atatürk was not just 

a leader by chance but by a confluence of personal qualities that aligned with 

his historical role. 

This alignment of name and attribute in the poetic narrative 

underscores the perceived synchronicity between Atatürk‘s character and his 

historical destiny. By embedding Atatürk‘s name within the fabric of the 

poem, al-Ruṣāfī effectively bridges the gap between the individual and the 

symbol. Atatürk, therefore, is not just presented as a historical figure who 

achieved greatness; he is intertwined with the very notion of ―kamāl‖, making 

his identity inseparable from the ideals of perfection and excellence. This 

linguistic intertwining is particularly poignant given Atatürk‘s role in 

modernizing Turkey and reshaping its cultural identity. It positions him not 

just as a political reformer, but as a transformative leader whose name itself 

symbolizes the apex of human potential. The poet, thus, not only celebrates 

Atatürk‘s accomplishments but also venerates the qualities inherent in his very 

identity, creating a powerful and enduring image of the leader in the cultural 

and historical consciousness. al-Ruṣāfī‘s poetry, in these opening lines, thus 

masterfully weaves a narrative that is at once grounded in the historical 

realities of Atatürk‘s life and accomplishments, and elevated to a near-

mythical plane through its rich, symbolic language. The poem becomes more 
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than a simple accolade; it is a reflection on the nature of leadership, the 

journey towards achieving greatness, and the enduring impact of a leader who, 

in the poet‘s view, has reshaped the destiny of a nation and its people. 

al-Ruṣāfī continues his poem with these lines: 

ح3"  .  مصكككككككك َ  علككككككككص  نككككككككط ظس كككككككك    صكككككككك  

   كككككككك   حل كككككككك َ   ككككككككط هكككككككك    ِكككككككك    

   
ككككككككك 4  .    لكككككككككف  كككككككككط لكككككككككُ ب حل ككككككككك    ُ  

ككككككككككط"    ت ككككككككككعو علعككككككككككْ   ككككككككككسحي حل َ ج و

   

―3. You triumphed over the Greeks with a victory that threw the West 

into chaos and confusion. 

4. And raised in the East‘s sky a sun that poured forth the lights of 

hope.‖
76

 

 

Ma‗rūf al-Ruṣāfī‘s poem, dedicated to Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, serves 

as a profound exploration of political triumph and its far-reaching implications. 

The poem captures the essence of Atatürk‘s victory, not merely as a military 

conquest but as a transformational event with significant geopolitical 

ramifications. The reference to triumphing over the Greeks encapsulates a 

pivotal moment in history, symbolizing much more than a mere battlefield 

success. This victory, as al-Ruṣāfī suggests, is monumental enough to disrupt 

the established order in the West, leading to ―chaos and confusion‖. This 

phrase does more than just describe the immediate aftermath; it metaphorically 

represents a seismic shift in the global balance of power. The poet emphasizes 

the impact of Atatürk‘s actions extending beyond regional boundaries, 

affecting the Western world‘s perception and reaction. It‘s a recognition of the 

cascading effects of a singular event altering the course of history. Following 

this, al-Ruṣāfī‘s imagery of raising a sun in the East‘s sky that ―poured forth 

the lights of hope‖ is laden with symbolic meaning. The sun is a universal 

symbol of enlightenment, life, and renewal. In this context, it represents the 

dawn of a new era, one that Atatürk helped usher in. This new era, marked by 

hope, signifies a departure from the past‘s shadows. It‘s a metaphorical 

representation of the new ideologies and visions for the future that Atatürk‘s 

leadership promised. The ―lights of hope‖ can be interpreted as the emerging 

aspirations and dreams of a nation reborn, and possibly, a region redefined. 

The contrast between the chaos in the West and the emergence of hope in the 

East is particularly striking. It reflects a shift in historical narratives, where the 

East, often portrayed as passive or stagnant in the face of Western dominance, 

is now cast in a light of resurgence and dynamism. This dichotomy challenges 
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the traditional perceptions of East and West, positioning the East not just as a 

participant but as a shaping force in the world‘s unfolding story. al-Ruṣāfī‘s 

choice of words and imagery in these lines is not merely descriptive but deeply 

evocative, conveying layers of meaning that transcend the literal events. The 

poem, in these parts, becomes a canvas for portraying the broader implications 

of Atatürk‘s victory - it‘s about shifting power dynamics, the awakening of 

national consciousness, and the heralding of a new epoch. 

al-Ruṣāfī proceeds in his poem with the following verses: 

 .  َ ككككككككككككك ا حلُ لصكككككككككككككعِ  ككككككككككككككئ حككككككككككككك    5"

  لكككككككككك ب حل ككككككككككك ئنعِ  كككككككككككئ لكككككككككككُ   

   
 .  ِكككككككككك  حلعس كككككككككك   ك كككككككككك ج  ككككككككككط  ككككككككككلَح 6

لئككككككككككسح حل كككككككككك سَ   كككككككككككئا  كككككككككك    َِ      

   
 .  لاككككككككككِ  كككككككككك   ل ككككككككككَ  جعككككككككككسْ  ككككككككككس 7

   لككككككككككككسح  كككككككككككك ل سحي  كككككككككككككئ لكككككككككككك "  

   

―5. Delighting the loyal and every free person, and displeasing the 

traitors and every vile one. 

6. And the Greeks could not match you in battle, even if they filled the 

plains and every pass. 

7. But you overcame the armies of a nation, that humiliated [others] 

with their battleships in every sea.‖
77

 

 

In the context of Ma‗rūf al-Ruṣāfī‘s poem, the verses under 

consideration delve into the thematic realms of loyalty, freedom, and the 

prowess of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk in the face of overwhelming odds. The 

poet‘s articulation here is layered, intertwining emotional resonance with 

political and military triumph. The segment commences with an exploration of 

the emotional impact of Atatürk‘s actions. The delight of ―the loyal and every 

free person‖ juxtaposed with the displeasure of ―traitors and every vile one‖ 

presents a stark moral dichotomy. This dichotomy serves as a powerful tool to 

delineate the stark contrast between those who align with the virtues of loyalty 

and freedom, and those who are mired in betrayal and ignobility. al-Ruṣāfī‘s 

language transcends the mere portrayal of victory; it invokes a sense of ethical 

justice and the vindication of virtuous principles. The poet underscores the 

notion that Atatürk‘s triumphs were not just military but also moral victories 

that resonated deeply with the virtuous and freedom-loving, while 

simultaneously causing consternation among the unprincipled and treacherous.  

Following this moral delineation, al-Ruṣāfī addresses the military 

aspect of Atatürk‘s victory. The statement that ―the Greeks could not match 

you in battle, even if they filled the plains and every pass‖ employs hyperbole 
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to emphasize the overwhelming military might and strategic advantage the 

Greek forces ostensibly possessed. Yet, in spite of these overwhelming odds, 

Atatürk‘s leadership and strategic acumen led to a stunning victory. This 

hyperbolic imagery serves to elevate Atatürk‘s military genius, portraying him 

as a commander of unparalleled prowess, capable of overcoming seemingly 

insurmountable odds. The subsequent line, describing how Atatürk ―overcame 

the armies of a nation, that humiliated [others] with their battleships in every 

sea‖, further cements his status as a formidable leader. This line not only 

acknowledges the naval superiority of the opposing forces but also highlights 

Atatürk‘s ability to triumph against a power that had projected its might across 

seas and oceans. al-Ruṣāfī‘s choice of the word ―humiliated‖ is particularly 

telling; it implies that the opposing forces were not just dominant but also 

oppressively so. Atatürk‘s victory, therefore, is framed not merely as a 

strategic success but also as a moment of retribution and reclamation of dignity 

for those who had been subjugated. In these verses, al-Ruṣāfī skillfully weaves 

together themes of moral righteousness, emotional response to leadership, and 

the exceptional military capabilities of Atatürk. The poet does not merely 

recount historical events; he elevates them to a narrative of moral vindication 

and remarkable triumph against formidable foes. This analysis reveals al-

Ruṣāfī‘s ability to transform historical facts into a poetic narrative imbued with 

deep emotional and ethical connotations, making the poem a compelling piece 

of literature that transcends its historical context. 

In his poem, al-Ruṣāfī goes on to say: 

 . ت ككككككك  جعس كككككك ي ِككككككِ  كككككك   يعكككككك 8"

 تَ  هككككككككككككك  لل لَظُكككككككككككككذ ككككككككككككككئ   ككككككككككككك   

   
ككككككككككك 9  ِ  .   ح  كككككككككككك  ح لمكككككككككككُ ج  لكككككككككككس ِن 

 تْكككككككككك ِسح  ككككككككككك ج   ككككككككككسش حل   ككككككككككط  

   
 . لكككككككككككككككككئ  ظ كككككككككككككككككُ سج  ع  ككككككككككككككككك ظ ي11

 اككككككككنص  حئككككككككعِ ِككككككككِ  ككككككككلئ    لكككككككك "  

   

―8. You left their armies, due to extreme fear, making a pact for defeat 

on every route. 

9. If they mention your name even in dreams, they avoid pronouncing 

it incorrectly, 

10. Lest they are heard and struck by a chronic illness of paralysis and 

stroke.‖
78

 

 

The verses from Ma‗rūf al-Ruṣāfī‘s poem dedicated to Mustafa Kemal 

Atatürk encapsulate a profound narrative that weaves together themes of fear, 

psychological impact, and the reverberating power of a name, illustrating the 
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profound influence of Atatürk‘s military and political prowess. The initial line 

delves into the psychological aftermath of Atatürk‘s victory over his 

adversaries. The poet describes how the opposing armies, gripped by ―extreme 

fear‖, were compelled to accept defeat, not just in a single instance but 

repeatedly, as if bound by an unspoken pact. This imagery of a consistent and 

pervasive capitulation paints a vivid picture of an enemy so overwhelmed by 

fear that surrender becomes an inevitable path in every encounter. The use of 

the term ―pact for defeat‖ is particularly evocative, suggesting a resignation to 

failure so ingrained that it becomes almost contractual in nature. This 

representation transcends the physical realm of warfare, venturing into the 

psychological and emotional domains, where the very spirit of the opposition 

is depicted as being profoundly and irreversibly shattered.  

The subsequent lines further explore the deep-seated impact of 

Atatürk‘s influence, extending beyond the battlefield into the realms of the 

subconscious. The poet articulates that even the mere utterance of Atatürk‘s 

name holds such power that it instills a pervasive and paralyzing fear, to the 

extent that it invades the dreams of his adversaries. The suggestion that they 

avoid pronouncing his name incorrectly, even in their dreams, underscores a 

deep-rooted anxiety and respect, bordering on a superstitious reverence for his 

name. This portrayal elevates Atatürk‘s status to an almost mythic level, where 

his name alone wields the power to invoke fear and caution. The closing line 

of this segment, referencing the fear of being ―struck by a chronic illness of 

paralysis and stroke‖ upon mispronouncing Atatürk‘s name, further intensifies 

this narrative. This hyperbolic statement serves to dramatize the profound 

psychological terror Atatürk has instilled in his enemies. It is not just a 

physical ailment that the poet speaks of, but a metaphorical representation of 

the immobilizing fear that Atatürk‘s presence and legacy have induced in his 

adversaries. This fear is so pervasive that it manifests in the most private and 

uncontrollable realm – that of dreams – underscoring the inescapable and all-

consuming nature of the dread he inspires. In these verses, al-Ruṣāfī 

masterfully employs vivid and hyperbolic imagery to paint a portrait of 

Atatürk as a figure whose influence transcends the tangible aspects of military 

victory. The poet delves into the psychological and emotional dimensions, 

portraying Atatürk as a leader whose name and legacy resonate with such 

power that they dominate both the waking and dreaming lives of his enemies. 

This narrative construction not only glorifies Atatürk‘s military achievements 

but also elevates him to a status akin to a force of nature, omnipresent in the 

consciousness of friend and foe alike. The analysis of these lines reveals al-

Ruṣāfī‘s skill in crafting a narrative that intertwines historical events with 
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symbolic and psychological depth, rendering the poem a profound exploration 

of the impact of leadership and victory in the human psyche. 

The poem by al-Ruṣāfī further unfolds with these words: 

 . هكككككككككككي حلعس ككككككككككك    ض م ككككككككككككئ و  كككككككككككس 11"

 حلكككككس ص ِكككككِ  ككككك    ككككك م     كككككس   كككككط  

   
 .  يَ   ككككككككككككككك عذ  ِكككككككككككككككن ي   ي كككككككككككككككص12

 حُعكككككككككك  حلككككككككككسح  لكككككككككك يحذ  ُكككككككككك    

   
كككككككككك 13 ج   ج  ككككككككككي  ع ا   .  كككككككككك  ت كككككككككك يم

  كككككككككككك  ا   ككككككككككككك ع ي كَ كككككككككككك   اَ ككككككككككككك   

   
 .  جككككككككسجف  كككككككك  حاكككككككككعِ حلككككككككمل  لس  ككككككككك 14

اِ   كككككككككككككك ب  لكككككككككككككك "     لاككككككككككككككِ  كككككككككككككك ت 

   

―11. They are the Greeks, the leaders of every nation, yet more fearful 

in battle than a chick. 

12. More delicate in spirit than they, and nobler, are the wild zebras 

grazing in the meadow. 

13. So let not their faces‘ whiteness deceive you, for their nature is like 

the nature of the black people. 

14. Faces that resemble the color of snow, yet they lack the purity of 

snow.‖
79

 

 

These verses present a nuanced and allegorical critique of the Greeks 

during the Greco-Turkish War, juxtaposing perceptions of bravery and 

cowardice, and challenging stereotypes through complex imagery. The poem 

begins by portraying the Greeks as ―the leaders of every nation‖, a phrase that 

could be interpreted as an acknowledgment of their historical and cultural 

significance. However, this respect is immediately undercut by the subsequent 

comparison to being ―more fearful in battle than a chick‖. This metaphor 

serves to diminish the perceived military prowess of the Greeks in this context, 

likening them to young, timid birds, incapable of defending themselves or 

posing a serious threat. This contrast creates a powerful image of vulnerability 

and weakness, sharply deviating from their historical reputation as formidable 

warriors. In the following lines, al-Ruṣāfī introduces an intriguing comparison 

with ―the wild zebras grazing in the meadow‖, described as more ―delicate in 

spirit‖ and nobler. This metaphor is laden with implications. al-Ruṣāfī further 

delves into the theme of deceptive appearances in the subsequent lines. The 

reference to the Greeks‘ faces being white like snow, coupled with a warning 

not to be deceived by this, implies a critique of surface-level judgments based 

on appearance. The poet warns against equating fairness of complexion with 

purity or moral superiority, a notion he reinforces by stating that their nature is 

akin to that of black people. The concluding line of this segment, asserting that 
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the faces of the Greeks, though snow-like in color, lack the purity of snow, 

further complicates this theme of appearances versus reality. Snow, often 

symbolized as pure and unblemished, is contrasted with the implied duplicity 

or moral deficiency of the Greeks in this context. This metaphor serves as a 

critique of the superficiality of appearances and a call to look beyond external 

features to discern true character and intent. 

al-Ruṣāfī extends his poem with these subsequent lines: 

 .  عككككككك   ِ كككككككص حلكككككككسيش ي ظ ككككككك   لكككككككع   15"

   عككككككككككككككَ   ي  ُصكككككككككككككك َ  كككككككككككككككئ      

   
 . ل ككككككككك     كككككككككن  ِكككككككككِ  اِعككككككككك   كككككككككس  ح16

 ت كككككك   حل  ككككككَ   ككككككط ظكككككك  كككككككئ علكككككك   

   
 .   ُككككككك  علكككككككص حلككككككك    ِ ككككككك   عع كككككككص17

ككككككط  عمكككككك م "   مُ َِ اكككككك ج ِككككككِ عم  علككككككص 

   

―15. O you with the sharpest opinion and sword, and most 

knowledgeable of the ascent of every peak. 

16. You indeed rescued maidens from Izmir from being degraded in 

the hands of every brute. 

17. And you stood upon the land in the position of Jesus, to his 

patients of blindness and lameness.‖
80

 

 

In the poignant verses of Ma‗rūf al-Ruṣāfī‘s poem dedicated to 

Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, the poet delves into a rich tapestry of allegorical 

language, encapsulating the multifaceted nature of Atatürk‘s leadership and his 

profound impact on the socio-political landscape of his era. The poem begins 

by addressing Atatürk directly, acclaiming him as one with the ―sharpest 

opinion and sword‖, a phrase that masterfully intertwines the realms of 

intellectual prowess and military might. This duality in characterization is 

significant as it positions Atatürk not only as a formidable military leader but 

also as a visionary thinker. The phrase ―most knowledgeable of the ascent of 

every peak‖ further elevates this portrayal, imbuing it with a metaphorical 

depth that transcends literal interpretations. Here, the ―ascent of every peak‖ 

can be understood as a symbolic reference to overcoming myriad challenges, 

both on the battlefield and in the sphere of ideological struggles. This line, 

therefore, is not just an acknowledgment of Atatürk‘s successes but also a 

recognition of the wisdom and strategic acumen that guided these victories.  

The subsequent imagery of rescuing ―maidens from Izmir from being 

degraded in the hands of every brute‖ is particularly evocative. It paints a vivid 

picture of Atatürk as a savior, liberating the oppressed from the clutches of 

tyranny. This portrayal resonates with the historical context of the Greco-
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Turkish War and the broader theme of national liberation. The use of 

―maidens‖ as a symbol is notable, as it often represents purity and innocence in 

literary traditions. Thus, their rescue is emblematic of a larger struggle to 

protect and preserve the integrity and dignity of the nation. In likening Atatürk 

to Jesus, particularly in his role as a healer to ―his patients of blindness and 

lameness‖, al-Ruṣāfī introduces a powerful religious and moral dimension to 

his narrative. This comparison elevates Atatürk‘s status to a near-messianic 

level, portraying him as a figure of spiritual and moral redemption. The 

reference to healing the blind and lame can be interpreted both literally, in 

terms of Atatürk‘s efforts to modernize and rejuvenate a nation left fractured 

and weakened by years of conflict and decline, and metaphorically, in terms of 

enlightening a nation, guiding it away from the blindness of outdated traditions 

and the lameness of political stagnation. al-Ruṣāfī‘s poetic narrative, in these 

lines, masterfully intertwines the themes of military heroism, intellectual 

brilliance, moral integrity, and spiritual enlightenment. This rich amalgamation 

serves not only to celebrate Atatürk‘s multifarious contributions but also to 

encapsulate the essence of his transformative impact on Turkey. The verses are 

a testament to Atatürk‘s enduring legacy as a leader who navigated complex 

political terrains with the acumen of a strategist, the courage of a warrior, and 

the compassion of a healer. 

al-Ruṣāfī elaborates in his poem with the ensuing verses: 

 .    ل ككككككككك  حل  كككككككككس   ْ كككككككككِ يَتمككككككككك   18"

  ِّبَِككككككككك  حل ككككككككك  َ   ْ كككككككككِ   ككككككككك   

   
 .  يحككككككك   لكككككككص حل  ككككككك َ   كككككككط حلُ ككككككك لط19

 ت كككككككككس  حلن ه كككككككككعِ   ككككككككك   تلَجكككككككككط"  

   

―18. So you treated the wounds with good stitching, and repaired the 

holes with good weaving. 

19. And you proceeded to renewal in the heights, leading and urging 

those rising to it.‖
81

 

 

In the intricate fabric of Ma‗rūf al-Ruṣāfī‘s poetic composition, the 

poet skillfully employs metaphors of healing and renewal to convey the 

transformative impact of Atatürk‘s leadership. These lines of the poem are 

particularly illustrative of al-Ruṣāfī‘s ability to intertwine the literal and the 

symbolic, thereby creating a rich tapestry of meaning that transcends the 

immediate context to speak to broader themes of reconstruction and 

rejuvenation. The metaphor of treating wounds with ―good stitching‖ and 

repairing holes with ―good weaving‖ is profoundly evocative. In a literal sense, 
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it could be interpreted as a reference to Atatürk‘s efforts in the aftermath of 

conflict, addressing the physical and infrastructural devastation wrought by 

years of war. However, al-Ruṣāfī‘s imagery invites a deeper interpretation, 

suggesting a process of healing that goes beyond the physical. The ―good 

stitching‖ and ―good weaving‖ symbolize Atatürk‘s meticulous and careful 

approach to restoring the social, political, and cultural fabric of a nation torn 

apart by conflict and decline. This metaphor of healing and mending resonates 

with the notion of restoring unity and cohesion, piecing together a fragmented 

nation to create a renewed whole.  

The progression to ―renewal in the heights‖ further develops this 

theme. This line can be seen as emblematic of Atatürk‘s vision for a modern, 

progressive Turkey, ascending to new heights of achievement and status on the 

world stage. The use of the term ―heights‖ implies an aspiration towards lofty 

ideals and ambitions, suggesting a journey towards achieving not just recovery 

but greatness. The phrase ―leading and urging those rising to it‖ reinforces the 

image of Atatürk as a guiding force, inspiring and motivating his people to 

strive towards these elevated goals. It speaks to his role as a leader who not 

only charted the course for his nation‘s resurgence but also energized and 

mobilized his people to actively participate in this journey of renewal. In these 

lines, al-Ruṣāfī captures the essence of Atatürk‘s legacy as a leader who was 

not merely a passive architect of change but an active agent of healing and 

transformation. The poet‘s use of the metaphors of stitching and weaving, 

coupled with the imagery of ascending to new heights, eloquently encapsulates 

the multifaceted nature of Atatürk‘s contributions. It reflects a nuanced 

understanding of the challenges of nation-building and the complexities 

involved in reviving a nation from the ashes of its past. 

al-Ruṣāfī elaborates in his poem with the ensuing verses: 

 . ت َككككككك   كككككككط حل ُكككككككس   عكككككككس  ح كككككككئ21"

 كُككككككككك   َككككككككك  حلن كككككككككط  عكككككككككس  حككككككككك   

   
 .  ت تعكككككككككككا حلس كككككككككككس  ِكككككككككككِ حض  لكككككككككككط21

ككككككككككك ميَهو   حلُكككككككككككم "   وِ  ل  كككككككككككُف  كككككككككككس  

   

―20. Speaking to the crowds on a festive day, as the Prophet preached 

on the day of Hajj. 

21. And delegations come to you from the furthest places, to hear the 

speech of their resounding leader.‖
82

 

 

Ma‗rūf al-Ruṣāfī‘s poem, in the lines under consideration, shifts its 

focus to the sphere of oratory and influence, drawing a powerful parallel 
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between Atatürk and a prophetic figure. This section of the poem vividly 

captures the essence of Atatürk‘s charisma as a leader and his ability to inspire 

and galvanize his audience through his words. The comparison of Atatürk 

speaking to the crowds to a prophet preaching on the day of Hajj is rich in its 

connotations. The day of Hajj, an essential pillar of the Islamic faith, is a 

moment of profound religious significance, drawing millions of the faithful 

together in a collective act of faith and devotion. By likening Atatürk‘s oratory 

to this moment, al-Ruṣāfī elevates the act of speaking to the people to a sacred 

level. This metaphor is not just a comment on the content of Atatürk‘s 

speeches but a testament to the profound impact and spiritual resonance his 

words held for his audience. It suggests that Atatürk‘s words, like those of a 

prophet, had the power to move, unify, and uplift, transcending the ordinary 

and becoming a rallying call for collective action and unity.  

Furthermore, the mention of ―delegations come to you from the 

furthest places‖ emphasizes the widespread impact of Atatürk‘s influence. The 

image of people traveling great distances to hear him speaks to the magnetic 

pull of his leadership. This detail is particularly significant in the context of 

Atatürk‘s era, a time of burgeoning nationalism and the reconfiguration of 

political identities. His ability to draw people from afar signifies not only his 

appeal as a leader but also reflects the unifying power of his vision for the 

nation. It is an acknowledgment of the far-reaching impact of his reforms and 

his stature as a figure of national significance. al-Ruṣāfī‘s portrayal of Atatürk 

in these lines moves beyond the conventional political narrative, situating him 

in a realm that borders on the spiritual and prophetic. This positioning is 

indicative of the deep reverence and esteem in which Atatürk was held, not 

merely as a political figure but as a transformative leader with an almost 

transcendental quality. The use of religious imagery and the depiction of 

widespread veneration underscore the near-sacred status Atatürk attained in the 

eyes of his followers and admirers. 

al-Ruṣāfī elaborates in his poem with the ensuing verses: 

 .   كككككككككككس ج لل  كككككككككككس   عكككككككككككس  لَكككككككككككلي22"

 ك كككككككككككس ج لل عكككككككككككسْ  عكككككككككككس  هَكككككككككككع   

   
 ل ككككككككككك  جككككككككككك    ل   ككككككككككك   ع ككككككككككك  ح. 23

 ت كككككككككك يض  عككككككككككْ    كككككككككك   حل كككككككككك   "  

   

―22. Your guidance of minds in times of peace, like your command of 

armies in times of agitation. 

23. You renewed a pact for the homelands, rivaling the lands of the 

Franks.‖
83
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The poetic homage, in these specific lines, delves into the dichotomy of 

leadership in varying contexts and highlights the transformative impact of 

Atatürk‘s governance. al-Ruṣāfī‘s eloquent composition not only underscores 

Atatürk‘s military prowess but also his profound influence in shaping the 

intellectual and cultural landscape during times of peace. The initial line captures 

the essence of Atatürk‘s multifaceted leadership qualities. The juxtaposition of 

―guidance of minds in times of peace‖ with the ―command of armies in times of 

agitation‖ presents a nuanced picture of Atatürk‘s role as both a peacetime leader 

and a wartime commander. This contrast is significant as it encapsulates the 

duality of statesmanship - the requirement of a leader to be both a thoughtful guide 

in fostering intellectual and societal growth during peaceful times, and a decisive 

commander during periods of conflict and unrest. The poet‘s emphasis on 

Atatürk‘s ability to navigate these two contrasting roles underscores a profound 

understanding of the complexities and demands of leadership. It portrays Atatürk 

as a versatile figure, adept at both the art of war and the craft of peace.  

Progressing to the subsequent line, al-Ruṣāfī addresses Atatürk‘s 

achievements in the realm of state-building with the phrase ―renewed a pact for 

the homelands‖. This line is indicative of Atatürk‘s role in redefining and 

rejuvenating the national identity and unity of Turkey. The term ―pact‖ suggests 

a deliberate and solemn commitment, an agreement that signifies a new 

beginning or a reconstitution of the nation. This idea of renewal is potent, 

implying a departure from the past and the ushering in of a new era marked by 

reform and modernization. The comparison with ―the lands of the Franks‖ serves 

to contextualize Atatürk‘s achievements within the broader European narrative. 

The Franks, historically associated with powerful European entities, symbolize 

the established Western nations. By drawing this comparison, al-Ruṣāfī elevates 

Atatürk‘s efforts to a level that rivals the achievements of the most advanced 

Western countries. It is a bold assertion of Atatürk‘s success in propelling 

Turkey onto the global stage, positioning it as a nation capable of competing 

with, and even rivaling, the traditionally dominant powers of Europe. 

Continuing, al-Ruṣāfī adds these lines to his poem: 

 . ل   كككككككككك يَ حل كككككككككك س م  لككككككككككص حلُ كككككككككك لط24"

ككككككككط     ت لكككككككك  ِكككككككك  ت ظكككككككك   ِكككككككك  ت ج و

   
ككككككككككككن   حل ُكككككككككككك ح   عُكككككككككككك 25 َِ  .  تككككككككككككن   

   ككككككك  للنككككككك   ِكككككككِ   كككككككئ   ككككككك  "  

   
―24. So that nations hasten towards greatness, and achieve what they 

desire and hope for, 

25. And pursue the path of civilization in what it has of income and 

expenditure.‖
84
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In these verses, the poet explores themes of national ambition, 

progress, and the pursuit of a civilizational paradigm. The lines in focus reflect 

a deep understanding of the dynamics of nation-building and the aspirational 

ethos that drives societies towards a collective vision of greatness and 

prosperity. The phrase ―nations hasten towards greatness, and achieve what 

they desire and hope for‖, encapsulates a profound sense of purpose and 

direction in the journey of nationhood. This line resonates with the notion of 

progress not as a passive occurrence but as an active pursuit, driven by the 

collective will and aspirations of a people. The poet‘s choice of the word 

―hasten‖ implies urgency and determination, suggesting that the pursuit of 

greatness is a deliberate and dynamic process, fueled by a clear vision of what 

a nation desires to become. This reflects the ethos of Atatürk‘s leadership – 

one characterized by a forward-looking, proactive approach to shaping the 

future of Turkey. al-Ruṣāfī‘s portrayal here aligns with the historical context of 

Atatürk‘s era, a period marked by significant social, political, and cultural 

transformations, as Turkey sought to position itself as a modern, progressive 

nation.  

The subsequent line, ―pursue the path of civilization in what it has of 

income and expenditure‖, delves into the economic aspects of nation-building. 

Here, civilization is not merely a cultural or ideological construct; it 

encompasses the tangible, practical elements of economic development and 

resource management. The mention of ―income and expenditure‖ highlights 

the importance of economic prudence, fiscal responsibility, and the effective 

allocation of resources in the quest for national development. This line 

suggests that the path to civilization is grounded in the realities of economic 

governance – a domain where Atatürk made significant reforms to modernize 

Turkey‘s economy and lay the foundations for sustainable growth. In these 

lines, al-Ruṣāfī effectively bridges the aspirational and the pragmatic aspects 

of nation-building. He portrays the pursuit of greatness and civilization as 

endeavors that require both visionary ambition and practical economic 

strategies. The poet‘s narrative transcends a simplistic glorification of 

leadership, offering a nuanced exploration of the multifaceted challenges and 

responsibilities inherent in steering a nation towards progress and prosperity. 

al-Ruṣāfī follows up in his poem with these verses: 

 .    ككككككككككك  حلعكككككككككككس  ح يلككككككككككك   حلُ ككككككككككك اش26"

 تْككككككككس   ِسيهكككككككك  ِككككككككِ كككككككككئ هكككككككك م   

   
لكككككككككككككككككككيا   ح ع حهككككككككككككككككككك 27 مُ  .  ت  ككككككككككككككككككك ي حل

ككككككككَ  يض حل ككككككككسح َ   عكككككككك  لكككككككك  "      َ م

   

―26. And you are today their cherished guard, protecting their affairs 

from all commotion. 
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27. And you rush to a calamity when it strikes them, so you mount the 

steed without a saddle.‖
85

 

 

In the verses under consideration, the poet Ma‗rūf al-Ruṣāfī constructs 

a compelling narrative that vividly enshrines Mustafa Kemal Atatürk as a 

figure of guardianship, illustrating his pivotal role as both the protector of his 

nation and an astutely proactive leader in the face of adversity. This portrayal 

goes beyond the typical attributes of political leadership, delving into the 

realms of paternalistic care and an unwavering commitment to national 

welfare. The depiction of Atatürk as a guardian transcends the conventional 

political sphere, embedding him in the collective consciousness as a figure 

synonymous with safety and stability. This role of a protector is not limited to 

physical defense but extends to encompassing the safeguarding of the nation‘s 

broader interests and ethos. The poet‘s description of Atatürk‘s guardianship 

reflects a multifaceted leadership approach, where the leader is seen not 

merely as a figurehead but as an integral part of the nation‘s fabric, deeply 

invested in its well-being.  

Furthermore, al-Ruṣāfī underscores Atatürk‘s readiness to act 

decisively in times of crisis. The imagery of Atatürk rushing towards calamity 

and mounting a steed without a saddle epitomizes a leader who is not only 

prepared to face challenges but does so with an urgency and a sense of 

immediacy. This metaphorical representation portrays Atatürk as a leader who 

eschews hesitation, embodying agility and resolve in his response to national 

emergencies. It‘s a vivid illustration of his dynamic leadership style, 

characterized by quick decision-making and a proactive approach to problem-

solving. In crafting these verses, al-Ruṣāfī achieves more than a mere homage 

to Atatürk‘s political and military acumen. He weaves a narrative that presents 

Atatürk as a symbol of resilience, a beacon of hope, and a steadfast guardian to 

his people. This portrayal is steeped in a deep understanding of the emotional 

and psychological underpinnings of leadership, particularly in a nation 

navigating through turbulent times. 

The last two lines of al-Ruṣāfī‘s poem are as follows: 

كككككككككككئ  28" مِ م  .   ح  كككككككككككك  حل  كككككككككككس     ككككككككككك  

كككككككككنم    مِ       عككككككككك  حلْ كككككككككس     ككككككككك  

   
 .  ت ككككككك     ككككككك  كككككككك   حلُ ككككككك  لككككككك    29

كككككككككككلَم و"   َِ   ظ ككككككككككك  م   لَكككككككككككسح ج  ح  

   

―28. When descent is mentioned, you are the one ascending, and when 

downfall is feared, you are the savior. 
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29. You alone drink the cup of glory purely, while your equals drink it 

mixed.‖
86

 

 

al-Ruṣāfī‘s choice of language and imagery in these lines offers a 

profound exploration of Atatürk‘s unique position in the historical and socio-

political context of his time. The imagery presented in ―when descent is 

mentioned, you are the one ascending‖ encapsulates the notion of Atatürk‘s 

defiance of decline or failure. In a period marked by upheaval and the potential 

downfall of a nation, Atatürk is portrayed as the figure who rises against the 

tide. This ascent amidst descent is not merely about overcoming adversity; it 

symbolizes a transformative journey, a climb towards progress and renewal 

that Atatürk spearheaded in the face of potential ruin. The poet‘s depiction of 

Atatürk as ascending during descent reflects his role as a beacon of hope and 

progress, leading his nation away from the brink of collapse towards 

rejuvenation and strength. Furthermore, the line ―when downfall is feared, you 

are the savior‖ cements Atatürk‘s image as a guardian and a protector, the one 

who intervenes to avert disaster. It speaks to the essence of Atatürk‘s 

leadership, characterized by his ability to anticipate and prevent a national 

crisis. This portrayal is in line with the historical reality of Atatürk‘s 

leadership, under which significant reforms and modernization efforts were 

undertaken to safeguard Turkey‘s future. The poet here succinctly captures 

Atatürk‘s pivotal role in navigating Turkey through one of its most critical 

junctures. The concluding line of the poem, ―You alone drink the cup of glory 

purely, while your equals drink it mixed‖, offers a compelling commentary on 

Atatürk‘s distinctiveness among contemporary leaders. The metaphor of 

drinking a ―cup of glory purely‖ as opposed to a ―mixed‖ cup implies a 

leadership that is unadulterated, singular in its focus and achievements. This 

line could be interpreted as an allusion to Atatürk‘s unparalleled 

accomplishments and the purity of his vision and intentions for his nation. 

2.5. A Panegyric Poem Composed for Mustafa Kemal Atatürk by 

Aḥmad Shawqī 

In the rich tapestry of Arabic literature, Aḥmad Shawqī holds a 

distinguished place as a luminary whose poetic oeuvre not only captures the 

essence of his era but also transcends it, engaging with themes of enduring 

relevance. As the ―Prince of Poets‖, Shawqī‘s work is emblematic of a cultural 

renaissance that swept through the Arab world in the early twentieth century, 
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blending classical forms with modern sensibilities
87

. Within this context, his 

poem dedicated to Mustafa Kemal Atatürk emerges as a particularly 

compelling piece, offering a nuanced portrayal of Atatürk not merely as a 

political figure but as a symbol of progressive leadership and visionary reform. 

Shawqī‘s verses navigate the complex interplay between historical valor and 

the aspirational ideals of peace, justice, and modernity, thus positioning 

Atatürk within a broader narrative of renewal and transformation. This poem, 

embodying both an homage and a reflective meditation, invites readers to 

consider the multifaceted dimensions of leadership and the transformative 

potential it holds for societal advancement. In essence, the poem serves as a 

powerful example of Aḥmad Shawqī‘s skill in weaving together the cultural 

and political themes of his era. Through his words, Shawqī delves into timeless 

issues such as leadership qualities, the essence of national identity, and the 

quest for peace amidst global unrest. His ability to speak to these universal 

concerns through the specific lens of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk‘s leadership 

makes the poem relevant not just to his own time but also to ongoing 

conversations about these critical topics. Comprising eighty-eight verses, the 

poem intricately explores these themes, inviting readers to reflect on the 

profound impacts of visionary leadership and the potential for societal 

transformation: 

مِ عََ ككك   1" ككك وِ  . لام  كَ كَكك م كَكككيم  وكككط حل كَكك م و 

كككككككك َ حلم كَكككككككَ  و    جو جَكككككككك  و م َ  لو كككككككك َ حل مكككككككك م  ظكَككككككك  َ  لو

   
شَ اكككككَ م  2 مِ ظككككلَف عَلكَككككص حَكككك م    ككككلم ف عَلَو  . لم

ككككك و"   كككككَ   وكككككط حلنصَم َْ جو َ حلم ككككك و مُ كككككعم م  وكككككط  و   َ ل ا

   

―1. Allah is the Greatest. How marvelous victory is! O Khālid of the 

Turks, breathe new life into the spirit of Khālid of the Arabs. 

2. Esteemed peace overcomes (the allure of) triumphant war, with the 

sword sheathed and justice prevailing.‖
 88
 

 

In the opening lines of Aḥmad Shawqī‘s poem, a vivid invocation sets 

the stage for a profound exploration of leadership, victory, and peace, themes 

that resonate deeply within the cultural and historical contexts of the Islamic 

world. Shawqī employs rich imagery and allusion to bridge the past with the 

                                                            
87  For comprehensive information on Aḥmad Shawqī‘s literary contributions, refer to: 

Ahmet Kazım Ürün, 1868-1932 Mısır’da Türk Bir Şair: Ahmet Şevki (İstanbul: 

Kaknüs Yayınları, 2002), 1-176; İhsan Doğru, Emîru’ş-Şu‘arâ Ahmet Şevkî ve 

Şevkiyyât’ında Toplum ve Siyaset (Konya: Palet Yayınları, 2019), 1-362. 
88  Aḥmad Shawqī, Dīwān Shawqī: Tawthīq wa Tabwīb wa Sharḥ wa Ta‘qīb, ed. 

Aḥmad Muḥammad al-Ḥūfī (Cairo: Nahḍa Miṣr li‘l-Ṭibā‗a wa al-Nashr wa al-

Tewzī‗, n.d.), 1/306-314. 
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present, encapsulating the essence of transformative leadership as embodied by 

Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, whom he addresses as ―O Khālid of the Turks‖. The 

poem begins with an exaltation, ―Allah is the Greatest‖, a phrase that 

immediately anchors the narrative within the Islamic tradition, evoking a sense 

of divine presence and oversight that permeates the ensuing discourse on 

victory and leadership. This invocation is not merely a religious proclamation 

but serves as a foundational acknowledgment of the ultimate source of all 

victories and achievements, suggesting that the accomplishments of leaders, no 

matter how grand, are manifestations of divine will. Shawqī‘s choice to draw a 

parallel between Mustafa Kemal Atatürk and Khālid ibn al-Walīd, a revered 

military commander in Islamic history known for his pivotal role in the early 

Islamic conquests, is particularly striking. By invoking the spirit of Khālid ibn 

al-Walīd, Shawqī not only elevates Atatürk‘s status but also embeds his 

actions within a continuum of Islamic leadership that is characterized by both 

martial prowess and a profound sense of justice and moral integrity. The poet‘s 

call to ―breathe new life into the spirit of Khālid of the Arabs‖ is a powerful 

metaphor for revival and rejuvenation, suggesting that Atatürk‘s leadership 

heralds a new era that is in dialogue with the past, yet distinct in its vision and 

achievements. 

The subsequent lines, ―Esteemed peace overcomes (the allure of) 

triumphant war, with the sword sheathed and justice prevailing‖, further 

deepen the exploration of leadership by juxtaposing the valor of conquest with 

the nobility of peace. Shawqī here articulates a nuanced understanding of 

victory, one that transcends the battlefield to encompass the establishment of a 

just and equitable order. The phrase ―esteemed peace overcomes triumphant 

war‖ is a profound commentary on the nature of true victory, proposing that 

the highest achievement of a leader is not the mere accumulation of territorial 

gains or military successes but the attainment of peace and the establishment 

of justice. The imagery of the ―sword sheathed‖ symbolizes restraint and 

wisdom, underscoring the idea that the exercise of power is most noble when it 

is guided by a commitment to peace and the welfare of the people. This 

opening passage of Shawqī‘s poem, through its invocation of divine greatness, 

its allusion to a historical figure emblematic of courage and leadership, and its 

contemplation on the essence of true victory, sets a tone of reverence and 

reflection. It positions Atatürk not only as a modern-day embodiment of these 

timeless virtues but also as a visionary leader whose legacy is intertwined with 

the broader narrative of Islamic history and its ideals. The poet‘s masterful use 

of language and symbolism weaves together the past and the present, inviting 

the reader to reflect on the enduring principles that define great leadership. 
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Aḥmad Shawqī‘s poetic discourse, while celebrating the military and 

strategic accomplishments of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, profoundly aligns with 

Atatürk‘s peace-loving worldview and his deep-seated commitment to peace as 

the foundation for national and global prosperity. This alignment is manifested 

not through explicit declarations but through the nuanced presentation of 

Atatürk‘s leadership philosophy, emphasizing the transition from war to a 

lasting peace that underpins societal progress and harmony. Atatürk‘s peace-

loving perspective, rooted in his experiences of conflict and his visionary 

leadership, sought to transform Turkey into a modern, secular state, anchored 

in the principles of peace and collective security. His reforms, aimed at 

dismantling the vestiges of the Ottoman Empire‘s theocratic and feudal 

structures, were driven by a belief in the power of enlightened governance and 

education to uplift society and foster a culture of peace. Shawqī‘s portrayal 

captures this transformative zeal, implicitly underscoring the notion that true 

leadership transcends martial valor to embrace peace as the highest form of 

victory. 

Moreover, Shawqī‘s framing of Atatürk‘s achievements within a 

broader historical and cultural context resonates with Atatürk‘s own 

understanding of peace as a prerequisite for civilization‘s advancement. 

Atatürk famously espoused the motto ―Peace at Home, Peace in the World‖, 

articulating a worldview that recognized the interdependence of internal 

stability and international peace.
89

 This principle reflected a holistic vision of 

peace, not merely as the absence of war but as a dynamic, sustaining force 

that facilitates mutual understanding, respect, and cooperation among 

nations. Shawqī‘s poetic discourse subtly echoes Atatürk‘s peace-loving 

ideals by emphasizing the wisdom and nobility inherent in choosing peace 

over the continuation of conflict. This emphasis aligns with Atatürk‘s 

diplomatic efforts to secure Turkey‘s borders through treaties and 

negotiations, prioritizing diplomatic engagement over territorial 

expansionism. The poet‘s depiction of Atatürk as a leader who successfully 

navigated the transition from war to peace serves to highlight the broader 

implications of Atatürk‘s peace-loving perspective for the modern world, 

suggesting that enduring peace is built on the foundations of justice, equity, 

and the pursuit of common good. 

                                                            
89  David Kushner, ―Atatürk‘s Legacy: Westernism in Contemporary Turkey‖, Atatürk 

and the Modernization of Turkey, ed. Jacob M. Landau (Boulder – Leiden: 

Westview Press – E. J. Brill, 1984), 241. 
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Aḥmad Shawqī extends his poetic narrative through the subsequent 

verses: 

ككك  كَكككنَ َ م 3" َِ نوعاكككذ   وكككط حل اكككعم و  مِ م   َِ ككك  . ظكَكك  حم م

كككككك و    ضو لكَكككككيم تَ و
نوعاككككككذ   وككككككط حلككككككَ  م مِ م عككككككَ     َ  و

   
و كَ  كَكككك م كملََ ككككك  كََ ِككككك   4 ككككك   َْ ككككك جَ  وكككككط حلم ََ  .  م

وِ حلكككككك ا و حلَ كككككك و و    كككككك ككككككَ   كَككككككَ  م  وككككككط حَ م  َ  َ م

   
5  َ َ  حَككككك م ِ  . حَكككككنَ م ككككك َِ َِ  وكككككط اَ ع ع ككككك حو  حلصا

وْ حل و ككككككككككك  م  وكككككككككككَ  َ ككككككككككك م   َ َِّ  َ َ و      وعككككككككككك

   
َ ككككككك ب  َ َِّ هَ اََككككككك م 6 َْ  . لكَككككككيم ظكَكككككك م و لَكككككككعم ماَ  َ

هم كَكككككك  و َ حلصَكككككككلم و    كككككككذو حل م َِ مِ حم م ككككككك وِ   نَكَككككك جَ 

   
ككككك مَ   وَ ككككك 7 ككككك    َ م كككككلمُ   عَلكَككككص  صَم  . لمكككككئولمَ  لو

كككككك و    كككككك و َ لكَكككككسم لمككككككئولمَ   و عَم كككككك و لكَكككككيم تم و  حلناصم

   
ككككككككككككئم عَ تو كَكككككككككككذ  8 ككككككككككككعئذَف  َ ولَ مَ كككككككككككك  حلمَ عم َِ و  . 

ظ كككككك   عَلكَكككككص َ َ كككككك و    سو مَ َِ ككككككعم م  َِ حل ا  َ  َ معَكككككك

   
لو كَككككك م 9 ككككككسَش َ  و م  م كككككك وْم حل ا م كككككك  ظم م َِ ككككككَ    .  تَعَم

ل مكككككككككك م و    تكَككككككككك  م لو ككككككككككاَ َِّ تَ م وِ  لمككككككككككعمس م  سَم

   
كككككككككككككَ  و 11 لم ظككككككككككككك مجَ  و وو  َِ م و كَككككككككككككذ  . َ َِّ  اَو

َ كككككك و"   َْ ككككككَ  و َ حل لم و كككككك م بَمو  وككككككط حوم مُ  كمككككككئَ حلم

   

―3. O beautiful wish in the sword that never lied, and the sweet hope in 

counsel that never failed. 

4. Your steps in truth were all nobility, and you are nobler in sparing 

spilled blood. 

5. You emulated the wars of Salah (ad-Din and his successors), in 

times when combat was devoid of law and decency. 

6. Your sword did not commit atrocities, nor did your spear violate the 

sanctity of monks and crucifixes. 

7. Asked for peace upon victory, you willingly provided it; and had 

you been asked while not victorious, you would not have answered. 

8. A determination reluctantly accepted by the cavalry, with the sword 

begrudgingly sheathed in anger. 

9. You approached piety, though your people‘s swords never rested in 

their sheaths. 

10. Nor can I enhance your knowledge of Islam, all nobility and 

lineage are within Islam.‖
 90
 

 

In this segment of Aḥmad Shawqī‘s poem, the poet artfully navigates 

the complex interplay between martial valor and the virtues of mercy, wisdom, 

and piety, presenting a nuanced portrait of leadership that transcends mere 

conquest to embody moral and ethical ideals. Through this rich tapestry of 

imagery and allusion, Shawqī not only celebrates the historical and cultural 

legacy of Islamic leadership but also delves into the philosophical and spiritual 

dimensions that define true nobility and honor. The reference to a ―sword that 

never lied‖ and ―counsel that never failed‖ immediately sets a tone of integrity 

                                                            
90  Shawqī, Dīwān Shawqī: Tawthīq wa Tabwīb wa Sharḥ wa Ta‘qīb, 1/306-314. 
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and trustworthiness, suggesting that the true measure of leadership lies not in 

the wielding of power but in the adherence to truth and justice. This 

metaphorical juxtaposition of the sword and counsel underscores the duality of 

strength and wisdom, implying that the most effective leaders are those who 

balance the might of their arms with the depth of their insight. Shawqī‘s 

invocation of Salah ad-Din (Saladin) and his successors further enriches this 

narrative, drawing a direct line between the poem‘s subject and one of the 

most revered figures in Islamic history. By likening the poem‘s subject to 

Saladin, who is celebrated not only for his military prowess but also for his 

chivalry, justice, and tolerance, Shawqī elevates the theme of leadership to 

include moral courage and the restraint of power. The poet‘s admiration for 

leaders who ―emulated the wars of Salah ad-Din‖ in times of lawlessness and 

brutality highlights a longing for an era where honor dictated the conduct of 

war, and where victories were pursued with respect for human dignity and 

ethical principles. The explicit renunciation of atrocities and the respect for the 

sanctity of non-combatants, including monks and religious symbols, further 

solidify this idealized vision of leadership. Shawqī‘s emphasis on sparing 

spilled blood and seeking peace upon victory reflects a profound 

understanding of the Quranic injunctions towards compassion, mercy, and the 

pursuit of peace, showcasing a leader who embodies the highest Islamic 

virtues.
91

 

Atatürk‘s leadership, as depicted by Shawqī, exemplifies a profound 

commitment to peace and ethical governance, even in the aftermath of victory. 

The willingness to offer peace upon achieving victory speaks volumes about 

Atatürk‘s understanding of true leadership, one that prioritizes the well-being 

of both his people and his adversaries, demonstrating a magnanimous spirit 

that seeks reconciliation over retribution. This approach is not borne out of 

weakness but a strategic and moral clarity that understands the value of peace 

as foundational to national and global prosperity. Moreover, Shawqī highlights 

Atatürk‘s restraint and his adherence to the principles of justice and piety, even 

as the swords of his people remained unsheathed. This depiction resonates 

with Atatürk‘s efforts to modernize Turkey, not through the abandonment of 

its cultural and religious heritage, but by aligning these traditions with the 

principles of secular governance, education, and equality. Atatürk‘s reforms, 

                                                            
91  See Abdoldjavad Falaturi, ―Der Islam - Religion der raḥma, der Barmherzigkeit‖, 

Spektrum Iran 3 (2010), 61-88; Larcher Pierre, ―Jihâd et salâm: Guerre et paix dans 

l‘islam, ou le point de vue du linguiste‖, Faire la guerre, faire la paix: Approches 

sémantiques et ambiguïtés terminologiques, ed. Isabelle Chave (Paris: Éditions du 

Comité des travaux historiques et scientifiques, 2012), 63-74. 
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which were revolutionary in both scope and impact, sought to elevate the 

nation by rooting out feudalism, patriarchy, and religious dogmatism, thereby 

laying the groundwork for a democratic, secular, and progressive republic. 

Shawqī‘s acknowledgment that he cannot enhance Atatürk‘s knowledge of 

Islam underscores the profound respect he holds for Atatürk‘s understanding 

of the faith, not as a tool for political maneuvering but as a source of ethical 

guidance and wisdom. Atatürk‘s leadership, in Shawqī‘s portrayal, transcends 

the conventional dichotomies of secular versus religious governance, 

illustrating a nuanced comprehension of Islam‘s ethical core and its relevance 

to modern statecraft. In essence, Shawqī‘s poetic homage to Atatürk weaves 

together the threads of valor, wisdom, and ethical governance, presenting a 

leader whose vision for Turkey was as grounded in the principles of peace and 

justice as it was in the aspirations for national rejuvenation and global respect. 

Through Shawqī‘s verses, Atatürk emerges not only as a figure of historical 

significance but as a paragon of leadership whose legacy continues to offer 

insights into the challenges of contemporary governance, the pursuit of peace, 

and the moral imperatives of leadership in an increasingly complex and 

tumultuous world. 

The poem progresses with additional verses by Aḥmad Shawqī as 

follows: 

َ كككككك م 11" وُ مِ لَككككككعم واَ حول م كككككك وِ يم هم م كَكككككذف  كككككك َ م مْ نَ َِ  . 

ككككِ يَ ظوككككاَ حلَ كككك و و    وِ ككككي هم م كَكككذف    ََ كككك م لَ م

   
عكَككككككككذف 12 نكككككككككاَ  وكككككككككط لكَككككككككساحَ   حهو وِ  .  تَككككككككك هميم 

كككك  م ِككككِ حَعا تو كككك  حل م مكككك و    َْ وْ حل  جككك بَ   وكككك

   
ككككككككك ا 13 فم لو َُ َِ لكَككككككككْم .  لََكككككككككي  ظَ ككككككككك  حلا ئوككككككككك ظ

كككككك و و    نكَككككك و حلصا مْ مُ كككككك و حل  َ ِّ ظَ ككككككع م  وَ  م

   
 . لكَكككككيم تَ  كَككككك و م َ ككككككَ سح م حل كَكككككس و  وككككككط  يََ   14

كككككككاو حضيََ و    كككككككِ  لَو وِ   وِّا  َ كككككككص َ َ ككككككك ح  

   
ككككككككككككليو  َ  كَكككككككككككَ مف 15 لو كككككككككككك بو حل و  عَ م لو  . تكَكككككككككككنيا

كككككك و    ََ كككككك َ حلَ ككككككع م  وككككككط لككككككساحَ  لول م َِ ا  َ 

   
لاََكككككككككذ  .  َ مكككككككككئم 16 مُ َِ  َِ ككككككككك كم  لو كَكككككككك     و كَككككككككسم   يم

لمككككام َِّ حلام مكككك و"   مُ  عَلكَكككص حلماَ َ ئوكككك و ظم منكَكككص حلم

   

―11. You granted them a truce sought from your sword, so grant them 

a truce from your decisive opinion. 

12. From you, at Lausanne, shaped by the malevolent serpents of war, 

a genius emerged (that is, İsmet İnönü). 

13. Deaf yet hears the secret of those plotting against him, and not 

distressed by the loud outcry of the angered. 

14. The aspirations of the people converge around a purpose, finding 

unity in the shared pursuit of a singular goal. 

15. Ankara dressed for the peace meeting, and the sword at Lausanne 

paved the way for speeches. 
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16. Therefore, say to the constructor with a statement: the foundation 

of the kingdom relies on battalions, not on books.‖
 92
 

 

In this segment of Aḥmad Shawqī‘s poetic tribute to the 

transformative period of Turkish history under the leadership of Mustafa 

Kemal Atatürk, the verses intricately weave the narrative of a nation emerging 

from the ravages of war towards the harbors of peace, diplomacy, and unity. 

Shawqī, through his masterful use of metaphor and allusion, captures the 

essence of a critical juncture in Turkish history, marked by the Treaty of 

Lausanne and the pivotal role played by figures like İsmet İnönü in negotiating 

the terms that would define modern Turkey‘s sovereignty and its place in the 

international community. The invocation of a truce ―sought from your sword‖ 

and subsequently from your ―decisive opinion‖ encapsulates the transition 

from military engagement to diplomatic negotiation, underscoring the 

multifaceted nature of leadership that balances the exigencies of war with the 

imperatives of peace. This duality reflects Atatürk‘s strategic acumen, where 

the battlefield victories laid the groundwork for diplomatic endeavors, 

signifying a leadership style that is both resilient and adaptable to the evolving 

dynamics of statecraft and international relations. The mention of İsmet İnönü 

as a ―genius emerged‖ in the context of the Lausanne negotiations serves to 

highlight the collective effort and intellectual rigor that underpinned the 

Turkish delegation‘s success in securing favorable outcomes for the fledgling 

republic. Shawqī‘s portrayal of İnönü, emblematic of wisdom and strategic 

foresight, exemplifies the critical role of diplomacy in navigating the 

―malevolent serpents of war‖, a metaphor for the complex and often 

treacherous terrain of post-war treaty negotiations. This depiction not only 

celebrates the achievements of individual leaders but also illuminates the 

broader theme of collective resolve and national unity in the face of adversity. 

In this portion of Aḥmad Shawqī‘s poem, the reference to İsmet İnönü, 

characterized by the phrase ―Deaf yet hears the secret of those plotting against 

him‖, intriguingly blends the literal with the metaphorical, offering a nuanced 

insight into İnönü‘s personal challenges and his exceptional capabilities as a 

statesman.
93

 This line subtly acknowledges İnönü‘s hearing impairments, yet it 

                                                            
92  Shawqī, Dīwān Shawqī: Tawthīq wa Tabwīb wa Sharḥ wa Ta‘qīb, 1/306-314. 
93  İsmet İnönü is renowned for his diligent work ethic. His hearing impairments 

occasionally presented challenges for him. Consequently, it has been documented 

that admirers such as Ahmet İzzet Pasha expressed profound affection and support 

by stating, ―If it were possible, I would give him my ears!‖ This sentiment 
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simultaneously elevates this perceived physical limitation to a symbol of his 

acute political acumen and perceptiveness. Shawqī artfully suggests that 

İnönü‘s impairment did not hinder his effectiveness; rather, it underscored his 

ability to discern and navigate the complex dynamics of political intrigue and 

negotiation. This portrayal enriches the poem‘s exploration of leadership and 

diplomacy, illustrating how personal adversities can be transcended and even 

transformed into assets within the realm of political strategy. İnönü‘s role in 

the negotiations at Lausanne, and by extension, in the shaping of modern 

Turkey‘s destiny, is depicted not merely as a triumph of diplomacy but as a 

testament to the resilience and depth of character. Shawqī, through this 

acknowledgment, not only humanizes İnönü but also amplifies his 

achievements, suggesting that true leadership is defined not by the absence of 

challenges but by the capacity to overcome them. 

The verses further delve into the theme of unity and purpose, 

suggesting that the aspirations of the Turkish people, galvanized around the 

singular goal of national sovereignty and peace, were instrumental in the 

country‘s rebirth. Shawqī‘s imagery of Ankara ―dressed for the peace meeting‖ 

and the ―sword at Lausanne paved the way for speeches‖ beautifully 

juxtaposes the symbols of war and diplomacy, underscoring the transformation 

of military victories into political and diplomatic achievements. This 

transformation is presented not as a renunciation of martial valor but as its 

culmination in the service of peace and nation-building. Shawqī‘s admonition 

to the ―constructor‖ to heed the statement that ―the foundation of the kingdom 

relies on battalions, not on books‖ serves as a poignant reminder of the 

tangible and often brutal realities that underlie the formation of a state. 

However, it also implicitly acknowledges the role of intellectual and 

ideological frameworks in guiding the principles of governance and leadership. 

This nuanced expression reflects Atatürk‘s comprehensive approach to nation-

building, where the military achievements were paralleled by an equally 

vigorous pursuit of educational, legal, and social reforms, aimed at laying the 

durable foundations of a modern, secular, and progressive republic. In essence, 

this segment of Shawqī‘s poem captures the delicate interplay between 

strength and diplomacy, unity and individual brilliance, in the narrative of 

Turkey‘s emergence as a sovereign nation. Through his evocative language 

                                                                                                                                               
underscores the deep respect and loyalty İnönü commanded among his 

contemporaries, highlighting the personal connections and the high esteem in which 

he was held, despite any physical limitations. See Neslihan Avcı, İsmet İnönü’nün 

Şahsi Hayatı, Askerliği ve Bibliyografyası (Bilecik: Bilecek Şeyh Edebalı 

Üniversitesi, Master‘s Thesis, 2022), 17. 
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and rich symbolic imagery, Shawqī not only pays homage to Atatürk and his 

compatriots but also offers a profound meditation on the themes of leadership, 

national identity, and the quest for peace in the aftermath of conflict. 

The narrative of Shawqī‘s poem advances with the subsequent lines: 

ككككككك17" َِ م و  وكككككككط   ككككككك   َْ لم وُ م َ لَ ككككككك   لو ككككككك َ  ي  . َِّ تلَم
َِ حل لَكَكككككككك و    ككككككككك وِ َِ منكككككككككص   نككككككككك هَميم  كككككككككَ  عو َْ  حل

   
نم كَكككك   حَ اكككككص ظاَمكككككسَ  لكَككككْم 18 وِ كككككَ   وكككككط   . َِّ َ عم

ككككك و    َِ حل م م ككككك وِ مُ و  َ  عمكككككس ف  َِ حلَ ككككك ككككك وِ  عمكككككس ف 

   
ي19 كككككككَ  م لو كَككككككسم   كمكككككككئَ عمككككككك اتو و ككككككك  حل و  َِ  َ . 

ككككككَ  و  وككككككط  مهمكككككك و    َِ حضَ م كككككك وِ  حَ اككككككص ظاَمس مككككككسح 

   
نم ََ كككذف . لكَككسم 21 َِ لمككك و   كَككك َ   وكككط حلناككك  و  م َ  حلم م

ككككككك م َ حلكككككككنَ م َ  م  وكككككككط حلَ تكَكككككك و    ملم  تََ ككككككك َ  و حضم

   
ككك  حََ ككك م ح21 َِ مِ  كَكك  مَو حلمعمس كَكك َ   وِ عَككك ككك  . لكَككي ظم م

َِ حلم مصَككككك و"   ككككك وِ ككككك  لَككككك  مسح  َِ كككككَ  و َ  َِ حل و  ككككك  وِ

   

―17. Seek not dominance for truth among nations; truth to them is a 

matter of supremacy. 

18. No good in a pulpit unless it has a shaft of spears or a blade of 

swords. 

19. And what use are weapons to a people if their entire arsenal is not 

prepared with virtues? 

20. Were there merit in fangs devoid of noble character, lions and 

wolves would share the same stature. 

21. What the Greek leaders amassed of weapons and forces availed 

them not.‖
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In this continuation of Aḥmad Shawqī‘s poetic exploration, the poet 

delves into the intricate relationship between power, truth, and moral virtue, 

weaving a complex narrative that challenges the conventional valorization of 

military might and national supremacy. Shawqī‘s discourse transcends a mere 

critique of power dynamics among nations to offer a profound meditation on 

the essence of true leadership and the foundational principles that should guide 

societies. The poet begins by cautioning against the pursuit of dominance as a 

means of establishing truth among nations, suggesting that for many, truth is 

conflated with supremacy. This perspective implicitly critiques the notion that 

might makes right, highlighting a philosophical stance that truth and justice 

should stand independent of power structures and not be subjected to them. 

Shawqī‘s assertion that ―truth to them is a matter of supremacy‖ serves as a 

critique of how nations often prioritize power over principles, distorting truth 

to serve their interests. Shawqī‘s skepticism extends to the symbolic and literal 

significance of the pulpit, traditionally a place of moral and spiritual guidance. 

He contends that without the backing of military might, represented by ―a shaft 
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of spears or a blade of swords‖, the pulpit‘s influence is diminished. This stark 

imagery juxtaposes the ideals of spiritual leadership with the pragmatic 

realities of political power, questioning the efficacy of moral authority in the 

absence of force. However, Shawqī does not advocate for the primacy of 

armed might. Instead, he questions the value of weapons in the absence of 

virtue, suggesting that a nation‘s true strength lies not in its arsenal but in its 

moral and ethical principles. This rhetorical question, ―And what use are 

weapons to a people if their entire arsenal is not prepared with virtues?‖ 

underscores the belief that material power is hollow without the foundation of 

noble character. 

It becomes evident that Shawqī‘s use of the metaphor involving lions 

and wolves subtly introduces a discourse on the nature of true nobility and 

merit. In the broader context of Shawqī‘s exploration of virtue versus physical 

might, this metaphor does not merely juxtapose two creatures of the wild 

renowned for their strength and ferocity. Instead, it intricately layers the 

discussion with a cultural and symbolic evaluation of these animals, suggesting 

a nuanced perspective on the values that society should esteem. In many 

cultures, the lion is revered not only for its physical prowess but also for its 

symbolic association with nobility, courage, and rightful leadership. This 

contrasts with the wolf, which, while also respected for its strength and social 

structure, often carries connotations of guile and predation. By invoking these 

two animals, Shawqī may be subtly distinguishing between forms of power 

and leadership that are based on brute force and those that are elevated by 

nobler virtues. This interpretation aligns with the preceding analysis, where 

Shawqī‘s narrative thread weaves through the concepts of power, truth, and 

moral virtue. The poet‘s reflection that ―Were there merit in fangs devoid of 

noble character, lions and wolves would share the same stature‖ can thus be 

understood as a critique of valuing mere aggression over ethical leadership and 

moral integrity. In this light, the lion‘s portrayal could symbolize a leader who 

embodies the highest ideals of courage and principled governance, as opposed 

to leadership that relies solely on dominance and fear, potentially represented 

by the wolf. Therefore, Shawqī‘s comparison transcends a simple parallel 

between two apex predators; it delves into the essence of what constitutes true 

greatness in leadership and character. This nuanced interpretation reinforces 

the poem‘s overarching message that true superiority and respect are earned 

through the cultivation of noble virtues and moral integrity, rather than through 

the exhibition of physical strength or the instillation of fear. The metaphor, 

thus, serves to amplify Shawqī‘s call for a reevaluation of the values that 

underpin leadership and societal esteem, advocating for a paradigm where 
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moral excellence and nobility of character are the ultimate benchmarks of 

merit. 

Lastly, Shawqī reflects on historical instances, possibly alluding to 

conflicts such as the Greco-Turkish War, where the accumulation of military 

assets did not guarantee victory. The mention of ―Greek leaders‖ and their 

futile amassing of weapons serves as a case study in the limitations of relying 

solely on physical might, reinforcing the poem‘s overarching thesis that true 

power is rooted in virtues and ethical conduct. Through this passage, Shawqī 

articulates a vision of society where strength is measured not by the capacity to 

subjugate others but by the commitment to truth, justice, and moral integrity. 

His critique of power for power‘s sake and his advocacy for a foundation of 

virtue in both individual and national character offer timeless insights into the 

nature of leadership and the values that should guide human societies. 

Shawqī‘s poetic discourse continues in the next sequence of verses: 

َ ككككككذ  22" مِ جَا كككككك  ش  ككككككع  حلصم  . َ تكَككككك كم مي آلو

نكَككككككككذو حلنَْكككككككككئو  َ  كَ ل من مكككككككككنو حلَ َ ككككككككك و     كَممام

   
يم 23 َ   اََ كَكككك و و جو لَككككك عَ  م لَككككك م   ظكَككككسم ل مككككك م  . لو

ككككككَ  و  و لككككككنهََ و    مْ و حضَ م كككككك َِ  وككككككط لم  كم وكككككك م

   
24ِّ َ َِ َِ كككككك يو ف  َ اَككككككْ ظ  ِكككككك  لَككككككَ  م  . 

كككككككككك مَ   و لاَككككككككككنو و    ِ و  َ   م م و َُ َ   وكككككككككك ل يم  كمكككككككككك  و

   
ُْكككككككس و تَ  و م ككككككك .  و ل و كككككككئو 25 َُ  َ حضَ كَكككككك و حل

 َ لَ كككككككككككَ  تَ  و م ككككككككككك   و ولكككككككككككي  َ ِّ لَ كَكككككككككك و   

   
26  ِ كككِ َ َ ككك وِ  َ  ِ كككِ  ظككك وِ وِ  َِ  كككط حو نكَككعم ككك وُ م  . جم

كككككككيو لا َ حل مكككككككَ  و    كككككككفَ حلكككككككنَ  ئو و  وكككككككط حلم مُ  جَ

   
لم كككككك   27 كككككك م  م مُ  .  ع كككككك  حَعكككككك مف لوَ كككككك    لكَكككككي ظَ

ككككككككككككككككفف لو َ عككككككككككككككككئ   كككككككككككككككك هوو   يو و    َُ َ َِ  َ 

   
َِ لََ ككك 28 مُ كككلوُع مِ حل  . لكككي ظََ كَككيو حل َُكككوَ جَ كَكك

وْ حلَ ككككنو و    وْ كككك   حَ اككككص حو َ لككككص لعَلم كككك  عَككككِ لم

   
ْككككك 29 َِ اِ حلعكَكككك َ   مكككككيا  اِ حلَ جككككك بَ َ كمككككك  . كمككككك

ظكَكككككك و    وِ َ ككككككك َ  حلَ كككككككا و َ حل  و   كككككككسيم حلعَ كككككككع

   
ككككككَ  حل مكككككك جم  لَكككككك       َُكككككك  َ جَكككككك  ح31 اُ  . تلََ

ككككككككِ    وِ ككككككككلَ و  َ  لَكككككككك َ و كَ لَ ككككككككع و   لمككككككككلاي  لول و

   
 .   اكككككككسح حل كَككككككسحَ  يَجككككككك ب   َ  تمككككككك لَ و َ مي31

ككككك و"   ََ كككككَ  حلنَ ككككك مو  اَ  كَكككك  لَككككك َ مَ حل َ  عَ م

   

―22. They left Asia Minor armed to the teeth, akin to a beehive or a 

bristling hedgehog. 

23. For the Turks, hours of patience during their calamity were 

inscribed in the annals of morality with gold. 

24. Costs and sacrifices neither screamed nor were they tainted by 

favoritism or corrupted by lies. 

25. Known by actions and praiseworthy outcomes, not merely by 

name or title. 

26. United in religion and homeland, like sacrifices made in the name 

of God and closeness to Him. 

27. In these (hours of patience), a vibrant life was preserved for a 

nation undimmed in spirit, and a bright future beckoned for a tribe rising anew. 
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28. The Muslims‘ eyes remained sleepless, vigilant through those 

(hours of patience), until (adversity‘s) night gave way to the dawn (of 

triumph). 

29. Those (hours of patience) embodied both hope and despair, until 

the light of certainty dispelled all shadows of doubt. 

30. The Turks sought means, finding none as effective as the sword for 

dignity or cause. 

31. They ventured into the recurrent war, hoping it would lead them to 

salvation, but it was the rock of ruin.‖
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In this passage from Aḥmad Shawqī‘s poem, the narrative progresses 

through a vivid portrayal of resilience, unity, and the intrinsic value of moral 

integrity amidst adversity. Shawqī employs a series of evocative metaphors 

and allusions to depict the tumultuous period experienced by the Turks, 

emphasizing their steadfastness, communal spirit, and the ethical dimensions 

that underscore their struggle for sovereignty and dignity. The initial verses 

of the poem vividly depict the Greeks as they vacate Asia Minor, portrayed 

with the imagery of being ―armed to the teeth‖, akin to a densely packed 

beehive or a defensively postured hedgehog. This metaphor captures the 

intense militarization and readiness of the Greek forces, painting a picture of 

their departure not as a retreat but as a heavily armed exodus. By comparing 

them to a beehive, the poet suggests a buzzing, frenetic activity, implying a 

sense of urgency and collective action in their withdrawal. The hedgehog 

imagery further emphasizes their defensive stance, suggesting that even in 

retreat, they were prepared for conflict, bristling with arms as a hedgehog 

with its spines in defense against predators. This portrayal conveys a 

nuanced understanding of the geopolitical tensions at the time, highlighting 

the Greeks‘ strategic withdrawal while fully equipped for combat, signifying 

the lingering threat and tension in the region. Such imagery not only reflects 

the physical state of armed readiness but also the psychological warfare of 

intimidation and deterrence, leaving behind an atmosphere charged with 

potential conflict. The poet‘s choice of metaphors enriches the narrative by 

illustrating the complex dynamics of power, defense, and survival strategies 

employed in the face of adversity, framing the Greeks‘ departure as a 

calculated move, laden with the potential for further engagements, rather 

than a simple withdrawal. 
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The depiction of the Greeks retreating ―armed to the teeth‖, likened 

to a beehive or a bristling hedgehog, carries deeper connotations when 

considered within the context of fear and the choice to avoid confrontation 

despite being fully armed. This imagery, while highlighting preparedness and 

defensiveness, also subtly reveals an underlying sense of vulnerability and 

caution. The comparison to smaller animals, known for their defensive but 

not offensive capabilities, suggests that the Greeks, despite their military 

readiness, chose withdrawal over engagement, possibly out of fear or 

recognition of the formidable challenges they faced. The metaphor of the 

beehive evokes the idea of a community intensely focused on preservation 

and defense, hinting at a collective decision to prioritize safety over 

confrontation. Bees, while capable of stinging, use this ability primarily as a 

defense mechanism, not for territorial expansion. Similarly, the hedgehog‘s 

spines serve as a deterrent rather than as tools for aggression. These 

comparisons imply that the Greeks‘ military posture was more about 

safeguarding what remained rather than pursuing further conflict, reflecting a 

strategic decision possibly rooted in the realization of the adverse odds they 

faced against the Turks. This strategic withdrawal, then, can be interpreted 

not just as a tactical maneuver but as a manifestation of prudence or fear, 

acknowledging the limits of their power and the potential cost of further 

engagement. It underscores a tension between the appearance of readiness 

for battle and the preference for avoidance, revealing the complexities of 

human behavior in wartime. The choice to retreat, even when armed, 

underscores a nuanced understanding of courage and fear, suggesting that 

true bravery sometimes lies in the recognition of when to step back, 

preserving life and resources for a future that holds uncertainty. In this light, 

the poet‘s use of small, defensively-oriented animals as metaphors enriches 

the narrative with layers of meaning, inviting reflection on the nature of 

conflict, the psychology of retreat, and the strategic calculations that inform 

decisions in times of crisis. It paints a picture of a moment when the instinct 

for survival overrides the impetus for confrontation, offering a poignant 

commentary on the human condition amidst the ravages of war. 

As the narrative unfolds, Shawqī highlights the ―hours of patience 

during their calamity‖, which were ―inscribed in the annals of morality 

with gold.‖ This phrase not only celebrates the resilience of the Turkish 

people during times of hardship but also elevates their endurance to a moral 

virtue, worthy of eternal remembrance. It reflects a period of intense trial 

where patience was not merely a passive waiting but an active, virtuous 

engagement with the challenges at hand. The poet further distances the 
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sacrifices made by the Turks from any notion of self-interest or deceit, 

stating that ―Costs and sacrifices neither screamed nor were they tainted by 

favoritism or corrupted by lies.‖ This line reinforces the theme of noble 

suffering, suggesting that the sacrifices made were genuine, selfless, and 

untainted by ulterior motives, highlighting an ethical conduct that 

transcends mere survival to embody a principled stand against adversity. 

Shawqī then moves beyond individual or isolated acts of valor to depict a 

collective identity ―Known by actions and praiseworthy outcomes, not 

merely by name or title.‖ This distinction between deeds and titles serves to 

critique superficial markers of identity or honor, advocating instead for a 

recognition based on tangible, ethical achievements and contributions to 

the collective well-being.  

The unity of religion and homeland is depicted as a binding force, 

likening the collective struggle to ―sacrifices made in the name of God and 

closeness to Him.‖ This analogy not only spiritualizes the national struggle 

but also frames it within a broader narrative of divine providence and moral 

duty, suggesting that their endurance and unity in the face of adversity are 

acts of faith as much as they are acts of patriotism. In the ensuing verses, 

Shawqī paints a picture of a nation ―undimmed in spirit‖, with a ―bright 

future‖ on the horizon. This optimistic outlook is juxtaposed with the vigilant 

―sleepless eyes‖ of the Muslims, emphasizing a collective resolve that 

remains unshaken despite the trials endured. The metaphorical ―night‖ of 

adversity giving way to the ―dawn of triumph‖ encapsulates a transition from 

despair to hope, underlined by a ―light of certainty‖ that dispels all doubts—a 

metaphorical representation of the eventual realization of aspirations and the 

overcoming of challenges through unwavering faith and determination. The 

concluding lines reflect on the means of achieving dignity and cause, 

identifying the sword as a necessary tool in the absence of other effective 

means. This acknowledgment of armed struggle is nuanced with a 

recognition of its costs, describing it as ―the rock of ruin.‖ This phrase 

suggests the heavy toll and potential for destruction inherent in war, even 

when pursued as a last resort for salvation. Through this passage, Shawqī 

crafts a narrative that is at once a testament to the resilience, unity, and moral 

integrity of the Turkish people and a reflective meditation on the broader 

themes of struggle, sacrifice, and the pursuit of dignity. 
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Shawqī‘s lyrical journey progresses through the following verses: 

  َ ككككك م عَلكَككككص  ملمكككككك   . لَككككك عنذَم لا لكَككككي تم 32"

ككككك   و َ لكَككككي تم لكَكككك م عَلكَككككص  م مككككك و      وكككككط حلم َ لو

   
َِ  حهكككككككك  َ  َ كككككككك لََ  33 َِ لا  كككككككك اِ  .  كَككككككك   َ

نم لَكَكككككككك و    مِ كككككككككِ لكككككككككسبو  وِ وِ ع  و كَككككككككذ   مْ ككككككككك   و

   
كككككِ  هَلو ككككك   نَََ ككككك 34 وِ  . َ ح  ككككك يَ يم ا  َ ككككك  

نم كَكككككك َ و    مِ كككككككِ تَ كككككككلعئو  وِ ككككككك و حككككككك    َ  كككككككِ كَعم  وِ

   
كككك  35 َِ ككككسش لَكككك َ   .  ظا  لو كككك بم لَكككك  يو َِ  كَكككك َ  

 َ  كَكككككك   َ َ َ  كَكككككك و حوو  ظكككككككَ   كككككككط حللََ ككككككك و   

   
ََ ككككك   36 يم حَ هككككك  تَ  كككككع م ككككك    م كَككككَ  م   يم اُ  . لَ

كككككككككككك و    ََ َْ اُ لكَكككككككككككذَ حل يم حَ م م  كَ  كَككككككككككك م  وعكَككككككككككك  تَ

   
ئوكككككن  37 َِ كككككي  َْكككككسَجَ حغجككككك  م ظسَ  . لَككككك َ م  و و

وِ    كككككع َْ كككككئا لككككك     وككككك حعط حل نمَ كككككنو و"ظككككك  ام  مِ

   

―32. God‘s vessels stood steadfast, their nails and ropes unwavering, 

their timbers undefeated by the storms. 

33. God secured its passage and replaced its dire fate with a favorable 

outcome… 

34. …And chose its captain from its people, thus it was saved from the 

scheming of the guardian and the deceit of the envoy. 

35. The water of Sakarya was nothing but Hellfire, overwhelming, 

drowning the Greeks in flames. 

36. When its fire sought them as fuel, their leadership was but bearers 

of firewood. 

37. On that day, their fates steered them towards you. How misguided 

they were, heedlessly rushing towards the call of death.‖
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In the specified verses of Aḥmad Shawqī‘s poem, the imagery and 

metaphors deeply resonate with themes of resilience, divine intervention, and 

the ultimate triumph of the Turkish forces during a critical period of their 

history. These verses employ nautical allegory, Qur‘anic references, and vivid 

descriptions of battle to convey the moral and spiritual fortitude of the Turks, 

leading to their adversaries‘ downfall. The poem employs the metaphor of 

ships as a powerful symbol of the Turkish nation‘s resilience and 

steadfastness. These ―vessels‖, described with their ―nails and ropes 

unwavering‖ and ―timbers undefeated by the storms‖, serve as a potent 

allegory for the Turkish people‘s indomitable spirit in the face of adversity. 

This imagery conjures the notion of a ship braving the tempestuous seas, a 

metaphor for the tumultuous times faced by the Turks. The steadfastness of the 

―nails and ropes‖ and the resilience of the ―timbers‖ against the storms 

symbolize the unyielding determination and unity of the Turkish people to 
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withstand the external pressures and internal turmoil that threatened their 

existence. 

The divine favor is a recurrent theme in Shawqī‘s portrayal, suggesting 

that the Turks‘ perseverance and unity were underpinned by a higher 

protection. The phrase ―God secured its passage and replaced its dire fate with 

a favorable outcome‖ suggests that the eventual Turkish victory was not 

merely a result of military strategy or leadership but was also divinely 

ordained. The selection of a ―captain from its people‖ underscores the idea that 

leadership, imbued with the qualities of the collective, plays a crucial role in 

navigating through challenges, with a divine endorsement that shields against 

both external and internal treacheries. The transition to the historical context of 

the Battle of Sakarya is marked by a stark shift in imagery, from the allegorical 

to the vividly literal. Shawqī describes the battlefield as ―the water of Sakarya 

was nothing but Hellfire‖, a powerful image that brings to mind the ferocity 

and devastation of the conflict. This depiction is not merely a recounting of 

historical events but serves to highlight the divine justice meted out against the 

aggressors. The reference to the Qur‘an in the portrayal of the Greeks as 

―bearers of firewood‖ invokes the imagery from Surah Masad, symbolizing the 

futility and self-destruction of those who oppose the righteous path.
97

 This 

allusion enriches the narrative with a layer of moral condemnation against the 

Greek forces, portraying their defeat as a foregone conclusion, destined by 

their hubris and aggression. The culmination of these verses in the depiction of 

the Greeks as heedlessly rushing towards their doom reinforces the theme of 

divine justice and the inevitable downfall of those who embark on a path of 

aggression and deceit. Shawqī‘s poetic narrative transcends a mere historical 

account, embedding within it a profound commentary on the moral and 

spiritual dimensions of conflict. The use of Qur‘anic references and metaphors 

serves not only to elevate the Turks‘ struggle and victory but also to situate it 

within a broader cosmic and moral framework, where righteousness and divine 

will ultimately prevail. 
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In the verses that ensue, Aḥmad Shawqī expands upon his initial 

themes: 

كككك َ ح حلم 38" َِ ككككئا لا ِكككك  عَ كَككك  ح.  َْ   م ككككسيَ  َ

كككككككككككككككَ  و    عَس وعاكككككككككككككككذَ حل ا َِ ككككككككككككككك لواَ  و م   وِّ  

   
ي39 مِ يَ ضو لَ لَككككككك و و ككككككك وِ ككككككك همي   . كَككككككك م ف تَ َ ا

 َ  َ كككككك َ م حلككككككَ  ضو ِكككككك   لَ كككككك جَ  ككككككط حلامككككككَ  و   

   
ُلاََككككككذ  41 َِ وْ  ككككككسح و حل ملكككككك ككككككنسح لول ا  . همككككككي حَ ا

كككككِ    وِ ككككك مَو حللاعمككككك و  َ م  مِ لو م ككككك ككككك و وِ وْ حضَ و ككككك علو   و

   
 . َ  َ َ ككككككككك  ح  ملَهَكككككككككذ  لولَ كككككككككع و   تولكَككككككككذ  41

جَ  كككككككط حغجككككككك  و لكَككككككي ظكَكككككك م و    كككككككِ تنَكَككككككلَا َِ  َ 

   
ككككي42 ظ م  و و  . اَككككئا حضَِعكككك م كَُكككك  اَككككئا حلككككسَاو

ككككككك و    وِ  َ ُككككككك همي َ لكَككككككي ظصَم كككككككَ ح عَ ككككككك  حل ا  كو

   
ككككككككك   43 مُ  لَو ككككككككك   ككككككككك بح  و َُ  . تَ   َ ككككككككك همي كَ

و    َِ حضَِكككككككككك  وط  كككككككككك كككككككككك و  وِ مِ م لَو  َ حضحَكككككككككك  و 

   
ككككككذف  هََ كَككككك م 44 اِ م ككككككَ  تلَ ككككككص  َ  حكككككك      . َ كَعم

كككككلَو و"   َْ نككككك َ حلْككككك  و و حل وِ عو ككككك اظ وِ او كككككلَ عَ  حو

   

―38. They laid down their bridges, but God dissolved their plots, 

leaving them to paths (that led to a demise reminiscent) of Pharaoh‘s, 

(swallowed by the sea). 

39. Distress engulfed them due to the counsel of their leaders, and the 

most ominous counsel was what threw you into hardship. 

40. They fashioned a realm for the unsuspecting, fortified like the 

lion‘s mane or its dense, thorny lair. 

41. They created a fatal amusement for the army, and whoever roamed 

in the wilderness did not return. 

42. The prince lost his way as did the minister; both mirages left them 

parched, never satisfied. 

43. They were pulled in different directions by varying hopes and 

dreams, intermixed. 

44. How can a nation find success when it has split into opposing 

factions at the time of trial?‖
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In this segment of Aḥmad Shawqī‘s poem, the poet delves into the 

intricacies of human ambition, leadership, and the consequences of divisive 

strategies, employing rich metaphors and historical allusions to deepen the 

narrative‘s impact. Shawqī artfully navigates through the themes of divine 

intervention, the futility of ill-conceived plots, and the inherent vulnerability of 

a disunited polity, offering a profound meditation on the dynamics of power 

and the human condition. The passage begins with a vivid depiction of human 

endeavors to secure victory through strategic planning and infrastructure, 

symbolized by the laying down of bridges. However, these human efforts are 

contrasted with divine will, which nullifies their plots and steers them towards 
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a fate similar to that of Pharaoh, a reference that evokes the story of Exodus 

where Pharaoh‘s arrogance and defiance of divine commandments led to his 

downfall. This analogy not only highlights the theme of hubris but also the 

inevitable failure of those who oppose divine justice. The invocation of 

Pharaoh‘s demise, as mentioned by Aḥmad Shawqī, serves as a compelling 

allegorical bridge to the narrative of the Greeks‘ escape from the Turks across 

the sea, a story deeply embedded in Turkish cultural memory. This connection 

not only enriches the poem‘s thematic depth but also aligns with a broader 

historical and cultural context, resonating with symbolic meanings of justice, 

divine intervention, and the ultimate futility of opposing a righteous cause. 

In the Quranic account, Pharaoh‘s arrogance and refusal to heed divine 

warnings led to his downfall when he pursued Moses and the Israelites, only to 

be swallowed by the Red Sea.
99

 This story is emblematic of the triumph of 

faith and divine will over tyranny and oppression. Similarly, the narrative of 

the Greeks‘ flight, particularly during the Greco-Turkish War (1919-1922), 

culminating in their retreat across the sea, echoes themes of overreach and the 

eventual retreat of an invading force in the face of determined resistance. The 

Turkish victory and the Greeks‘ withdrawal are celebrated in Turkish history 

as a moment of national resilience and liberation, mirroring the moral and 

spiritual victory represented by the story of Pharaoh‘s defeat. Shawqī‘s 

reference to Pharaoh, therefore, does not merely serve as a historical allusion 

but as a metaphorical framework that draws a parallel between ancient tyranny 

and modern conflict, suggesting that the forces of arrogance and invasion are 

ultimately doomed to failure when confronted with united and righteous 

opposition. The poet‘s use of this analogy implicitly elevates the Turkish 

struggle to a cosmic battle between good and evil, where divine justice 

prevails, and the aggressors are led to a path of ruin, much like Pharaoh‘s army 

was drowned. 

Furthermore, this connection underscores the cyclical nature of 

history, where the themes of hubris, divine retribution, and the eventual 

triumph of justice recur across epochs and cultures. By weaving the narrative 

of the Greeks‘ flight over the sea with the tale of Pharaoh, Shawqī not only 

pays homage to the resilience and unity of the Turkish people but also situates 

their struggle within a larger, transcendent narrative of moral and spiritual 

vindication. In doing so, Shawqī‘s poem transcends the specific historical 

context of the Greco-Turkish War, offering timeless insights into the human 

condition, the dangers of overreaching ambition, and the enduring power of 
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faith and collective will in shaping the course of history. This intertextual 

dialogue between ancient scripture and contemporary events enriches the 

poem‘s narrative, making it a profound meditation on the themes of leadership, 

morality, and the indomitable spirit of a people united in defense of their 

homeland. 

The poet then addresses the consequences of following misguided 

leadership, suggesting that the distress experienced by the people is a direct 

result of adhering to the ominous counsel of their leaders. This insight into 

leadership and its impact on the collective fate of a community underscores the 

critical role of wise and virtuous guidance in navigating the challenges of life 

and governance. Further expanding on this theme, Shawqī employs the 

metaphor of a realm fashioned for the unsuspecting, likening it to a lion‘s 

mane or a dense, thorny lair. This imagery serves to illustrate the false sense of 

security and the perilous nature of environments created by deceitful leaders, 

where the unsuspecting are lured into danger, from which escape is impossible. 

The reference to the lion‘s mane and thorny lair conveys both the allure and 

the lurking threats within systems built on deception and exploitation. The 

narrative continues with the portrayal of the prince and the minister as figures 

who, despite their positions of authority, succumb to the illusions of their 

ambitions, leaving them parched and unsatisfied. This part of the poem 

suggests that even those at the helm of leadership are not immune to the 

delusions of power and the mirages of success, which ultimately lead to their 

downfall. Shawqī then shifts focus to the fragmentation of the nation, 

presenting a rhetorical question that challenges the possibility of success for a 

community divided against itself at critical moments of trial. This rhetorical 

strategy emphasizes the poem‘s overarching message about the importance of 

unity and collective resilience in the face of adversity. 

Moving forward, Aḥmad Shawqī extends the discussion of his original 

themes: 

ككككككَ   تَوككككككط   َ عكككككك و  ض َ كككككك َ   45"  . اَحَ ككككككَ  اَحم

َ ككككك و    هككككك  و َ ِّ يو ككككك   عَلكككككص حل و  عَلكَككككص حلسو

   
مِ كككككككككك جَذ  46 ككككككككككس و  ظكككككككككك  و حل م ي  و ل و  .  كَكككككككككنَ  م م

ككك َ حل اككك ش  كككط حل كَككعوو َ حلعلَكَكك و    َِ  ملم ككك لم وُ مْ  ظَ

   
ي47 َِ كككككككك  ولو و ي  كَكككككككنح سح عَككككككككِ   . هَ اكككككككك م عَلكَكككككككع و

 َ حلككككككمال م  ككككككط  ملكَكككككئو حضجَ كككككك  و لكَكككككي ظكَكككككنم و   

   
يم 48 ي َ  لَككككككككككك َ م ككككككككككك  لَككككككككككك عََ  جَنكَكككككككككك حَعم و اُ  . لَ

َِ حلَ عمكككككك و    كككككك وِ ككككككذ  َ كككككك  ص  َْ   كككككك ي ح  و جَنو

   
مِ  َ كَككككككككئ  49 ككككككككك حيم  كَكككككككك لَ ص كمكككككككككئَ   . جَككككككككك ا حل و

كككككككككككك و    مْ َ و مِ ككككككككككككص كمككككككككككككئَ    نَ تكَكككككككككككْم َ تََ ل و

   
َْ سح  وكككط 51 َِ ِككك  ح مَ ككك ككك ككك   عََ ككك   . ظكَكك  حم م وَ ن َِ 

َْ و"   نَ ككككك مِ  َِ وْ حم ككككك كككككذم  عككككك َُ  تمككككك عص حلَ لَظ

   

―45. You advanced without mercy on the valleys, nor gentleness on 

the plateaus. 
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46. You launched them with fierce gales, carrying the lions of the 

battlefield, with swords gleaming and armor impenetrable. 

47. They melted away from their strongholds, while the snow atop 

mountains did not melt. 

48. When you broke their wings and hearts, they flew in various 

directions out of fear. 

49. The retreat hastened, each prisoner dropped his weapon, and every 

bag carrier abandoned his load. 

50. How beautiful was their withdrawal in an astonishing manner, a 

retreat that was called a graceful defeat.‖
 100
 

 

In this excerpt from Aḥmad Shawqī‘s poem, the narrative 

meticulously unfolds the valorous endeavors of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk and 

his forces, capturing the essence of their indomitable spirit during a pivotal 

moment in history. Shawqī, through his evocative language and rich imagery, 

not only commemorates the strategic genius and unwavering resolve of 

Mustafa Kemal but also encapsulates the transformative impact of his 

leadership on the course of the conflict. This analysis delves into the poet‘s 

portrayal of the battle, highlighting the thematic elements of courage, strategic 

acumen, and the profound influence of leadership in shaping the destiny of a 

nation. The verse commences with a depiction of an unyielding advance 

against the enemy, emphasizing the lack of mercy and gentleness as a 

reflection of the strategic necessity rather than mere aggression. This approach 

underscores the gravity of the situation and the resolve required to confront 

and overcome the adversities faced. By highlighting this relentless push 

against the valleys and plateaus, Shawqī captures the comprehensive and 

determined effort led by Mustafa Kemal to reclaim and secure the terrain, 

pivotal for the strategic advantage and ultimate victory. 

The imagery of ―fierce gales, carrying the lions of the battlefield‖ 

further enriches the narrative, portraying Mustafa Kemal‘s forces as not just 

soldiers but as emblematic lions—symbols of bravery, strength, and nobility. 

The mention of ―swords gleaming and armor impenetrable‖ serves to 

underscore the preparedness and formidable nature of the forces under 

Mustafa Kemal‘s command. This metaphorical representation not only 

celebrates their martial prowess but also conveys the moral and spiritual 

fortitude that characterized their campaign. As the poem progresses, Shawqī 
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vividly describes the enemy‘s disintegration—―They melted away from their 

strongholds‖—a powerful metaphor illustrating the effect of Mustafa 

Kemal‘s strategies on the opposing forces. Unlike the enduring snow atop 

mountains, the enemy‘s resolve and defensive positions could not withstand 

the assault led by Mustafa Kemal, highlighting the transitory nature of their 

power in contrast to the enduring and indomitable spirit of Kemal‘s forces. 

The subsequent verses depict the aftermath of the confrontation, where the 

enemy‘s flight and disarray are palpable—―When you broke their wings and 

hearts, they flew in various directions out of fear.‖ This imagery not only 

signifies the physical defeat of the enemy forces but also their moral and 

psychological collapse. The breaking of wings and hearts metaphorically 

represents the shattering of their will and the dispersal of their forces, 

underscoring the comprehensive victory achieved under Mustafa Kemal‘s 

leadership. Shawqī concludes this segment with a reflection on the retreat, 

termed as ―beautiful‖ and ―a graceful defeat‖. This paradoxical appreciation 

of the enemy‘s withdrawal serves to highlight the magnanimity of victory 

under Mustafa Kemal‘s guidance. 

Shawqī further develops his thematic exploration in the verses that 

follow: 

وْ 51" كككككككَ   وككككككك اَ ككككككك   حََ  ُ  . لكَككككككي ظكَكككككك ميو   ئوككككككك مهميم لَ

كككِ لككك َ      وِ كككِ لَككك َ و هَ ََكككَ   وِ ئكككَ     َ  جو

   
وْ 52 اَ وككككككككك  .  ََ نتكَككككككككْم َ هكككككككككسَ  كككككككككط تكَكككككككك  ع و  م

ككككككككذَ حلَ ككككككككَ  و    اَ   لَكَكككككككي تكَككككككك ويا َ ك  كَككككككك   م

   
ككككككِ جَ كَكككككئ  53 وِ ككككككِ لَكككككك ئ  َ  وِ ككككككخم   . تولككككككاَ حل َ حلو

مِ  كَكككك و و    كككككَ   ن ككككك  َ عم وِ كككككَ  ِككككك  كككككك َ     َ ا م

   
َِ ككككككك و م  54 َِ حل كككككككسِّ و  ككككككك وِ  . َ عكككككككئم حلَ لكككككككس و 

ككككِ عَصَكككك و َ لكككك ئو م    وِ ككككِ لَْككككي  َ  وِ  حلَ عككككئو 

   
ككككككككع  م  و كككككككك 55 ككككككككس م حل حلو  .  َ وككككككككط لعَكككككككك    تَ م

مَككك و"   ككك    ولكككص  م مَ كككِ  م وِ كككفم حضيَلَ  ََ  َ تَ َ

   

―51. Their leader was bewildered, not knowing if you descended from 

the slopes or emerged from the valleys. 

52. You caught him while he was planning his strategy, which was not 

completed and turned out to be a plan to flee. 

53. Those miles of plain and mountain, you brought what was distant 

within reach. 

54. The cavalry of the Messenger (Prophet) was of steel origin, and the 

rest of the horses from flesh and sinew. 

55. In nights they roam, traversing the earth from mountain to 

mountain, from pole to pole.‖
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In the selected verses from Aḥmad Shawqī‘s poem, the poet 

masterfully interweaves historical narrative, spiritual allegory, and vivid 

imagery to convey a multifaceted portrayal of military strategy, divine 

providence, and the valorous spirit of the combatants involved. The opening 

lines depict a scene of strategic disorientation faced by the opposing leader, a 

metaphorical representation that extends beyond mere military tactics to touch 

upon themes of existential uncertainty and the futility of opposing a divinely 

ordained destiny. Shawqī uses the imagery of an adversary unaware of whether 

the attack comes from the slopes or valleys, a depiction that evokes the 

unpredictable nature of fate and the strategic prowess of the forces led by 

Mustafa Kemal Atatürk. This scene is not just a literal recounting of battlefield 

maneuvers but also a symbolic representation of the larger cosmic battle 

between right and wrong, where the path of righteousness remains inscrutable 

to those not aligned with it. The narrative progresses to highlight the 

incomplete strategies of the enemy, which culminate in a hastily devised plan 

of retreat. This moment captures the precipice of failure, where the lack of 

foresight and the absence of a coherent plan underscore a deeper moral and 

spiritual unpreparedness. Shawqī subtly critiques the reliance on temporal 

power and cunning, which ultimately proves ineffectual against a force that is 

both spiritually endorsed and strategically superior. The poet then expands the 

canvas to the vast terrains over which these battles are fought, symbolizing the 

extensive reach and the unyielding perseverance of Mustafa Kemal‘s forces. 

By bringing what was distant within reach, Shawqī alludes to the remarkable 

feats of endurance and determination, characteristics that transcend the 

physical realm to hint at a spiritual journey. This journey is not merely about 

conquering geographical distances but about bridging the gap between human 

ambition and divine will. 

In a profound shift of perspective, Shawqī introduces the metaphor of 

the ―cavalry of the Messenger (Prophet)‖, likening Mustafa Kemal‘s forces to 

a divinely inspired legion. This comparison elevates the narrative from a 

historical recounting to a spiritual epic, where the soldiers are not mere mortals 

but embodiments of a higher purpose. The distinction between the cavalry of 

steel origin and the horses of flesh and sinew serves to differentiate between 

the transcendent, possibly invincible nature of the former, and the mortality of 

the latter. This contrast not only glorifies the spiritual stature of Mustafa 

Kemal‘s forces but also reflects on the concept of divine intervention in human 

affairs. The concluding lines of this passage, depicting the nocturnal 

wanderings of these forces from one geographic extremity to another, 

encapsulate the essence of the divine odyssey undertaken by Mustafa Kemal 
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and his army. The imagery of traversing the earth under the cover of darkness 

speaks to the relentless pursuit of their goal, undeterred by physical constraints 

and guided by a celestial navigation. This nocturnal imagery can also be 

interpreted as a metaphor for the spiritual enlightenment that guides the 

righteous through the darkness of ignorance and adversity. Throughout this 

segment of Shawqī‘s poem, the interplay between historical events, spiritual 

allegory, and poetic imagery crafts a narrative that transcends the mere 

recounting of military exploits. It elevates the struggles of Mustafa Kemal 

Atatürk and his forces to a cosmic plane, where the battles fought are not just 

for territorial sovereignty but for the affirmation of a higher moral and spiritual 

order. 

Aḥmad Shawqī extends his poetic journey with the verses that follow: 

َُ   وككككككئو لكَكككككي56"  . لَككككككئ حلشَكككككك َ   و كككككك :  ضََ حل

صكككككس و حلككككك   و لكَككككي تمَوككككك و    ككككك   َ  ضََ حم مَ و  تَ

   
ِعكككككَ  ِّ  لَََلكَكككك م 57  . آلكَكككك م لكَككككئوِ لكَككككي تكَكككك و م  اَم

ككككككسحه  َ ِّ حَلاكككككك  عَلككككككص عم مكككككك و     ِكككككك ب  لو

   
ككككك م م 58 لمككككك ف . َ حلصا   ع ككككك  َ  كككككط  م لككككك  و    م

 تسَحيَ كككككككسجم  َ كككككككك    وككككككككط حلكككككككك ا م و  َ كككككككك َ  َ و   

   
كككككك َ 59 لو كككككك متمي عَلككككككص  عَم ح و كككككك   م لو كككككك   م َُ  . كَ

ككك  و ِّ  كككط   حَكككذو حلَ حَككك و    َْ   كككط لككك حَذو حل

   
 . حَ  ككككص َ لَ ككككَ  عَلككككص  اَِعككككَ   ككككط  لَكَكككا  61

ا عَلكككص حل مككك م و    مُ ككك وْ حلكككنو ك و لكَككي ظَ م كككِ    وككك  وِ

   
كككككْم 61 ام ككككك   َ  كَككككَ  حل ككككك يظخم ظَ م و كو سم َِ  .  وكككككط 

ي َ لكَكككككي ظمكككككك و و"   مِ   لَكَكككككيم ظماَككككككن و  َ لكَكككككي ظكَكككككنم

   

―56. Ask the darkness about them: Which of the strongholds did not 

leap up, and which of the Roman forts did not surge forth? 

57. If they had not intended for Izmir, no other water would have 

descended, nor would it have settled on the grass. 

58. And patience in them and in their knights was a trait inherited from 

father to son in times of alarm. 

59. As you were born upon its crests, born in the arena of war, not in 

the expanse of leisure. 

60. Until you appeared over Izmir in an orbit, from whose brilliance 

the comets did not overshadow.  

61. In a procession, history stood presenting it, neither denying nor 

discrediting nor doubting.‖
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In this part of Aḥmad Shawqī‘s poem, the narrative focus shifts to an 

exaltation of the Turks, particularly highlighting their historical confrontations 

and victories over the Byzantines. Shawqī, through his evocative and rich 

poetic language, not only recounts the martial achievements of the Turks but 
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also imbues these events with a sense of historical destiny and valor that 

transcends the mere act of warfare. The poet‘s inquiry to the darkness about 

the reaction of strongholds and Roman (Byzantine) forts to the Turks‘ presence 

is not merely rhetorical but serves to underscore the pervasive impact of 

Turkish conquests. This imagery suggests that the very essence of the night, a 

time of concealment and uncertainty, bears witness to the irrevocable changes 

wrought by Turkish victories. The strongholds and forts, symbols of Byzantine 

power and resistance, are personified as entities startled into acknowledgment 

of the Turks‘ unstoppable force. 

The segment focusing on Izmir—a city with deep historical and 

strategic relevance—highlights the profound influence of Turkish 

determination and resilience. The poet suggests a meaningful connection 

between divine will and the Turkish efforts, particularly in their defense of 

Izmir against external aggressions. The imagery involving water, which 

ostensibly neither descends from the heavens nor settles upon the earth, serves 

as a metaphor for the broader implications of human action guided by intention 

and virtue. This poetic depiction implies that the natural order itself, 

symbolized through the cycle of rain essential for life‘s sustenance, is 

intrinsically linked to the moral and honorable deeds of the Turkish people. 

The safeguarding of Izmir is portrayed not just as a mere triumph in battle but 

as an act with cosmic significance, implying that the righteousness of their 

cause could influence the very course of nature. 

Patience and endurance, highlighted as inherited virtues, not only paint 

the Turks as inheritors of a proud tradition of resilience but also as custodians 

of a legacy that has withstood the test of time and conflict. This 

intergenerational passage of valor serves to link the present with the past, 

framing the Turks‘ military endeavors as part of a continuum of historical 

significance. The emergence of the Turks over Izmir, described in celestial 

terms, elevates their victory to a cosmic event. This not only signifies the 

magnitude of their achievement but also aligns it with a sense of divine or 

fated prominence. The brilliance of their victory outshining comets suggests an 

achievement so significant that it commands attention not just on earth but in 

the heavens, marking a moment of triumph that is both historical and mythic. 

Shawqī‘s reference to history‘s procession, presenting the Turkish victories 

without denial or discredit, affirms the indelible mark these events have left on 

the canvas of history. This acknowledgment by history itself serves not just as 

a validation of Turkish endeavors but also as an assurance of their lasting 

legacy. 
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The narrative unfolds further as Aḥmad Shawqī shares the next 

segment of his poem: 

و يح وصَككككككذف 62" كككككك   َْ  . ظكَكككككسم ف كَ كَككككك ي   ََ عككككككئم حل

مْ و    كككككك ع و َ َ عككككككئم لا  وككككككط حل مكككككك  عَلككككككص حلصا

   
حبم  حيو كَككككككككككذف 63 لم ككككككككككك  َ ككككككككككك ا  .  مككككككككككك   تمشَل و

 حل كككككككككككس و َ حلككككككككككك ظ   و َ حل كَككككككككككنَ و   
ظاككككككككككذم   َ يو

   
َِ حلشَ كَكككك و حل ككككك لط 64 ككككك وِ كككككذف .  َ كككككسش  َْ َ  ا  مِ

ككككِ لَككككاَ مو حلناصَكككك و    وِ َ مو حلناصكككك و ِّ  ككككِ لَككككام  وِ

   
ككككِ اَ كَككك   65 وِ لَ ِكككك  لكَكككي تكَكككنَ    . تمككككنكَ و م حضيَم

نَ ككككككاو و    مِ ككككككام و  ككككككِ جَنَ كككككك  و حل ا وِ وُ ككككككاو   كَ ل

   
تاكككككككك َ َ 66  . حَ  ككككككككص تَ كككككككك لص  َ ح م حل كَككككككك  و  َ و

ككككط  و ح حولكككك سَلص عَلككككص حل صََكككك و"   َ ل و مُ  َِ ككككطَ حل

   

―62. A day like (the Battle of) Badr, where the horses of truth danced 

upon the ground, and God‘s horses were in the clouds. 

63. Noble steeds, marked with white on their foreheads, renowned for 

their quality, under banners so pure, with edges that seemed to be touched by 

sweetness. 

64. Intoxicated with the high triumph, not from the intoxication of toil 

but from the victory‘s exhilaration. 

65. Reminding the earth of what it had not forgotten, like musk 

flowing from the sides of al-Sakb, the Prophet‘s horse. 

66. Eventually, the call of victory (adhān al-fatḥ) elevated, proceeding 

with the deliberation akin to that of a race-winning horse seizing its reward.‖
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In the passage presented, Aḥmad Shawqī artfully weaves historical 

resonance with evocative imagery to celebrate a moment of triumph, drawing 

parallels between contemporary victories and the illustrious past of Islamic 

conquests. The poet invokes the Battle of Badr, a seminal event in Islamic 

history, as a metaphorical backdrop to the narrative, suggesting that the valor 

and divine favor witnessed during the early days of Islam continue to manifest 

in contemporary struggles and victories. This comparison elevates the 

described victory beyond mere military success, imbuing it with a sense of 

divine approval and historical continuity. The vivid depiction of ―horses of 

truth‖ dancing upon the ground, juxtaposed with the divine presence of ―God‘s 

horses‖ in the clouds, creates a powerful image of earthly battles being 

mirrored by celestial approval. This imagery not only glorifies the warriors on 

the ground but also suggests their actions are in alignment with a higher, 

divine purpose. The noble steeds, marked with white—symbols of purity and 

valor—are celebrated not just for their physical attributes but for their 

participation in a cause that is both just and holy. 
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The reference to intoxication with triumph, distinct from the exhaustion 

of toil, speaks to the spiritual and emotional uplift that victory brings. It‘s an 

intoxication that stems not from physical exertion but from the joy and pride of 

achieving something great, a sentiment that transcends the battlefield to touch 

upon the essence of human endeavor and aspiration. Shawqī further enriches this 

narrative by invoking the memory of al-Sakb, the Prophet Muhammad‘s horse, 

drawing a direct line from the Prophet‘s era to the present. This is not just a 

victory in a physical sense but a reaffirmation of faith, a reminder of the 

Prophet‘s legacy that continues to inspire and guide. The mention of musk 

flowing from the sides of al-Sakb metaphorically suggests that the essence and 

purity of the Prophet‘s message continue to flow and influence the world, as 

does the legacy of those who follow in his path. The culmination of this passage 

with the call of victory (adhān al-fatḥ) symbolizes not just a call to celebrate a 

military victory but a call to recognize a moment of divine favor and historical 

significance. It is akin to the triumphant horse in a race, seizing its reward with 

deliberation and purpose, a metaphor for the deliberate and guided actions of 

those who strive in the path of righteousness and truth. 

Shawqī‘s poem evolves further with the ensuing excerpts: 

ض َ تَ نوئكَكككككككككذ  67" عاككككككككككذ   ظََ كككككككككك  حل كَككككككككك او وْ  . تَ

وْ كَكككككككككك و      وْظكَككككككككككذو حل كَكككككككككك  و تَ م كَككككككككككص آظكَككككككككككذم حل

   
كككككككككِ  نَككككككككك ب  ِّ كو ككككككككك بَ لكَككككككككْم . 68 وِ  َ  عَ وُككككككككك   

كككككككككك و    ككككككككككِ  لَككككككككككْ  واَ حلنم م وِ   وِّا حل َ ََ كككككككككك م 

   
ككككككككي69 َِ  و ح حَككككككككئا حلكككككككك َ بم  و و كككككككك  و ظ  . حلصا

وْ  ككككككط حلنمككككككسَ و    كككككك  كَ للاعكككككك و عَككككككوا عَلككككككص    عَم

   
نككككككك و  ل كككككككنَ مي71 َِ لمكككككككعسَ  حل و لع  . َ حل ككككككك عو

َِ  وككككككككككك َ  ح و حل نَككككككككككك     كككككككككككلو َ حلاككككككككككك تو ع  حل ا

   
كَ مكككككْم 71 َِ م نككككك هَميم  و لصَككككك  و  ككككك م م عو  . ِّ حلصا

لكَككككككك و    ََ مُ كككككككك َ م   عَلككككككككص حل ْكككككككك  م  و مُ  َ ِّ حل

   
جكككك  م  و ككككك 72 صكككك ئو م  و  ظم ِكككككط حل و َُ  . َ ِّ حل

  و كككككككككك تو     و ح حضَ كككككككككك  م لكَكككككككككي تمصَكككككككككك و"  

   

―67. Greetings to you, oh Conqueror (Ghāzī), and congratulations with 

a sign of victory that remains the epoch‘s sign. 

68. Yours is a commendation unmatched, save for the awe inspired by 

your valiant fellows. 

69. The patient ones, when calamity befell them, like a lion biting on 

its fangs in adversity. 

70. Making the swords of India their tongues, and writing with the tips 

of their long spears.  

71. For them, the difficult was not insurmountable, nor was the 

impossible too stubborn to be sought. 

72. For them, even the gravest of misfortunes wielded no fatal blow, 

provided their integrity remained untouched.‖
 104
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In this section of Aḥmad Shawqī‘s poem, the poet shifts from narrative 

recounting to direct address, celebrating the triumphs and virtues of Mustafa 

Kemal Atatürk, referred to as the Ghāzī—a title denoting a warrior for the 

faith. Shawqī employs a series of vivid metaphors and accolades to 

encapsulate the essence of Mustafa Kemal‘s leadership, the resilience of his 

forces, and the indomitable spirit that propelled them to victory. The initial 

greeting to the Conqueror as the epoch‘s sign symbolizes more than a mere 

salutation; it is an acknowledgment of Mustafa Kemal‘s enduring impact on 

the course of history. Shawqī positions Mustafa Kemal‘s achievements as 

pivotal, marking a new era or epoch defined by the triumphs under his 

leadership. This victory is portrayed as a beacon, a signifier of change and a 

benchmark for future generations, highlighting the transformative power of 

Kemal‘s endeavors. Commendation for Kemal is described as unparalleled, 

setting him apart from even the most valiant of his contemporaries. This 

distinction is not solely in recognition of military prowess but also celebrates 

the awe and respect inspired by his leadership and the collective valor of his 

followers. The poet emphasizes the unique blend of courage, strategic acumen, 

and moral integrity that characterizes Kemal‘s command, elevating him above 

the ranks of ordinary leaders. The analogy of the patient ones bearing adversity 

like a lion biting on its fangs encapsulates the resilience and stoic endurance 

exhibited by Mustafa Kemal and his forces in the face of challenges. This 

imagery conveys not just physical strength but a profound inner fortitude, the 

ability to endure pain and hardship without succumbing to despair or 

compromise. 

Aḥmad Shawqī‘s depiction of using the ―swords of India as their 

tongues and writing with the tips of their long spears‖ dramatically 

encapsulates the fusion of martial prowess with the articulate expression of 

their victories. This metaphor not only illuminates the physical dominion 

exercised in battle but also the articulate and deliberate manner in which these 

victories carved out a narrative in the continuum of history. It conveys the 

notion that the reconquests led by Mustafa Kemal Atatürk were not mere 

territorial acquisitions but deliberate strokes in drafting a new chapter of 

historical and cultural identity, where each spear‘s thrust was akin to a writer‘s 

pen inscribing a lasting legacy. This nuanced understanding reinforces the idea 

that for Mustafa Kemal and his forces, no obstacle was too daunting, framing 

their campaign as a testament to human tenacity and strategic brilliance. Their 

approach to challenges as opportunities for greatness rather than 

insurmountable barriers showcases a philosophy of resilience and proactive 
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ambition, where every hurdle on the path to victory was met with steadfast 

determination.  

Following on, Aḥmad Shawqī unveils these additional lines in his 

poem: 

لاََككككككككككككذ  73" َِ م ح م  يا َِ مَ كَككككككككككككذ   م ح م   .  مككككككككككككسا

ْ كَككككككككككككككَ  و  َ تككككككككككككككك  م    مِ ُلاََكككككككككككككككذ  آلككككككككككككككك  م  َِ 

   
ككككككي74 كككككك ا م كَككككككي َ كككككك َ َ   و و َْ َ ي  َ  تَ م  .  لَكَكككككسم

ككككككِ َ كككككك و و    وِ   َ كككككك م اُ ئ   َ كَككككككي عَ وْ َُ مِ كككككك ككككككِ   وِ

   
كككك   75 ككككئ   َ و َِ  و ككككِ  وِ ككككي   . َ كَككككيم  لََُككككَ   و و

ككككككك و    كككككككِ جَْ كَككككككئ  لَ و وِ كككككككي   َ كَكككككككي هَلََِكككككككَ   و و

   
َِ كككك ح   َُكككك   ََ كككك سح76 ككككي   . َ كَككككي  نَعَككككَ   و و

كككِ لَكككَ  و    وِ   وكككط حلَ ككك  و ِككك  لكَككعَ   كككط حل منعككك  و 

   
ُلاََكككذ  77 َِ كككِ  َ  ككك لو  وِ كككِ  كَككئ و جَكككع   َ  وِ  . 

ئككككككككككَ   و ل ََ كككككككككك و"   عاككككككككككذو  كَكككككككككس   جو ككككككككككِ  َ و وِ  َ 

   

―73. Commanders of the battlefield, seekers of destruction, tent pegs 

of the kingdom, lions in battle. 

74. You tested them, so recount how you strengthened the afflicted 

and revitalized what lay in ruins. 

75. How many a fortified stronghold you breached with them, and how 

many a vast army you defeated. 

76. With them, you crafted great honor. Silent during downfall, they 

boasted not in triumph, (embodying humility in both ruin and restoration). 

77. From the downfall of armies and the ruins of kingdoms, and from 

the remnants of people, you brought wonders.‖
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In this segment of Aḥmad Shawqī‘s poem, the verses unfold as a 

poignant tribute to the leadership and valor displayed on the battlefields, 

alongside a reflective commentary on the aftermath of conflict and the 

resilience of the human spirit in the face of adversity. Shawqī‘s verses 

transcend the mere glorification of martial prowess to delve into the deeper 

implications of warfare, leadership, and the transformative power of 

perseverance and humility. The poet begins by characterizing the commanders 

as both agents of destruction and foundational pillars of the kingdom, evoking 

the dual nature of military leadership as both a force capable of wreaking 

havoc and a stabilizing element essential for the nation‘s survival. The 

metaphor of ―tent pegs of the kingdom‖ is particularly evocative, suggesting 

that these leaders, much like the pegs that secure a tent, are indispensable in 

maintaining the integrity and stability of the state. The lion, a universal symbol 

of courage and strength, further emphasizes the valor and ferocity these leaders 

embody in the heat of battle. Shawqī then challenges these commanders to 
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reflect on their actions and contributions beyond the battlefield, prompting a 

contemplation of their role in healing and rebuilding the afflicted and the 

ruined. This rhetorical invitation to recount their endeavors shifts the focus 

from conquest to restoration, highlighting the responsibility that accompanies 

power and victory—the duty to mend what has been broken and to uplift those 

who have suffered. 

The poet proceeds to enumerate the military achievements, including 

the breaching of fortified strongholds and the defeat of vast armies, as 

evidence of their unmatched prowess. Yet, it is the subsequent lines that reveal 

the true measure of honor in Shawqī‘s perspective. The honor crafted in the 

crucible of conflict is not celebrated with loud boasts but is borne with a 

dignified silence, both in times of downfall and in moments of triumph. This 

portrayal of humility, even in victory, serves as a testament to the depth of 

character and the ethical compass that guides true leaders. Shawqī‘s 

observation of the post-conflict landscape reveals a scene of devastation—

where once stood armies, kingdoms, and thriving communities, now lie ruins 

and remnants of a populace wearied by battle. It is against this backdrop of 

desolation that the leadership of Mustafa Kemal emerges not just as a beacon 

of guidance but as a force of transformation. Under his wise and 

compassionate stewardship, the seemingly insurmountable aftermath of 

conflict becomes a fertile ground for ―wonders‖. This turn of phrase by Shawqī 

not only highlights the remarkable resilience and inventive spirit inherent in 

humanity but also underscores the capacity to transcend the ravages of war 

through a concerted effort towards restoration and rejuvenation. Mustafa 

Kemal‘s ability to envision and actualize a future filled with hope and 

progress, from the depths of despair and ruin, serves as a testament to the 

profound impact of enlightened leadership on the course of human history and 

recovery. 

Aḥmad Shawqī carries forward his narrative with the next set of 

verses: 

كككككِ  ََ كككككئ  78" وِ كككككِ  م    َ  وِ  .  َ َ جكككككَ  لولنككككك  و 

نَ ككككككككك و و    مِ  َ ككككككككك     َ يحبَ حل كَككككككككسحلط َ عكككككككككَ  

   
َ لو و ككككككككك 79 َِ كككككككككِ  وِ ككككككككك   تَعَكككككككككَ   و كَكككككككك ي   اُ  . لَ

ككككككك و    مْ م  تلََ اكككككككَ  حل عَككككككك م  كككككككط حضلَككككككك  يو َ حل

   
ككككككك و حلَ  اَكككككككذم 81 اَذ  . َ هَ ا  حل عَْككككككك بم اككككككك حو

عاذو حل مككككككككككككككككك م و    وُ كككككككككككككككككاو يَمَ حل نكَككككككككككككككككسا مُ   و ا حل

   
كككككك و حلكككككك حيم  اَكككككككص  ع و كككككك  َ  تَكَككككك 81 َِ ا  َ . 

ككككككك   َ كككككككَ َ  حل  كَكككككك و    َُ ا   ككككككك َ  حلَ لكككككككس و  َ

   
وْ كككككككك او َ كَككككككككي82 َ  حل كَككككككك  م  يَجكككككككك بَ حل  . َ  يَا

ككككككك و    وَ   َ كككككككص حللعَككككككك لوطَ لكَككككككي ظكَككككككن يَ َ لكَككككككي ظَ

   
ككككككك َ َ َ م . 83 َ ككككككك  م حلَ ككككككك م و َ حلم اِ م ظانكَكككككك م    َ حاا

كككككككعاذو حل م مككككككك و"   سم و مُ  َِ ككككككك يو م حل كَكككككك  و  كككككككط حل

   

―78. You elevated a nation from humiliation and failure, to the heights 

beyond, untouched by division. 
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79. When you brought forth the dawn of victory, akin to the Battle of 

Badr, the Sacred House turned in its curtains and veils. 

80. The musk-scented al-Rawḍa (al-Mubāraka) smiled to the land of 

Medina, perfumed with musk. 

81. And the house touched its finest fragrance and came to the door of 

the Messenger, touching the noblest threshold. 

82. And the conquest perfumed the regions of Hijaz, and how many 

nights it spent, neither pleasant nor sweet. 

83. And the mothers of the East (the major Islamic cities) adorned 

themselves and raced to the spectacle of victory in the ornately decorated, 

fresh horse-racing fields.‖
 106
 

 

In this evocative segment of Aḥmad Shawqī‘s poem, the narrative 

transcends the mere recounting of military victories to explore the profound 

spiritual and cultural rejuvenation experienced by a nation under the leadership 

of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk. Shawqī employs rich, symbolic imagery to weave a 

tapestry that not only celebrates the lifting of a nation from the depths of 

despair but also underscores the unifying and purifying impact of their 

triumphs, drawing parallels with significant Islamic historical and spiritual 

motifs. The poet begins by highlighting the transformative journey led by 

Mustafa Kemal, from a state of ―humiliation and failure‖ to achieving 

unprecedented heights of unity and success. This transformation is depicted as 

transcending mere political or military achievement, hinting at a deeper, 

almost metaphysical elevation of the national spirit, unmarred by division. The 

imagery employed here suggests a process of purification and elevation that 

aligns the nation‘s trajectory with the noblest of human endeavors. Shawqī‘s 

invocation of the ―dawn of victory‖ being akin to the Battle of Badr—where 

the early Muslims, vastly outnumbered, secured a decisive victory through 

divine support—serves to contextualize the Turkish triumphs within a broader 

narrative of righteous struggle and divine favor. This comparison not only 

elevates the significance of their victories but also embeds them within the 

collective memory and spiritual heritage of the Islamic world, suggesting that 

these modern successes are continuations of a historical and divine legacy. 

The subsequent verses are suffused with olfactory imagery, with 

references to musk and fragrance, which traditionally symbolize purity, 

sanctity, and divine grace in Islamic culture. The description of al-Rawḍa (al-
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Mubāraka) and the Sacred House reacting to the victories portrays the 

triumphs as having a sanctifying effect on the land itself, transforming the 

physical and spiritual landscape of the nation. This imagery suggests that the 

victories achieved under Mustafa Kemal‘s leadership were not merely 

territorial but were imbued with a deeper significance, purifying and uniting 

the nation under the banner of a shared spiritual and cultural heritage. The 

depiction of the ―mothers of the East‖ adorning themselves and participating in 

the celebration of victory evokes the image of a widespread, communal joy 

that transcends geographical boundaries, uniting the major Islamic cities in a 

shared moment of triumph. The reference to ―ornately decorated, fresh horse-

racing fields‖ symbolizes a renewal of tradition and culture, with the victories 

igniting a renaissance of heritage and pride across the Islamic world. Through 

these verses, Shawqī not only commemorates the military and political 

achievements of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk and his forces but also celebrates the 

spiritual and cultural awakening they spurred. The poem transcends the 

temporal victories of warfare, portraying them as catalysts for a profound 

transformation that reverberated through the spiritual and cultural veins of the 

nation and the broader Islamic community. Shawqī‘s poetic narrative thus 

serves as a testament to the enduring impact of these triumphs, not only on the 

physical landscape of the nation but on the collective soul of its people and the 

larger tapestry of Islamic civilization. 

The concluding section of Aḥmad Shawqī‘s poem is presented as 

follows: 

َِ ككككك م  نَكككككط  ظَ كككككسَ   كَكككك   َ و سح84"  . هَكككككلَا م  و

ككككككككك حَ   كككككككككط حَلكَكككككككك و    مُ  ظَ ن وئكككككككككسَ   نَكككككككككط حَ

   
نكككك   م  ككككط جَككككنَ   85 نكككك و َ حل و مِ ككككلوُس حل و  َ . 

صككككككَ  َ حضَ  كككككك  م  وككككككط َ ككككككَ  و    وِ مِ ككككككلوُسح   َ 

   
ككككككي  86 لكككككك  م  ككككككط يَحو اُ   حوو ككككككاف اَكككككك ُ لو َِ  . 

 َ  كككككككعَ ذ  َ حَسحهككككككك  حلَ ككككككك  م  كككككككط  ََ ككككككك و   

   
ككككككئ  87 َْ ا َ مُ ِككككككط  و عذَ  تَ م ككككككِ كمككككككئ و اكككككك حو وِ  . 

كككككككككك و    مُ م َ و ا  وككككككككككاَ  َ  تمككككككككككسِط  و َِ   ولككككككككككص 

   
كككككطَ حَكككككئا  ونككككك 88  . تَ كككككس م لكَككككسِّ حل َ كككككص حل م كو

 ظكَككككككس ف كَعكَككككككس و ظَ كككككككس   كككككككك َ  عَكككككككِ كَمكَكككككك و"  

   

―84. Damascus stirred the Ayyubids, who in turn awakened the 

Hamdanids in Aleppo with congratulations. 

85. And the Muslims of India and the Hindus in elation, and the 

Muslims of Egypt and the Copts in joy. 

86. Kingdoms united under Islam in deep-seated kinship, all embraced 

by the East in a common lineage. 

87. From every direction, they gaze towards your place with kohl-

lined eyes and point with henna-dyed fingers. 
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88. They say, ‗Had it not been for the young man (i.e., Atatürk) from 

Turkey, we might have faced a day like that which befell the Jews in their 

recent past.‘‖
 107
 

 

In this concluding passage of Aḥmad Shawqī‘s poem, the narrative 

broadens to encapsulate a moment of pan-Islamic and intercultural solidarity, 

celebrating the far-reaching impact of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk‘s achievements. 

Shawqī artfully weaves historical references, cultural motifs, and a message of 

unity to convey the profound influence of Atatürk‘s victories not only within 

Turkey but across diverse communities and regions. Shawqī references 

Damascus and the Ayyubids, historical symbols of Islamic power and cultural 

renaissance, to underscore the resonance of Atatürk‘s victories across the 

historical heartlands of Islam. The mention of the Ayyubids stirring the 

Hamdanids in Aleppo with congratulations serves as a metaphor for the 

awakening of a collective Islamic identity in response to Atatürk‘s successes. 

This imagery not only evokes a sense of historical continuity but also suggests 

a rekindling of shared pride and purpose among Islamic polities, transcending 

temporal and geographical divides. The poet then expands this narrative of 

solidarity to include not just the Islamic communities but also Hindus in India 

and Copts in Egypt, illustrating a broader spectrum of jubilation that 

transcends religious boundaries. Shawqī‘s portrayal of these diverse groups 

celebrating in unison reflects a vision of universal humanism, where Atatürk‘s 

achievements inspire a collective joy and hope across different faiths and 

cultures. This inclusivity highlights the transformative potential of Atatürk‘s 

leadership to foster intercultural dialogue and unity, suggesting that his impact 

extends beyond the political and military realms into the domain of social and 

cultural reconciliation. 

Verse eighty-six encapsulates the ideal of a pan-Islamic brotherhood, 

united under the banner of Islam yet embracing a shared heritage that the East 

collectively embodies. This notion of deep-seated kinship underscores the 

interconnectedness of Islamic kingdoms and communities, suggesting that 

Atatürk‘s efforts have contributed to a reaffirmation of these bonds. The 

common lineage that Shawqī speaks of is not just one of shared faith but also 

of cultural and historical ties that bind these diverse communities together, 

reinforcing a sense of belonging and mutual support. The imagery of kohl-

lined eyes and henna-dyed fingers pointing towards Turkey is laden with 
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cultural significance, symbolizing a collective gaze of admiration and gratitude 

towards Atatürk. Kohl and henna, with their deep roots in Eastern traditions, 

serve as symbols of beauty, protection, and celebration, further enhancing the 

poem‘s depiction of Atatürk as a figure of reverence and a catalyst for unity. 

This act of looking towards Turkey signifies a recognition of Atatürk‘s role in 

altering the course of history, positioning him as a beacon of hope and a source 

of inspiration for diverse peoples. 

The final verse thoughtfully considers how Atatürk‘s leadership 

prevented a dire situation that could have resembled the historical suffering of 

the Jews. This comparison serves not just as a reminder of the calamities that 

can befall a people but also as an acknowledgment of Atatürk‘s pivotal role in 

steering his nation—and, by extension, the wider region—away from such a 

fate. The gratitude expressed by the diverse voices in the poem underscores the 

significance of Atatürk‘s achievements in ensuring the security and dignity of 

his people and resonates as a testament to his enduring legacy as a leader who 

transcended national boundaries to impact the collective destiny of a broader 

civilization. Through these verses, Aḥmad Shawqī crafts a poetic homage that 

transcends mere national triumph to celebrate a moment of cross-cultural and 

interfaith solidarity, inspired by the leadership and vision of Mustafa Kemal 

Atatürk. Shawqī‘s narrative serves as a powerful reminder of the capacity for 

historical figures to shape not only the fate of their own nations but also to 

inspire unity and shared purpose among diverse and distant communities, 

weaving a tapestry of hope, resilience, and mutual respect that endures beyond 

their era. 
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CONCLUSION  

his exploration embarked upon a detailed examination of the intricate 

tapestry woven by Arabic poets as they paid homage to Turkish leaders 

across various epochs. The study meticulously dissected panegyric 

poems from both the post-classical era and the modern period, revealing not 

only the depth of admiration and respect these Arabic poets held for Turkish 

leadership but also the rich, cross-cultural dialogue that these literary works 

engender. One of the key findings of this research was the profound 

appreciation and nuanced understanding that Arabic poets demonstrated 

towards Turkish leaders. Through their eloquent verses, these poets were able 

to transcend mere political alliances, crafting narratives that celebrated virtues, 

achievements, and the exemplary leadership qualities of their subjects. These 

panegyrics served as bridges between cultures, highlighting shared values and 

mutual respect that cut across geographical and temporal divides. The study 

also uncovered the evolving nature of panegyric poetry over time, noting shifts 

in style, language, and thematic focus. In the post-classical panegyrics, there 

was a notable emphasis on valor, wisdom, and the divine sanction of leaders, 

reflective of the era‘s socio-political and religious milieu. Modern panegyrics, 

while maintaining the core tradition of praise, began to incorporate themes of 

nationalism, modernity, and reform, mirroring the changing landscape of the 

Ottoman Empire and the rise of the Turkish Republic. This evolution in 

panegyric poetry underscores the adaptive and dynamic nature of Arabic 

literary expression in response to historical and cultural transformations. 

Another significant finding pertains to the role of panegyrics as a medium for 

cultural exchange and expression of cross-cultural praise. These poems not 

only celebrated individual leaders but also served to foster a sense of shared 

identity and heritage between the Arab and Turkish peoples. Through the 

medium of poetry, Arabic poets were able to contribute to a collective 

memory, one that honored the contributions of Turkish leaders to the Islamic 

world and beyond. Furthermore, the analysis of these panegyrics offered 

insights into the idealized portrayals of leadership and virtue. The poems 

consistently highlighted qualities such as justice, bravery, piety, and wisdom, 

portraying Turkish leaders not only as political figures but as paragons of these 

virtues. This idealization reflects the poets‘ efforts to align their subjects with 

the highest ideals of leadership, thereby inspiring their audiences and elevating 

the cultural discourse surrounding governance and authority.  

T 
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The investigation into Arabic panegyrics dedicated to Turkish leaders 

reveals a complex landscape of cross-cultural dynamics that underscores the 

multifaceted relationships between these two historically intertwined cultures. 

At the heart of this exploration is the recognition of how Arabic poets, through 

their panegyric verses, navigated and articulated their admiration and respect 

for Turkish leadership, thereby engaging in a rich dialogue that transcends 

mere linguistic expression to encompass deep cultural and historical 

intersections. The cross-cultural praise embodied in these panegyrics 

illuminates the poets‘ ability to transcend cultural and political boundaries, 

highlighting a shared Islamic heritage while also acknowledging the distinct 

Turkish contributions to the Islamic world and broader historical narratives. 

This duality presents a fascinating study of how poets employed language, 

historical references, and religious motifs to craft a narrative of unity and 

respect, celebrating Turkish leaders not only for their political or military 

achievements but also for their role in fostering a shared cultural and spiritual 

legacy. Furthermore, the panegyrics serve as a mirror reflecting the poets‘ own 

cultural perspectives and values. Through their verses, they project an 

idealized vision of leadership that resonates with both Arab and Turkish 

audiences, drawing on universal themes such as justice, valor, piety, and 

wisdom. This alignment of values, articulated within the specific cultural 

contexts of the poets, underscores the inherent adaptability and inclusivity of 

panegyric poetry as a form of cross-cultural engagement. The study also delves 

into the nuances of language and stylistic choices made by the poets, which 

further enrich the cross-cultural dialogue. The selection of certain Arabic 

terms, references to Islamic history, and the adaptation of classical Arabic 

poetic forms to honor Turkish leaders all contribute to a layered expression of 

praise that bridges cultural divides. These choices not only reflect the poets‘ 

mastery of their craft but also their conscious effort to connect with and honor 

the Turkish subjects of their panegyrics in a manner that is both respectful and 

culturally informed. 

The methodological approach adopted in this analysis of Arabic 

panegyrics dedicated to Turkish leaders is rooted in a multidisciplinary 

framework that intertwines literary analysis, historical context, and cross-

cultural studies. This comprehensive approach was essential in navigating the 

complexities inherent in examining poetic works that span different epochs 

and cultural landscapes. Several methodological considerations have played a 

pivotal role in shaping the study, ensuring both the rigor of academic inquiry 

and the depth of cultural insight. Firstly, the selection of panegyrics was 

carried out with a keen eye on diversity, aiming to include a broad spectrum of 
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poems that reflect various facets of Turkish leadership from different periods. 

This deliberate choice allowed for a richer comparative analysis, highlighting 

both the continuity and evolution in the themes and styles of panegyric poetry 

over time. By encompassing works from the post-classical era to the modern 

period, the study was able to trace the shifts in cultural and political narratives, 

as well as in the portrayal of leadership virtues. Secondly, the analysis 

employed a close reading of the texts, paying particular attention to language, 

imagery, and thematic content. This linguistic and literary scrutiny was crucial 

in unpacking the layers of meaning embedded in the poems, enabling a deeper 

understanding of how Arabic poets constructed their praise and navigated the 

cross-cultural terrain. The close reading was complemented by a contextual 

analysis that situated each panegyric within its historical and cultural 

backdrop, offering insights into the socio-political circumstances that 

influenced the poets‘ works. Another methodological pillar was the 

examination of cross-cultural dynamics, which required a nuanced 

understanding of both Arab and Turkish cultural traditions. This aspect of the 

study involved exploring the shared religious and historical references, as well 

as the subtle nuances that distinguish the cultural expressions of praise and 

admiration. Understanding the cross-cultural interplay was key to appreciating 

the depth of mutual respect and the complex intercultural dialogue facilitated 

by the panegyric form. The study also acknowledged the challenges inherent in 

translating and interpreting poetic texts across languages and cultures. Efforts 

were made to preserve the essence and subtleties of the original Arabic verses 

while making them accessible to a wider audience. 

This study serves as a compelling entry point into the broader 

discourse on the interconnectedness of these two civilizations, highlighting the 

pivotal role literature plays in bridging diverse cultures. However, it also 

accentuates the vast expanse of uncharted territory within this field, 

underscoring the imperative need for further scholarly inquiry. There is a 

wealth of potential in examining the nuances of this cultural intersection, from 

the evolution of literary forms to the exchange of philosophical and theological 

ideas embedded within these literary works. Delving deeper into the literary 

dialogues between Arab and Turkish cultures not only enriches our 

understanding of historical interrelations but also illuminates the complexities 

of identity, influence, and the transformative power of art across borders. 

Consequently, it is incumbent upon scholars and literary enthusiasts alike to 

further explore this fertile ground, ensuring that the intricate web of 

connections that define Arab-Turkish cultural exchanges continues to be 

mapped, understood, and celebrated. 
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ABSTRACT 

rabic Panegyrics for Turkish Leaders: A Study of Cross-

Cultural Praise‖ embarks on a scholarly exploration into the 

realm of Arabic panegyric poetry, focusing on its role in 

celebrating and venerating Turkish leaders across various historical epochs. 

This academic work situates itself at the confluence of Arab and Turkish 

cultural streams, delving into the rich intertextual dialogues that have shaped 

perceptions and relations between these two civilizations through the medium 

of poetic praise. The study is underpinned by a comprehensive methodological 

framework that integrates literary analysis, historical contextualization, and 

cross-cultural studies, aiming to unravel the complex layers of admiration, 

respect, and cultural exchange encapsulated in these poetic works. The 

research sheds light on the intricate interplay of cross-cultural interactions, 

emphasizing the ways in which Arabic poets skillfully maneuver through 

cultural, political, and spiritual realms to convey their deep respect for Turkish 

leaders. This study shows how poets are not only skilled at overcoming 

cultural differences with their well-crafted poetry, but also highlights the 

common values and mutual respect that form the foundation of the relationship 

between Arabs and Turks. At the heart of this research is an investigation into 

how these panegyric poems demonstrate the universal human ability to admire 

others and how literature can bridge differences in geography, time, and 

culture. The scope of the book spans from post-classical panegyrics, with their 

emphasis on valor, wisdom, and divine sanction, to modern compositions that 

reflect changing political and cultural narratives, including the rise of 

nationalism and modernity. By situating these poetic tributes within their 

respective historical and cultural contexts, the study provides a deepened 

understanding of the evolving nature of leadership portrayal, the adaptability 

of panegyric poetry, and the enduring significance of cross-cultural praise. 

This book serves as a pivotal academic contribution that not only enriches our 

comprehension of Arabic literary traditions and Turkish historical figures but 

also foregrounds the importance of intercultural appreciation and dialogue in 

forging a shared cultural heritage. Through its meticulous analysis and 

significant findings, the book underscores the need for continued scholarly 

engagement with the literary intersections that connect and enrich Arab and 

Turkish cultures. 

Keywords: Arabic Language and Literature, Arabic Poetry, Post-

Classical Arabic Poetry, Modern Arabic Poetry, Turkish Leaders. 
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